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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

Bank Protection

National

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

means a great deal to you as a depositor. Our books are examined by
National Bank examiners under the supervision of the Comptroller
the Currency at least twice a year. There is no better security than that

For Your

Savings.

Our next dividend quarter commences JULY l.
Money deposited
in our SAVINGS DEPARTMENT goes, on interest on that date at

Statement— Massachusetts Accident Co.
Admr notice—Est Sarah M Gilley.
—Eat Chas L Myrick.
Exec notice—Eat Elizabeth \V Nswhall.
John A Lord—Mare for sale.
Hancock hall—Joshua Simpkins.
8 W Sutton—Real estate.
Maine Central time-table.
O W Tupley—Insurance.
C W & F L Mason—Real estate for sale.
—

burrill national bank,
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THE CONSTANT GROWTH OP THIS
IS

STITUTION

EVIDENCE

OF

IN-

bunk.

Mrs. Charles D. Woods, of Orono, was
guest of Mrs. George A. Parch er yes-

the

terday.

NEW ACCOUNTS OPENED SINCE

Mitis Bertha L. Giles, who has spent the
past winter in New York, is home for the

JAN. 1, lOOO.
ARE

Henry L. Russell received his new automobile Saturday—a Maxwell runabout.
President Fellows, of the University of
Maine, is at his summer home at Bayside.
Mrs. Victor H. Shafer, of Portland, is

Mrs. E. B. Dennett and son Louis are
in Portland and Kenne-

BY THE PUBLIC.

YOU

Miss Lucia Burpee, of Rockland, is y*e
guest of Miss Lillian Russell.
F. C. Burrill and wife have gone to thei:
Shady Nook cottage for the summer.

visiting relatives

THE

HIGH ESTEEM IN WHICH IT IS HELD

286

CORDIALLY

INVITED

summer.

TO

Miss Mabel D. Hanson, of Bangor, is
the guest for a week of Mrs. Harry L.
Crabtree.

OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US.
UNION TRUST COMPANY.

W. F. Aiken is at home from New York,
spending his vacation at his camp on Patten’s pond.
Prof. White, of Colby college, will oc-

cupy the Pareher cottage this
4

after

July

miss

WITH

US

IN

PRIVACY.

"

There is absolute privacy about your banking
business if you bank with us by mail; no one
but yourself and the bank people know anything about your deposits or account, so there
can be no "leaks” of information that you'd
much rather would never occur. Then, too,
this bank has ample resources, a most successful record, is conveniently located, and has a
growing ambition. Why not let us serve you?
Interest paid on time deposits subject to check.

Eastern Trust &

winurea

uoyie

is

in

oearsport

spend several weeks with

her aunt, Mrs. Edmon Eno.
Irene chapter, O. E. 8., will hold its next
regular meeting Friday evening, July 2,
Officers and members are requested to be
Parcher has returned from Harmedical school and Arthur H. Parcher
from Buwdoin college, for the
summer vacation.

George

vard

Ellsworth

friends of Louis D. Cook and

wife, of Everett, Mass., extend congratulations on the birth of h son, Rowland
Bowen, born Sunday, June 20.
Lufkin, of Lynn, Mass.,
visiting her twin sister,
Mrs. Almira Kelliher, the past two weeks,
Mrs. Harriet

who

has

been

will return to her home

to-day.

fifteen members of the Uniform
Rank K. of P., of Ellsworth, went to Bangor last Thursday and participated in the
annual meeting and parade of the Maine
About

MAINE.
BANGOR,
Branches at Old Town and Mach las, Me.

■

brigade.
Gideon Mayo occupied the pulpit
the Baptist church Sunday, in the
absence of the pastor. Rev. P. A. A. Killam,
w ho was in Washington county on a misRev.

of

We Invite You

sionary trip.

Miss Eva Aiken returned Friday from
Portland, where she has been four weeks,
to coine in anil inspect the new arrangement of our after an operation for appendicitis. Her
nds are glad to know* her health
store. We have closed out entirely our stock of dry many
is greatly improved.
goods, and with the additional space afforded, have W. H. Smith has closed out his novelty
store on Main street, and moved his stock
opportunity to enlarge and display to better advantage of goods to his home on the Surry road.
our
line of groceries. We have the most up- He will continue on the road with the

complete

to-date grocery store in Ellsworth to-day, the most
complete lines of staple and fancy groceries. We carry
also a full line of Meats, Green Vegetables, and Fresh
Fruits; Flour, Feed and Grain. We have not closed
out our very complete and up-to-date line of Wall
Paper, Carpetings, Rugs and Linoleums, Curtains and
Draperies. We also continue to carry Mixed Paints.
Come in and see us.

_WHITING

BROTHERS.

REQUIRES

CRA88 8EEP,

CLOVER 8EEP,
PH08PHATE,
not to mention other
things which we
nave to offer the farmers at this
leason.

Have
nne

yon

hay enough

if not j have

to

some

PRE88ED HAY.
Better than loose, and easier to handle

BEDDING PLANTS

WATER STREET,

Ellsworth._
Subscribe for

maixe.

Thb American

were

Mrs. John H. Carter ia raftering from
rheumatism.

here over Sun-

day.
Mrs. David Fox, of Bethel, is here for
month with Mrs. Helen Fox.

H. O. Staples, of Portland, is visiting
his sister, Mrs. Henry A. Carter.

a

to

W. H. Brown went to Waltham Monday
build a barn for Milton Haslam.

is

Master Robert Holdeta, of Bar Harbor,
visiting his grandmother, Mrs. Harriet

School closed Friday. The graduating
exercises took place in the hall. The only
graduate was Miss Qracia M. Hooper. The
hall was tastefully decorated with evergreens and flowers. George B. Stuart gave
the address and conferred the diploma.
Misa Eva Carlisle acted as marshal in a
creditable manner. The school exercises
were well rendered.
Miss Hooper gave
the valedictory. Miss Hooper has attended
school here thirty weeks, missing only
one day in that time.

Hastings.
Dr. Frank Whitcomb and family, of
were here over Sunday, guests of
A. W. Ellis and wife.

Orono,

Leon H. Brown has sold his launch to
Albert Higgins, and on Tuesday delivered
it to him at the head of Green lake, where
Mr. Higgins will use it in his business as

guide.

MOUTH OF THE RIVER.

Rev. J. D. Prigmore will exchange pulThe board of registration was in sessionpits Sunday with Rev. Edwin Judson
six days last week, revising the voting
Klock, of Bucksport. Mrs. Prigmore will
Notices were sent out to several
lists.
will
her
and

notifying them to appear before the board
Wednesday, June 23, to show cause why
their names should not be stricken from
the list. Cards notifying others of changes
from one ward to another were also sent
out. The board is in session again to-day,
and expects to complete its work this
week.

accompany
husband,
take the occasion to enjoy

Lillie G. Swett is in Bar Harbor visiting
her sister, Mrs. Lionel L. Stewart.
Calvert Fullerton, of Gardiner, is visiting his parents, George Fullerton and wife.
Mrs. Sadie Alley, with infant son George,
of Trenton, is visiting her parents, Edwin

they

down the
Penobscot and return by way of Rockland
and Eggemoggin reach to Bar Harbor.
a

sail

Milliken and wife.
GRADUATION

EXERCISES.

MrB. Sadie Harrington, of Waltham,
graduation exercises of the Falls Mass., was called home recently by the
school
were
held
in
the
church
grammar
illnlbs of her father, Fred Milliken.
Thursday evening, June 17, and were
A party of Ellsworth men left this city largely attended, both church and vestry
COMING EVENTS.
last night for Wyoming where they are to being very nearly filled. On the stage
were
four
members
of
the
seatecf
the
KLlL/5 WOKTH.
for
work
the Ambursen Hydraulic Construction Co., the concern which built the graduating class, the three teachers—the
Wndnesday, June 23—At Hancock hall—
big concrete dam in this city for the Bar Misses Jordan and Miss Fields—Rev. W. High school graduation exercises in afterHarbor & Union River Power Co. Those F. Emery, and George E. Davis and W. H. noon. Class play, “Ferguson of Troy,” in
in the party were A. L. Witham, Charles Titus of the school board.
evening, followed by ball.
The church was very tastefully decorated
K. McCarthy, F. E. Moon, E. C. Clement,
Wednesday and Thurday, Sept. 15 and
Lewis Morrison, Lawrence Sinclair and with plants and greenery, with streamers 16—North Ellsworth fair.
of
red
from
and
white
C. M. Brooks. The construction comceiling
suspended
COUNTY.
pany, after it finishes the work it is now and winding the columns at the stage,
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
w
hile
over
class
the
the
motto,
on at Shoshone, has another contract in
stage
July 6, 7 and 8—Meeting of American InDenver, Colo., and still another in Texas, “Up Higher,” was very prettily done in stitute of Instruction at Castine.
the
class
colors.
and the men who have just left expect to
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
The program was well given, all the
be gone from three to five years.
8
taken. The class Sept. 7, and 9— Bluehill fair.
The summer session of the western min- parts being creditably
in verse, was particularly good.
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 8 and 9
isterial association of the Bucksport dis- history,
The class was assisted in the program by —Eden fair.
trict convened Monday afternoon at Winseveral members of the junior class, who
Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 28 and 29
terport. At the business meeting, Rev.
took their parts nicely. The class ode was —Amherst fair.
Milton Beckwith was elected secretary.
FAMILY REUNIONS.
The meeting then adjourned in order that sung by Miss Susie Smith. The address
Saturday, June 26—Smith family at
Rev. W. F. Emery w’as deep and full of
fhe ministers in a body could visit a for- by
and was much appreciated by Hardison’s grove, West Franklin.
mer Ellsworth
pastor, Rev. I. H. W. thought,
all. The conferring of diplomas was by the
Saturday, June 26
Tracy family at
Wharff, who resides in v\ interport. Rev.
Gouldsboro Point.
of schools, Rev. P. A. A.
H. B. Haskell led tlie praise service in the superintendent
Killam.
evening. Rev. Milton Beckwith delivered
Buiioeis
The

—

sermon
Tuesday morning.
F. Emery, of Ellsworth, gave an
interesting address on “The Future State”.
Several Hancock county pastors read pa-

the

annual

pers during the day.

it

■L.yncn'8 Dana iurnisnea tne music, ana
is entitled to a
large share of the

credit for the

evening’s

exercises.

graduates were Gerald E. Moore,
Alice G. Clough, Sari* E. Blondette and
Hollis M. Garland. The full program folThe

One of the best repertoire companies to
lows :
visit Ellsworth in a long time was the
Music.Lynch’s band
Avery Strong Co., which played to good Prayer.Rev J D Prigmore
houses the first three nights of last week.
Music. .Lynch’s band
The opening play was the “Minister’s
Salutatory—Recitation, Wait Till Trouble
Sweetheart", ji. B. Luce tooR the part
Comes.Alice G Clough
of the minister, and Eva Scott the part ! Recitation, Death of Hale....Eben Whitcomb
of the waif Daisy, who turned out to be j Recitation. Guilty or Not Guilty,
Bernice L Garland
Peter Murray, as the
the sweetheart.
Class history.Sara E Blondette
funny man of the company, proved to be
band
all that was said of him.
On Tuesday Music.Lynch’s
Recitation, Bunker Hill Battle,
evening the play was Mrs. Holmes' “Lena
Hollis M Garland
Rivers”, and on Wednesday evening “The ; Recitation, Brave Kate Shelly..Marion Smith
Fatal Coin” was presented. The leading Recitation, Whistling in Heaven,
Louise Young
parts had most excellent support, and the
company is sure of a cordial welcome Valedictory, Up Higher.Gerald E Moore
Music.
Lynch’s band
should it return to Ellsworth.
Singing, Class Ode.Miss Susie Smith
At a special meeting of the city goverClass address. .Rev W F Emery
ment Monday evening, it was voted that
Couferring diplomas.Supt P A A Killam
the Maine Central railroad company be Music.Lynch’s band
instructed to maintain a flagman at Ellsworth Falls from 6 a. m. until 12 midnight
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
every night in the week; also to establish
Coleman Bates is in very poor health.
and maintain gates across the way back
of Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.’s store, the
Mrs. Ida Flood has returned to her home
same to be closed at the passing of every
here.
and
the
of
of
that
rate
train,
speed
Melvin McUown is visiting relatives at
all trains shall not exceed six miles an
Harbor and Hull’s Cove.
the
Ellsw-orth Bar

j

Notices.
HAINES’ PRIZE CONTEST.
The Haines prize contest will close next
Saturday at 10 p. m. W. A. Alexander and
J. A. Cunningham have been chosen to serve
on the committee to canvas the official vote
of the contest. These gentlemen will select
a third.
They will meet at the Haines store
at 9 o’clock Monday morning to count the
votes and deposit sealed returns in the safe.
The official announcement will be made at
the Haines store next Wednesday afternoon
at 2 o’clock, when the prizes will be awarded.
Following Is the standing of the leading contestants at noon yesterday
the last announcement that will be made before the
close of the contest:
—

Mrs J B Holmes, Ellsworth.
Miss Goldie Raymond.
Mrs Clara Johnson, Hancock.
Mrs Geo Davis, Ellsworth...
Mrs W F Emery, Ellsworth.
Mrs A I Foss, Hancock..•.
Mrs RB Evans, Ellsworth.
Mrs H H Hooper, Ellsworth......
Miss Thompson, Ellsworth.
Mrs C 8 Johnson. Ellsworth.

66,081
65,992
65,755
65,689
26,647
22,261
21,549
10,220
7,388
6,884

'3Sbcrti£Emfnt0.

THE CAMPAIGN
AGAINST

Bugs, Worms, Blight,
will soon be open.
the munitions of

We have all
such as

war

through
square at
Mrs. Florence Rapp, of Brockton, Mass.,
Falls. The city clerk was instructed to
Grand Union Tea Co. cart.
Bordeaux Mixture,
Hellebore,
the railroad company that if the is with Mrs. Charles Sweeney for the sumThe summer schedule w ent into effect on notify
terms of this vote are complied with, the mer.
Blue
the Maine Central railroad Monday. The
Sulphate Copper,
Vitriol,
to the State railroad commisBenjamin Mitchell, who is employed at
time-table printed elsewhere in this issue, petition
sioners for gates at the square will be Bar Harbor, spent Sunday with his family
Paris Green, Insect Powder,
and the mail schedule at head of this
withdrawn; otherwise a hearing will be here.
column have been corrected to date.
Arsenate of Lead.
demanded. The board also voted that the
Louville McGown, of Greene, spent SunThe little daughter of Ernest Sargent
chief engineer be instructed to place a
his
Howard
with
McUown
day
parents,
fell into a well near her home on Washwater gage in the engine-house on Frankand wife.
ington street yesterday afternoon, and lin street at once. A recess was taken
narrowly escaped drowning. She was re- to Wednesday evening, June 23.
Mrs. Frank Dutton, of Berlin, N. H.,
suscitated, however, and is now as well as
was called here by the illness of her sister,
of
sale
the
stable
takes
The
Greely
ever.
place Helen King.
at Maplewood park, Bangor, to-day. The
The graduating class of the Ellsworth
Artelle McGown, who has spent a few
Commercial
“Few
men
in
says:
high school, and many of the undergradu- Bangor
Maine have been so well known in con- weeks with his brother at Greene, has reates, attended the Congregational church
nection with the great interests of our turned home.
Sunday evening, when the pastor, Rev. R.
or have brought
Mrs. Mary Moore, who has been with
B. Mathews, delivered the baccalaureate horse-breeding industry,
to Maine such good stock, or given such Howard McGown and wife, has gone to
sermon.
this
and
to
most
iman impetus
great
Brewer to visit her daughter.
Rev. W. F. Emery left for Winterport
portant agricultural feature of Maine’s
I n All Sizes
Funeral services of
Mrs.
Frederick
Monday to attend the meeting of the
abroad
as
has
H.
E.
Greely,
prominence
western division of the Bucksport miniswere held at the church ThursPhillips
Ellsworth.
since
the
time
when
of
Never,
Films Plates and Developing
terial association. To-day he is in Jack- Thomas S.
Lang brought Gen. Knox to day afternoon, Rev. W. F. Emery, of Ellssonville to address the Eastern Maine
worth
Methodist
officiating.
church,
Papers that are fresh.
has
so
a
this State,
potent stallion been inveteran association.
troduced Jiere as the great Bingen,
Union
will
sewing circle
give a
Capt. Edgar Jordan’s horse, hitched to a brought by Mr. Greely from Kentucky; lawn party at the home of Lyman DeWitt, MAIL ORDERS FILLED
POSTAGE EXTRA
post at Capt. J. M. Higgins’ house on while Hambletonian Knox and other Tuesday evening, June 29. Ice-cream and
Water street, was frightened by an auto- great ones have kept Maine famous since cake will be for sale. If
stormy, first
DEVELOPING and PRINTING
mobile, yesterday and jumped onto the the days of Mr. Lang. Wherever there are pleasant evening.
post. The animal was so badly injured great and famous horses to-day in the most
it had to be shot.
celebrated stables, they trace back directly
GREEN LAKE.
Acadia Royal Arch chapter held after- to Todd and Bingen, and those who have
About
Still fishing began Sunday.
In their produce are indeed fortunate, as they
noon and evening sessions yesterday.
the afternoon the past master and most rank among the blue ribbon horses in the thirty salmon and trout were taken Sunharness
Mr.
brigade.
Greely has al- day. J. B. Webster got eight.
excellent master degrees were conferred, light
bred the best. While many will be
ELLSWORTH, HE.
and in the evening the Royal Arch degree. ways
W. P. Lowell and family, W. L. Morse MAIN ST.,
Mr.
that
is
to
Greely
relinquish active and wife and Mr. Clark and
There was a banquet at 6.30, and re- sorry
ol
wTife,
he
has
left
a
remarkable impress
freshments after the work of the evening. business,
BUTTONS MADE TO ORDER.
Washington, D. C., passed the week-end
upon our great horse-breeding interests,
Embroidered buttons of all kinds;
at their cottages.
Prof. George P. Paine, with wife and in- while younger men are left to take
also machine-made, plain and bardup
from one's own cloth. Made
fant son, arrived Saturday from Ripon, his work; and so long as life
rimmed,
Street Commissioner S. P. WTebber has
lasts, the
at the dressmaking rooms oi
Wis., for the summer. Prof. Paine, who enterprising ‘colonel’ w*ill rejoice in their been doing some fine work on the roadf
of mathematics at
has bien professor
ALICE M. HOOPER,
the past few days. The roads are now in
prosperity.”
ELLSWORTH.
Ripon university, will in the fall enter
better shape than they have been foi
7 and I MANNING BLOCK,
Maud—Have you decided how
upon his work as professor of mathematTelephone: «7-ir.
you years.
ics at the University of Minnesota, to are going to vote? Miss Quivers—Oh, yes.
which he was elected this spring.
I’m going to vote in my new black cloth
G. T. BOWDEN,
Smith Family Reunion.
DBALER IN
The thirteenth annual reunioif of tb
The number of Ellsworth people who gown with pearl buttons.
Miss Gushington (entering street car)— Smith family will be held at Hardison’i
went to Jacksonville to-day for the annual
INDIAN
camp-meeting of the Eastern Maine Vete- Oh, don’t get up; please keep your seat, grove, West Franklin, Saturday, June 26
ran association w as smaller than expected,
please do. Mr. Manhattan—Really, I’d if stormy, the first pleasant Saturday.
All relatives and connections of th<
only seventy-one tickets being sold at the like to oblige you, madam, but I want to
Ellsworth station. The threatening wea- get out at this corner.
ELLsWOKIll, MAINE
family are cordially invited to be present STATE STKEET,
hoar

Parcher’s Drug Store.

Amateur

STANWOOD’S
STUDIO.

last
extra

C. W. Grindal,

WEST ELLSWORTH.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.
N. C. Ayer and wife

Supplies

Spring Planting

“rough V

Rev. J. L. Renaud, who has been assistant at the Catholic church in Orono for
several months, has been transferred toBt.
Joseph's church in this city during the
summer months.
Fr. Renaud began his
work here last Sunday. Rev. T. F. Flannagan, who succeeded Fr. Hayes here,
will have charge of the Catholic church at
Northeast Harbor for the summer.

Rev. W.

present.

Banking Co.

»

summer

1.

where she will

BANK

son

Henry

the guest of her sister, Mrs. L. M. Moore.
Mrs. Miriam C. Kent is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. A. P. McFarland, in Pittsfield.

ME.

Fred L. Mason, jr., and Clarence Tapley
home last week from Hebron
academy. Mason, with Percival Cushman, of Bangor, will leave next Monday
for Somerset county, where they will put
in the summer in the woods with Roy
Marston, of Lewiston, a practical forester,
in work on forestry survey and exploring.
returned

Stanwood—Photographer.
W R Parker Clothing Co— Clearance sale.
Whiting Bros
Meats, groceries, carpetings. etc.
Eastern Steamship Co—Summer schedule.
Manchester, Conn:
C R Burr A Co—Agent wanted.
Mrs. C. J. Brown is visiting her
in Bellows Falls, Vt.

ther of the early /norning prevented many
from going, and the high school graduation kept others at home.

ai.l kinds for

Flower and

Vegetable Garden.

Ellsworth Greenhouse
Telephone 43

Sixteen

ounces

of performance

pound of promise

to every
in the advertisements

of THE AMERICAN.

Motor-Cycles.

f

CHRISTIAN

Meeting Topic Fop the Week
Beginning June 27, 1909.
By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—FockctUooks of missionaries.—
|1 Cor. ix, *45.
Giving is an essential Christian
fgr&ce. The man who does not consecrate his pocketbook to God when he
Consecrates himself has failed in full
Consecration oral has room to doubt
Whether he is a Christian. Few if any
duties have been more emphasized in.
file Scriptures than that of giving. The
Old Testament gives it a most prominent plate, and Malachl goes so far as
to declare that the utpourlng of spiritual blessings depends upon “tho
{^ringing of the tithes iuto the storehouse." Perhaps the reason why so
many Christians do not enjoy to the
fullest extent the blessings of their religion is because they are a little shy
In opening their pocketbooks or when
♦hey open them are too particular in
peeking the smallest coin within rathWe cannot buy
er than tho largest.
salvation by gifts of the largest sums
«f money, yet at the same time a
closed pocketbook Is a fairly good sign
that our Christianity Is rather shallow.
Xf It ho genuine it must get down as
•deep ns the pocketbook.
s is one of the most
Giving to tin
Important phases of giving. Giving to
•the support of nr own local chmvh,
from which w,- ourselves derive the
benefit* and blessings, is very Important, but giving to missions Is oven
more so.
Our great mission as Christians Is to send the gospel throughout
•the world, and this can l>e done only
-through liberal giving. Railroads and
-ocean liners do not carry passengers
free Missionaries are human. They
must live by eating and must be provided with clothing and the necessary
requirements for the preaching of the
*ospel. Air castbs cannot l>e used for
Churches and school buildings. They
most be substantial, material structures. "The laborer Is (also) worthy of
An these things demand money. Let
IS not be afraid to say it out loud—
MONEY! Some Christians think that
•re should talk about money, especially
fbr missions. In whispers
Sympathy
and prayers are essential etsmests to
Missionary success, but if a man prays
for missions and In eloquent words declares bis sympathy for missions and
tlien when the plate is passed around
looks into his hymn book rather than
Ms pocketbook he is simply a fraud.
His prayers and speeches are "as
•winding brass and tinkling cymbals.”
Paul in the topical reference sets
forth several characteristics of giving
la general which may be applied to
giving to missions. (1) The promise of
God should inspire missionary giving.
“He which soweth bountifully shall
reap also bountifully." If you believe
God do not be stingy when the missionary offering is taken. If we are
then under the law, "He which snw•etb sparingly shall reap also sparingly.” (2) (living to missions should fce
sincere. "As a man rurjtoseth in his
heart, so let him give."
Giving for
show is despicable; giving from the
heart is most commendable.
Heart
God
giving should be cultivated.
wants no money that is given grudgingly or of necessity. (3) Giving t mis
sions should be cheerful. "God loveth
• cheerful giver.”
God's love is bo.I
•n Incentive and a reward for cheerful
giving. God "loveth” a cheerful giver.
•This fact should encourage cheerful

foVfng.
V.KLE READINGS.
Ex. xxxvl. 1-7; Ps. civ, 14-30; Alai,
fib 10; Isa. 111. 7; Matt. vU. 2: Matt,
xxvlll. 19. 20; Luke vi, 38: II Cor. vlil,
1-9; Thll. II, 1-12; Rom. vlii, 32.
Endeavor Seed Sowing.
On a Sunday afternoon 1 spoke at
the T. II. C. A. tent on the common
of Chelsea. Mass., to a very mixed
audience.
After the service as I was walking
toward the ferry I inquired the way
<if a man and so fell into conversation
with him.
“I heard you this afternoon.” he
•aid. “What kind of a meeting was it—
■Christian Endeavor?”
“No, but I_am an Endeavorer.”
“Well,” said he, “I met an Endeavor•sv at Coney Island that did me a

mighty good

turn."

atiutnwn<i/m»

flluttul Bcntht Column.

ENDEAVOR.

BY “AUNT

EDITED

Its Motto:

“Helpful

MADttk”.

and

The purposes cf this column are succinctly
stated in the title and motto—it is for the mutual
beneflt, and aims to be helpfui and hopeful
Being for the common good. It is fwr the com
moo use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the in
terchangeof ideas. In this capacity it solicits

good

PREVENTED

communications, and its success depend a largely
on the support given it in this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications

VIOLET*.

Violets, shy violets!
Human hearts to me shall be
Viewless violets in the grass;
And as I pass,
Odor and sweet imagery
Shall wait on mine and gladden me.
_- Georg* Meredith.
The smell of violets hidden in the green.
Pour'd back into my empty soul and frame
The times when 1 remembered to have been
Joyful, and free from blame.

—Tennyson.

___________

A violet. b>- a mossy stone
Half hidden from the sky!
Fair as a star whei. only one
Is shining iu the sky.
—
_

Wardtvrorih.

j
1

|

seen;

By the leaves you may know where the violet
hath been.
J. Moultree.

—

Surely

as

There

are

cometh the winter, I know
spring violets under the snow.
R. H. Xeteell.
_—

The morning star of all the flower*.
The pledge of daylight's lengthened
Aud ’mid the roses, ne’er forget
The virgin, virgin violet.
Selection*

hour*,

—Byrxm.
from Alexia's Batter remembrance.

Madge and the Hitlers:
(If 1 may be classed as one). Am a little
tardy in the roll-call, but as it calls for H., feel
guilty if 1 do not respond in some way.
Aunt

What beautifu< June weather we are having
Suppose you ail have finished housecleaning and your gardens are “set in order".
Who would not live on the farm where they
can view the beautiful field* and breath God's
pure air? Of course some prefer the city, but
it seems t me if we see nature as it really ia,
we are nearer tae things God baa
planned.
In Central Park, New York, are rnauy drives
and haunts made by hands that one can
hardly tell fr >m nature: but still there seems
to be some little thing that ia not God'a handiwork. We wjo are farmer's wives know
what hard work is, but I don’t think there are
many of us wh > would exchange their homes
for homes in the c.ty.
Guess I have written my “composition'’
long enough, so will eud by sending recipe
ior salmon loaf, which is very nice for sandwiches and lunch.
Salmon Loaf—One can salmon picked fine,
one cup cracker crumbs, one cap sweet cream,
four eggs beaten stiff, pepper and suit to suit
taste. Bake in deep dich
H.
Mountain View Farm.
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ing

how broad one can grow
has "all out door” to enjoy. A
papers and book9, a comprehend-

make the
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a
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|
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j

spirit, can J
ideal abiding

It is a pleasant coindence that “The
Captain" snould have written us this
lovely letter and touched upon the same
subject that H. mentioned. Imagine him
remembering us of the M. B. column far
We snail always be
be remembered in this way.

out “at sea”.

AT Ska,
the

will desire to attend the meeting of

Hay.

Be«i loose, per toa.
Baled
..
Straw.

Castine the preceding week.
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—

glad to

May 20.1909.
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It may be out of order for a stranger to rush
iu a second time, however well he may have
been at first received. Home papers came to
hand only in the hour of sailing w hen there
was no time to read.
Later on, when 300 miles
from, land, speeding straight away over a
smooth and star-lit sea, the lines, “Under
Staled Orders,” were found, and were new to
the rsader.
They were deeply appreciated,
as were also the kind words of the
editor of
the column.
When we offer a word of kindness, how little we know how or when or where it
may
reach home and quicken some heart that is
wandering alone, or for some other reason in
despondent mood. Every voyage is started
under sealed orders, and it is better so. There
is but One to know what the end
may be. It
is only for us, like all others, to be faithful
and hopeful and follow the course of
duty.
It is possible that some walks in iife
may at
times lead men to softer moods—to be more
effeminate iu feelings abjut home-life and
household affairs-though it might be mistakenly conceived by some that a wanderer
would not feel such interest iu the affairs of
homes a* others may. It might never be
supposed that he would note and admire the
writing of one he does not know- when she
telis of the rebuilding of tue home, and all
uucoasciously writes her pride between the
lines, as well as her interest iu the
change; or
of others who tell of the view from a
window,
of the glories of a sunrise or the beauties of
a closing
and
the peaceful scenes from
day
the home in a twilight hour.
There is nothing the matter with one who
has a strong sense of pride in the home, even
though she may appear to lean towards excess in the desire for things of
beauty in its
furnishings and adornment. That should
never fret the provider; it will be the
right
time for him to worry when such desires fail
and the pride languish* s.
The home* of the village and the
countryside, be they ever so humble. if appreci-. -1,
are temples of contentment and
happiness,
and their'portals lead to all that
is best in the
ethics of life and civilization.
Every wanderer whose heart beats true, in
moments of peace and leisure loves to
dream

“Tell me about it," said I. And then
followed a story which I repeat because it may come to the attention of
the particular Endeavorer who is spoken of and may encourage him to beHeve that seed sown by the wayside
sometimes falls Into good soil and
bears fruit.
It seems that this man, who is a
stone and brick mason in good business and who lives In one of the towns
near Boston, left his
family to go on a
debauch. He took the steanu r to New
York, carrying In his poekft a quart
bottle of rum. As a result be became
very drunk, and he knew nothing till
he awoke on Coney Island beach hungry and penniless.
Feeling sick and not knowing what
to do, he wandered into a Christian
Endeavor meeting, and at the conclusion of the services he asked the leader for 5 cents in order to buy a sausage with which to stay his hunger.
“Bring a man here with a basket of
•frankforters and eat one in my presence,
and I will pay for it.” was the reply.
This was done, and the help did not
■top here. Our friend, the Endeavorer.
talked with the man so earnestly
■ bout his folly and helped him on his
men past fifty in danger.
way so kindly that he was able to
teturn to his home a sober, thoughtful a»^!e!iiFa#8*
life have found comfort
8 Kiduey
so
that
Remedy, especsober
he
has
not
touched
man.
\n FolSy prostrate
ially for enlarged
gland, which is
very
common
■ drop of intoxicants since.
among elderly nieu. L. E.
Morris, Dexter, Ky., writes:
“Up to a year
“I speeded mass this morning,’* said
*ath.e1r 8u®er*^ from kidney and
■be. “and m ■’ I fcive come to your bladder trouble and several physicians pronounced it enlargement of the
prostrate
Meeting, and yen kit me all right.
gland and advised an operation. On account
'mid he, “that these of his age we were afraid he could not stand
“Do you know
it and I recommended Foley’s
Kidney Remedy,
little meetings scattered about in these and the first bottle relieved
him, and after
takiug the second bottle he was no
longer
(places do a lot of good V—Rev. Horace troubled
with this complaint." G. A. PsaButton la Christian Endeavor World.
Cfi£l|

j
!

Dear 3/utua/s:
Good morning: No, thank you; have not
come for a visit again so soon; this is only a
business call, just to tell “Troubled Housekeeper" that I rid our pantry of black ants by
sprinkling powdered borax around. For several years about this time they came in
swarms. They
seemed especially fond of
sweets. Since using the borax, have had no
return of the pests.
The idea is not original:
some one sent it to the column.
Hope she
will try it and report success.
C.
Dear Aunt Madgt:
I am trying powdered borax to drive bacon
bugs out of my store room. I have found
them quite plentiful there since I rented my
house. I have c.eaued the room well since I
came home, but they keep coming back. Yester day I applied the borax and I think they
dislike it. I have heard that it would drive
away ants, and 1 think 1 have used it effectually. Find the trail of the ants and sprinkle
it there; they will not cross it. Sometimes
one has to put a dish of w ater under certaiu
articles of food until the ants have disap*
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VIEW,

451,

HAPPYTOWN.

Lake View grange held its regular meeting June 19. There was but a small attendance. It was voted to have children's
night July 10, i! pleasant, if not, the first
pleasant night the following week. Icecream and cake will be served.
HOME, 403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
Harvest Home grange held its regular
meeting June 19, with an average attendance.
The secretary, Annie G. Carter, being in poor health and not able to attend,
sent in her resignation, which was accepled. A new secretary will be elected
at the next regular meeting. Mrs. Clara 1.
Carter has been acting pro tem. lor several
meetings. The executive committee was
HARVEST

!

Turner-Canton.
13) p. ra.—“How Shall the Transition
from the Elementary School to the High
School be Made Without Loss to the
Pupils or Losses of Pupils?" Supt. L. E.
Moulton, Rockland-South Thomaston;
opening discussion, W’. H. Patten, Deer
lale-Stonington; “Social and Athletic Interests of Students in High Schools,”
Supt. J. A. Cone, Brunswick-Freeport;
“To What Extent Should High School
Courses be Made Elective?” Supt. D. U.
Perkins. Skowhegan-Madison; “Problems
of the Village High School,” Supt. 1. A.

Smith, Buckfleld-Hartford-Sumuer.
Fridny, July Vi.
General topic, “Recent Secondary School
instructed to prepare memorial resolu- i
tions for Brother Henry A. Carter, which Legislation.”
The summer conference of superintendare printed below-.
The program was |
ents does not take the place of the oneomitted. The question, “Does it pay to
day superintendents’ meetings held in vai raise specia.l or mixed
crops?” was dis- rious
parts of ;the State. These one-day
cussed. The next meeting will be July 3.
meetings will be held during the school
MEMORIAL RESOLUTION*.

!
!

j
j

Whereas, The Heavenly Master has again
entered our gates and removed from our
midst to a higher field of labor, our aged
brother, Henry A. Carter, while we feel the
loss keeuly, we bow in humble
submission,
knowing that He doeth all things well.
Resoived, That by the removal of our brother
from our noble order, Harvest Home grange
has sustained the loss of au esteemed brother;
that to the sorrowing relatives we tender our
sincere sympathy, and may they find comfort in the hope of meeting again in the home
where partiugs are unknowu.
Resolved, That iu memory of our brother
our charter be draped aud our
badges be reversed for thirty days.
That
Resolved,
a copy of these resolutions
be spread upon our records, a copy sent to
the family of the deceased and also to The
Ellsworth American for publication.
Clara I. Carter,
Lkttie A. T. Guptill,
Albion K. Guptill,
Committee.

_

suggestions. As borax is well recoinmended, we will all try to remember that
is a good remedy to rid one’s
pantry of
black ants. The “new H.
gave me another
suggestion for the column. In tilling glass jars with hot fruit or anythitig
of the kind, wring a cloth out in cold
water, fold it into several thicknesses, and
either set the jar on it or wrap it around
the jar.
We usually wring out the cloth
in hot water or place a silver fork or
spoon

was a

LAKE

Tfiey

j1

381, SULLIVAN.
good attendance at John
Dority grange Friday evening, June 18.
After the regular business, a short proThe brothers are pregram was enjoyed.
paring to paint the grange hall. The
members are also preparing a program for
JOHN DORITY,

I

peared.
1 have been ailing of late.
My mouth,
throat, ears and tongue have been very painfui with canker. Will some one tell me how
to cure it?
The weather is lovely but very dry. The
most delightful birds siug about.
We take
rows iu the boats.
We shall try to get to
church to-day. but it is a long walk for us.
A woman about my age is to be buried today. She leaves a twin sister.
were always inseparable, and I grieve much for the
one who is left alone, as she has no other sister and no mother. They were
Dolly and Etta
Bell of or near South Brooksville.
M. A. B.
Thanks to M.

Thursday, July 15.
9 a. m.—“Increasing the Efficiency of
Untrained Teachers," Supt. C. E. Ball,
Bingham Caratunk The Forks West
Forks-Moscow; “The Daily Program of
the Rural School," Supt. \V. O. Hersey,
Oakland-Fairfield; “How the Public
Library Can Help the Graded and Village
Schools," Supt. W. H. Sturtevant, DoverFoxcroft; “The School Library in Rural
and V illage Schools," Supt. W. J. Taylor,

\

MARIAVILLE, 441.
Mariaville grange met Saturday evening with thirtj-six members aud (our visitors. One member was instructed in tbe
Hrst and second degrees. A line progsam
was well rendered.
Many good suggestions were offered by the members and
an

enjoyable evening

was

passed.

GREENWOOD, 363, EASTBROOK.
Greenwood grange held its regular meetJune
ing
12, with only two officers absent.
*n the jar.
Tbe third and fourth
degrees were conThanks to M. A. B. for card received.
ferred on one candidate. Tbe
literary
Aunt Madge.
!
program consisted of readings by the
and was much appreciated
by
Only a little cold in the head may be the young men,
ail. At tbe next meeting tbe ladies All
the
beginning of an obstinate case of Nasal
chairs
and furnish entertainment.
Catarrh. Drive out the invader with Ely’s
Cream Balm applied straight to the inflamed,
stuffed-up air-passages. Price 50c. If you
ALAMOOSOOK, 406, EAST ORLAND.
prefer to use an atomizer, ask for Liquid
At the regular meeting of Alamoosook
Cream Balm. It has all the good qualities of
grange Saturday evening, the third and
the solid form of this remedy and will rid you
fourth degrees were conferred on one
of catarrh or hay fever. No cocaine to breed
a dreadful habit.
No mercury to dry out the candidate, after which the lecturer gave a
secretion. Price 75c., with spraying tube. pleasing program. At the next meeting
All druggists, or mailed by Ely Bros., 56 War- the Arst and second degrees will be
given.
ren street, New York.
Thirty members were preeent.

year of 1909-10

3**>

Towl...
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American Institute of Instruction to

be held at

DATES.

laid, per doa.
Poultry.
Chicken..

Meeting of Hancock
Friday, June 25
Pomona grange with Penobscot grange.

There

So the wife who returns alone to her summer home after a winter’* migration—leaviug
and grandchildren all iu other states
—with no household companion whatever save
the glad and faithful dog with the human
eyes of love, may be content to superv ise the
work of carpenters, paiute*s, paperers aud
gardeners, and never know that it borders on
either heroism or abuseSuch ones, and no doubt there ore many
who perforce must be thus self-dependent,
may well merit the best wishes of other good
housewives who may have more general support through tue season w hen homes are to
be put iu order, inside and out, to meet the
sweetness of a Maine summer, aud perhaps
with the proud hope predominant that some
absent ones may return in time to help enjoy
the beauties of the blossoming laud and the
ever sacreu graciousness of the home.
R.
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an
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Tecetsbles.
Potatoe., pk
Turnip., It

Compound

support at all
something of

|
H. is answering to the call; and
your words are so true. Many country
people thin* the city folks only, have all
the advantages ana opportunities of
life,
not

meeting especially
who

|
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when

Dairy....

week, beginning July 12.
as the place of

full

Bunch ueet«,
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45
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P»r.nlp»,ltn

Csrrot., in

Fralt.
Oranyee. .to.
Pineapple.,
Cantaloupe,
cooes—per

15*30

Lemon. <io«
1.1 a i» Strawberries
lu*l3
OronrlM.

ft

o’®
'-•*

Bice, per *

Mocha,
Java,
Tea—per ft—
Japan,

35
35

Sugar-per ft-

*. M

Cracked wheat
Oattneal, jK?r *

Buckwheat,

*45g.65
.30# 65

Oolong,

Graham,

meal
>: ii-

Porto Rico.
Ju
Meats and

Beef, ft:
Steak,

Roasts.

1H #35
12425

UorMd.
Tooguo.,

10(15
n*U

▼bbi:

Lunb,

12*30

Tongues, each
;

SboiiUfcr,
lMO>.
(bit

*10 (.15

Lamb*

:

Provisions.
Pork,*
Chop,
Ham, per#

10,-15

S«bk.
Bobbtb,

Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,

Lobsters. Ih

Salmon, tfc

^

’*

v k_
*

Kve meal.
Granulated

5*06 Oll-per
Granulated,
Yellow, C
06# »;*
Linseed,
Powdered,
ue#K
Kero^n*.
Molaasea—per gal
.35
Havana,

_

Sweet as the roses and biue as the sky,
Down there do the1 dear little violets lie.
Hiding their heads where they scarce may be

_
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Lydia E. Pinkham’s Veg=

etable

The Americas,
Ellsworth, Me.
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Castine has beeu selected

Follow ing is the program for the superintendents’conference:
Monday, July 12.
Thursday, Aug. 19-Field day meeting
1.30 p. m.—Opening remarks by State
Hancock Pomona grange at Btuehill minSupt. Payson Smith; “How to Effect a
eral spring.
Closer
Home and
Relation Between
School,’* Supt. E. L. Palmer, Dexter-GuiiHARBORSIDE, 478. SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
“How Shall Pupils Past the CompulChicago. 111.— “I want to tell von
At the regular session of Harborside ford;
what Lydia K. Pinkham's Vegetable j
sory School Age be Encouraged to Regular
I
Wedlast
it
was
voted
to
meet
the
Compound did for me. 1 was so sick 1 grange
Attendance?” Supt. Frances Jewett, Cberthat two of the best doctors in Chicago nesday in the month through the summer.
rytield-Columbia Falls; “Correct Physical
said I would die if I did not have an
Conditions of the School,” Snpt. J.S. Nor—s operation.
I had
PENOBSCOT, 240.
I
Hartlaud-St. Albans-Palmyra; “The
At the regular meeting Friday evening, ton,
airealty nau two
Extent and Regulation of Home Study,”
and June 11, the lecturer
operations,
presented a fine prome
to
A. J. Knowles, Belfast-Searsport.
they wanted
gram touching upon “Mother’s Day’1. Supt.
go through a third There was a
Monday evening there will be a general
piano solo by Kate Peterson.
one. I suffered day ;
conference on recent school legislation,
and night from in. followed by readings by Kendie Cusbmau,
in the compulsory education law,
tiammation and a Una Bridges, Mildred (Jrindle, Lena Ward- change
small tumor, and well, Mary Varnum. Bernice Varnum and school supervision, the school year and
never thought of the worthy master. There was a good at- the support of schools, medical inspecswing a well day tendance at this meeting, and the pro- tion, equalization fund, scboolhouse conagain. A friend gram was of exceptional interest on ac- struction.
told me how Lydia
Tuesday, July 13.
count of its dealing with tne new holiday.
■
■
t. luiMiam s \ eg ;
9 a. m.—“The Office Side of the SuperinFriday evening, June 18, found fiftyetable Compound had helped her, and
The necessary tendent’s Work,'* Supt. H. H. Randall, of
I tried it. and after the third brittle seven members present.
was cured.”- Mrs.Ai.VK.NA bPKRLlNO, ; committees were
appointed and plans Auburn; “The Making of Reports,” (a)
11 Laugdon Street, Chicago, 111.
made in anticipation of Friday, June 25. “The Superintendent to School Committee
and Public,” Supt. H. M. Moore, YarIf you are ill do not drag along at when this grange will entertain Hancock
home’ or in your place of employment Pomona. Preparation* have been made mouth- Falmouth-Cumberland-North Yaruntil an operation is necessary, hut to accommodate a large number, and it is mouth; (b) “Teachers to the Superintenbuild up the feminine system, and rehoped that mauy will avail themselves of dent of Schools,” Supt. D. L. Wormwood,
move the cause of those distressing
of Old Town-Orono-Milford; (c) “Teacnthis
opportunity to visit Penobscot
aches and pains by taking Lydia K.
ers to the Homes,” Supt. Fred Benson,
Ifinkham's Vegetable Compound, made grange.
After the necessarj' business, the lec- East port-Lu bee; “Methods of Examinafrom roots and herbs.
tion,” Supt. C. O. Turner, Uardiuer-FarmFor thirty years it has been the stan- l turer presented an exceptionally good pro“Methods of Ranking,” Supt. O.
dard remedy for female ills, and has gram in memory of Bunker Hill day. ingdale;
M. Holman, Hallow ell-Winthrop; “The
positively restored the health of thou- There were readings by Roy F. Leacb$
sandsof women who have been troubled Una B. Grey, Nella Bridges, B. E. Var- Care of Text-Books and Methods of Keepwith displacements, inflammation, ul- num, Jennie Bridges' and conundrums by ing Text-Book Records,” Supt. C N. Perceration, fibroid tumors, irregularities, Luella Snowman.
The selections were kins, Brewer-Hampden-Veazie.
n
periodic pains, backache, bearing-dow
Tuesday evening, round table conference
to the occasion, and all presfeeling, flatulency, indigestion, dizzi- appropriate
expressed themselves as much pleased on industrial education and the Maine
ness. or nervous prostration.
Why ent
school system.
w itb the entertainment.
don’t you try it?
The grange united in singing “America ’,
BVdnesday, July 14
9 a. m.—“A Standard Course of Study,”
of home a-d all that surrounds it: to con the after w hich Bros. Littlefield and Cushman
and Bro. J. B.
season aud wonder if the hydrangeas be in
Wilson, of Highland Supt. H. J. Chase, Rum ford-Hanover;
bloom, or if the tall white lilac, flirting with grange, made remarks upon the subject “The Advantages of Subdivision of the
the veranda's end, may be dressed in its of the evening.
Single Grade,” I. C. Phillips, frarmingtonmantle of purity aud perfuming the rooms as
Wilton, “To What Extent Can the Priof old. He may even indulgently wonder if
HIGHLAND, 364, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
mary Schools Include the Work of the
abhorrence
and a
the
woodbine—man's
Highland grange met Friday evening Kindergarten?” W. H. S. Ellingwood. Bar
woman's pride—has been properly trained
and enjoyed a profitable meeting.
The Harbor.
anew and suffered nothing from its necessary
l p. m.—"The Effect ol Manual Tramdisplacement by the hands of workmen
program included singing by choir; reciThe life of a mariner's wife at home may be tation, Crystal Hutchins; readings^Beulah ing upon Other School Work,” Supt.
something almost like three-quarters widow- Leach, Christina Hatch and Alice Leach; Prescott Keyes, Westbrook-Gorham; “The
hood, and yet it may have compensation*. conundrums and
readiug, George Leach Coat of Manual Training Courses,’’ Supt.
She is at least mi-tress of all she surveys,
and others. Instructive remarks were given A.
J. Collins,
“Manual
Lewiston;
with no possible division of authority. A
M. Hutchins. The next regular Training in Rural Schools," Supt. D. W.
well-trained and ingenious man at hand in by J.
Colby, Alfred-Sanford.
springtime may be a convenience, and amoral meeting will be held July 2.
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The annual conference of school superintendents of Maine will be held at Chstine

MARHKTsT^

ELLSWORTH

Week’s Meeting at Castine In July.

Program

This column is devoted to the Grange, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but uames will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but noue will be rejected without

THIRD
OPERATION

Hopeful.”

superintendents.
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06 Scallops qt

12411 Mackerel,

30
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Ylswi drain and Peed.
! Flour—per bbl—
Oats, bo
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6 80*7 30 Shorts—baa-ns*i jo
170 Mix. feed, bag 1 "Sin
Corn, 100ft bag
Corn meal,bag
170 Middlings,uagl *, f*i :j
Cracked com.

LAW

170

aBOAEDIHG WEIGHT*

AHD

MfcASlRM.

A bushel of Liverpool salt s^all weigh «
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt shill
welch 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order and fit for shipping, is 80 pounds,
of
applsa, 44 pounds.
;
The standard weight of a bushel of Pesos la
good order and it for shipping, Is flu pounds:
of wheal, beets, ruta baga turnips sod p«at,«
pounds; of corn, 86 pounds; of colons 51,
pounds; of carrots, Yngl'sb turnips, rje tad
! Indian meal, 86 pounds; of parsnips, is pounds;
| of barley and buckwneat, 4© pounds, of oats
32 pounds, or even measure as or agreement.

“The first day out was perfectly lovely,”
said the young lady just back from
abroad.
“The water was as smooth as
glass, and it was simply gorgeous. But
the second day was rough and-er-de-

cidedly diagorgeous."

flromiBtinruts.

INSIST

;7

ON THIS

^TRADEMARK
Run Down 7
Lost Your Appetite?
bad Stomach ?
Bilious or Constipated ?

No, it's

serious—a

nothing

pood tonic-laxative will fix
you up.

TRUE’S ELIXIR
has cured cases of your kind
for S7 years. If it doesn't
cure yours, the druggist will
refund the money.
ALWAYS THE BEST.

85c.

S1.00

50c.

in 1908-09.

as

USE A

NEW PERFECTION
Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stove
Because it s clean.
Because it’s economical.
Because it saves time.
Because it gives best
cooking results.
Because its flame can be

regulated instantly.

Because it will not over- ‘
heat your kitchen.
Because it is better than
the coal or wood 6tove.
Because it’s the only oil
stove made with a /
useful Cabinet Top
like the modern steel //

jl

laiige.

For other

^

reasons see stove at

ur write our nearest

sizes.

Sold with

\Th« ^

or

*Nb

1

w

V
*V
-A
y
k

your dealer’s,

agency,

Vj

mauc iu

Top.

without Cabinet

T

A^OTJtp

be equaled
for its bright anJ

cannot

steady light, simple construction

Equ.pped
and absolute safety.
with latest improsed burner. Made of brass throughout
and beautifully nickeled. An ornament to any room,
whether library, dining-room, parlor or bedroom.
Write to our nearest agency if not at your dealer a.
n*NM» OIL COMPANY
_

I
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water, and jogged

mackerel fishing.

over that same place
for a week without seeing a mackerel,
while another schooner, fifty miles to northe schools from ’ard, struck a school in that same
year and
got a big price for them, while this other
SOUTH TO NORTH
captain was still jogging about, his vessel
FISH OO IK WINTER IS eating up the profits of a trip.
WHERE THE
The captain settles the matter, however,
board a
STILL a mystery—on
to snit himself, in spite of
grumbling on
FISHERMAN.
tbe part of some of the crew, and selects
the place where he feels mackerel will or
iFrom the Boston Globe]
ought to be about that time. Then all is
‘•School ho! School ho!”
suppressed excitement. Days and nights
score of New England
pass, and often the schooners have to run
The crews of two
waters in early into
port for shelter from storms, and
vessels down in southern
the first signs of mack- even remain there for several
-ving looking for
days while
10 h® Awakened by the storm
lasts, the men the while eating
erel, 2° 10 9,e*P b°Pln*
cry from the lookout at their hearts out with anxiety to get back
and with vain wishes for better weather.
the masthead.
>jo hunter of wild animals ever felt
MACKEREL SIGHTED.
longing for the woode and the gun
At last the welcome cry is heard and
feels in the off season
fisherman
than thg
“School ho! school ho!’* rings out merrily
in the seine boat and the
lor his place
from the masthead and is taken up by the
of the race to auironnd the
excitement
men on deck, and with a
speed that would
pel,,,,,! Of striped beauties as they follow ; put to shame firemen roused
by an alarm
into the outstretched 1
headlong
leaders
Ihe
from a danger box, the crew get into their
seine.
clothes and on deck ready for work. The
The middle of February is the time ! seine
boat, which has been trailing idly
of
the ground
the
captains
feared by
astern since the vessel started out, has almen who have de- !
the
Then
fishermen.
been hauled to the aide of the
1 ready
cided to take to seining begin to show un- schooner. In the stern is
piled the long
of
the
approaching
signs
misiakable
to be paid out.
1 seine, ready
lose
interest
in
the
to
begin
fever. They
Each man knows bis place and his parthat attracted them dur- I
places in Heston
ticular duty, and there is no fussing or
and
make
visits to
winter,
the
idk
asking questions. The oarsmen jump into
Gloucester between their fishing trips.
their places and get out their oars, and
sowhether
asnore
a-k
captain
They
the seine-heaver, bight-passer and corkT
and
if
to
been
has
wharf,
up
and-so
heaver take their places. The steersmen
south.
When
their
of
going
he talked
is astern of them, with his long steering
vessels run into Gloucester, anxious eyes !
oaf. All this is done in much less time
seiners
and
where
the
to
1
lie,
are turned
than it takes to tell it, and with only the
searching glances tell'thcm how far the'
captain, cook and spare hand, and, if the
iu
mt-ir
nave
ana
kuhb
captains
owners
seiner has gasoline power, the engineer,
immediate preparation for seining.
left on board, the seine boat moves
the
where
tell
can
men
you
place
Tbe
rapidly away irom the schooner.
where
seine
the
boats
is
\
kept,
every seine
Four men on that boat hold positions on
how
and
tbe
out
stored,
just
are hauled
which a great deal of the success of the
w
she
was
laid
for
ben
looked
up
schooner
venture will rest—the steersman, who is
the winter, and what her condition was ;
always a tried and experienced hand, the
however
is
small,
then. Any change,
seine-heaver, who is not only experienced,
noted and commented upon.
but must have more than ordinary
At last March comes, and with it the !
strength and power of arm and staying
immediate preparation for the departure
qualities of the first class,the bight-passer
of the seiners. Tbe vessels that have be- i
and the cork-beaver, who must know
come rusty and worn looking while lying !
their business thoroughly and keep time
idle, are brightened up with fresh paint, with
the seine-heaver, as a mistake in
rigging is overhauled and tarred, and
throwing would twist the seine and spoil
caulkers aud other artisans are set at

crew

to break the seine

by rowing through it,
or attack
the men in the succeaaful
boat. But these are only incidents, and
when the men have gotten over the excitement and meet ashore they chum together
if nothing disagreeable had ever hap-

is set and

the

pened.
As the fish
warm

j

j

Following is

weather,

Other seiners join the fleet, and the excitement increases. The newer ones have
been worked up by the
catches made and the big

reports of the

prices

received

for the fish.

they come until, instead of
Norfolk and Newport News, Newport and
New Bedford are the landing places for
On and

mesh tested. On this depends tbe fate
of the tirst catch, and a weak spot in the
seine

might

leave

a

chance for the

mac-

kerel to break through and get away,
vessel several thousands of

losing the
dollars.

The

big dip

nets

play

impor-

an

part in getting tbe fish on the vessel
quickly, and they also are examined with
a critical eye and tested w ith care.
The food is, on board, tbe cook has his
tant

fire

lighted,

bunks,
bedding, and

their

the
and

men

have been

assigned

their worthing clothes,

they wish to
proper place. The

whatever else

take with them, are in
food of a fisherman is no small item. The
men are healthy and blessed with good
and hearty appetites.
Their work is hard
while it is on, and as full health and
strength are necesaary for the work, the
owners

and

captains

make

no

the cost of the food so long
good and what the men want.

of

question
as

it is

OFF FOR THE GROUNDS.

the day set all is ready and at the
hour decided upon the newly-bent sails
are hoisted.
Last farewells have been said
to fathers and mothers. Bisters and sweethearts stand together on the dock trying
to keep back the tears that well up to
their eyes. It is no longer a question of a
week or ten days before the fishermen will
be back.
He may not be seen again for
several months, tor the time of the seiner
in port is short and gives little time for
visiting.
On board the seiner there is mirth and
sadness. Some have no care but the excitement and success of tne chase, while
others cannot yet forget that they are
leaving loved ones perhaps forever, for accident? happen on seiners as well as on
haddockers, and the sea has claimed more
than one who started out with a light,
joyous heart.
Time wears on and wears off the edge
of worry, however, and before the seining grounds are reached ©very man on
board has entered into the spirit of the
hunt and is eager for ^the lookout’s cry:
“School ho! School ho!”
At last the grounds are reached, and
here is where the knowledge and experience of the
captain and his men come in.
Every captain and every old mackerel
Asher has his set ideas of just how the
mackerel will run in given weather and
with a certain degree of heat in the water.
They will argne it out for hours, and will
prove th«ir side of the question by quotiug how captain so-and-so of the Jane
Louisa in *71, with just such weather and
after just such a winter, made the Arst
seining off such a place.
This is offset by others, who remember
that another captain tried, under similar
circumstances, in the same weather and
On

’Sfetatisraunta.

FOR AQED PEOPLE.
We unhesitatingly and strongly advise

the use of Rexall Orderlies in preference
to any other
constipation treatment. We
so well know their value that we offer to
return every cent paid ns for them If they
fail to give entire satisfaction. They are
eaten like candy, are beneflcial to the
whole
do not cause any inconvenience or
and positively relieve
the evils of constipation. Two sires, 10c.
and 26c. E. Q.
Moore, wholesale and retail
cor.
office.

system,
griping,

druggist,

opp. post

starboard to let up for a moment.
While the seine boat goes on the

dory

up the buoy, to which
of the seine and the
pursing rope, and with one man at the
oars to hold the dory in place the other
seizes the buoy and hauls iLinto the dory.
All the doryinen have to do then is to
watch the seine boat sweep around the
school of fish and wait for its return.
Steadily and swiftly the seine is being
spread about the fish, and as the lead
weights bring one side of it down toward
up and picks
is attached the end

comes

bottom,
buoyed up
floats.
by
At last the school is surrounded and the
The
seine boat has got back to the dory.
pursing ropes and buoy are passed to the
ana
cork-beaver
nigntseine-beaver,
paseer, who immediately begin to haul in
on
the
but
carefully
pursing rope
quickly
that runs along the bottom of tbe seine,
seine
and prevent
the
and thus bag up
the flab, who are being crowded together
As tbe
as tbey haul in, from diving out.
line is hauled in it not only bags the seine,
but also closes it in and raises the lower
side and permits the sides to swell out so
that when the parsing rope is all in tbe
seine is like a big bag in which the fish
swell out the body of the seine, which is
open only at tbe top where tbe cork floats
keep it on a level with the top of tbe water.
1
So far all has been well, but it is not alj ways so. At times the leaders of the
school take fright when they strike tbe
seine and dive down, and when tbe seine
only a few or no fish in
| ia parsed there are
it, as tbe wbole school has bad tbe fright
communicated to it and has escaped. But
when tbe capture is made, then comes another time of anxiety and even fear. To
tow the thousands of fish that are Bhared
by tbe seine safely to the side of the vessel is no easy work, and a weak spot in the
meshes may let oat perhaps all of the fish.
The strain is tremendous, and to aid the
men the captain, who has again taken tbe
helm, brings his schooner as near as possible to the seine. The dory has got back
to the BChooner and the two men who
were in her are getting the dip-nets ready
and making things ready on the deck for
the reception of the fish.
Let us say the seine boat gets its tow of
fish back in safety. Once at the side ot
the schooner the work of the crew begins
Tbe shining, squirming,
in earnest.
mackerel, beauties of tbe fish kind, as
tbey came wet and squirming from tbe
seine, are dipped ont on to the deck. Barrels with ice-water are ready there, and
and
as rapidly as they can be handled
connted the fish are pnt into the barrels
and headed up, and then got down in the
hold, already cold with tons of ice.
When the last mackerel has been iced
and there are no more in sight, then comes
ia needless to
a rest for the crew, and it
the other side is

the

the cork

some of
say that they enjoy it, although
them begin at once to think over the price
feels
tbe catch will bring. II the captain
that he has enough to pay he will make

for the nearest port where mackerel are
handled and buyers wait for them. Should
he be the first in, and often there iB a hard
To avoid serious results take Foley's Kidney
Bemedv at ;be Hist sign of kidney or bladder
disorder such «t backache, urinary irregularitiee, exhaustion, and you will soon be
well. Commence taking Foley Kidney Remedy to-day. G. A. Fabcheb.

the concluding remarks of
Senator Aldrich when explaining the provisions of the cotton schedule:

up the coast with the
the seiners follow them.

came

on

New York has then ceased
the big market for mackerel, and
Boston assumes the lead. At this time
seiners have fitted ont for what is known
as Cape Shore, down on the coast of Nova
Scotia. Seiners have run into Boston to
deliver their fish at T wharf, and the excitement of the soutbern»cities and those
on the southern shore of Cape Cod has
been transferred to the wholesale fish
market.
It should be told that not all the mackerel are brought in fresh. Some are salted.
This is done when mackerel have become
so cheap that it will not pay to run in
with a small catch, or the catch is so large
that some of the fish must be salted to
the mackerel.

to be

men

and

Our National Policy.

as

everything.
The dory with two men rowing follows keep them.
th*! seine boat, keeping close to it. The
Day in and day out, while the season
who are to make up the crew and who are
direction in which the school is making is lasts, the saraejanxiety, excitement and
working on other vessels are notified.
known, but the steersman keeps his eyes work arefgone|througb with on beard the
Everything is moving in the yards and on set on the
fish, following the movements schooners.
Days and even weeks may
tbe docks where a week before there was
of the large body, and thus keeping track pass without a mackerel being seen, or
stillness and the appearance of desertion.
of the leaders, who are strung out like they may be sighted when the wind is so
On board the schooner the work goes on.
scouts in advance of the body of tne strong that the seine boat 'cannot be 3ent
If they had been taken off while she lay
school.
out, and the disappointment of such a
idle, the rollers for the seine are again put
Every eye is fixed on the steer man and time can only be told by those who have
at the sides, the “purser'’ is got ready, and
every ear strained to hear bis commands. gone through it, or by the man who has
put where it will be handy to reach. The Port or
starboard, as he says,the men work, seen a fortune at his band, and seen it
dory is overhauled and set on deck, the until he orders the first throw of the seine.
disappear just as he was about to clutch it.
seine boat is repainted and, if necessary,
Over it goes without a moment of rest
Fishing for mackerel in the old way of
repaired. Oars are looked over, and every on the
part of the rowers, who row harder hook and line is still done in some places,
inch of the big seine boat is examined.
and harder w’hiie the vigilant steersman notably in spots on the coast of maritime
The big seine has been tarred, and its
directs the course of the big boat with his provinces. It is done with profit also, and
length, .500 to 520 fathoms, (3,000 to 3,120 oar and commands
the men on port or down at Cape Cod mackerel are taken in
feet) has been gone over and every strand
day for sailing

—

FOLLOWING THE FISH.

.r"ea,er

The

’vlTTKHY TO UABIBOU.

THE MARINER’S COMPASS.

For Pacific Coast July lo
Under
Charge of E. C. Bowler.
A special train party from the New
England states is being organized by E. C.
Bowler, of Bethel, to make a thirty days'
tour to the Pacific coast. The Maine division will leave Portland via the mountain division of the Maine Central on
Wednesday, July 15, joining the Massachusetts division at Montreal. The route
will be via Chicago, Denver, Colorado
Springs, Salt Lake City, Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Shasta Springs and Portland
to Seattle, and on return will include the
Canadian Rockies, Winnipeg, St. Paul
and Niagara Falls.
The tour is well planned, and every possible effort will be made to make it one of
the most ideal tours ever taken by New
Englanders between ocean and ocean.
The tour will be personally conducted by
Mr. Bowler, who has a reputation of giving the people who travel with him a good
time, and many are looking forward to this
tour with much pleasure. Full information may be had by addressing Mr. Bowler.

But whether first or twentieth, he ia
sure of a warm welcome.
Once ashore he
telegraphs Boston and his owners. Boston is the market, and the captain and
members of the crew have friends among
the dealers here to whom they wire at
once their arrival and the number of fish
they have taken.
It it not always peaceful out on the
seining grounds, and often there is a clash
between the crews of two or more
schooners from each of which the same
school has been sighted. The crews mfcke
desperate efforts to reach the school first
and take advantage of every trick they
know to cat out the others, and it is said
by those who have been there that at time:?
the crew that has been outrowed by another will even try to scare the fish by
striking at them with their oars, and even

,1,1,’welcome

work.

PARTY

msn on

following

j

SPECIAL TR1AN

for this honor, he is the proudest
the seacoast, and every man of hia
joins with him in pride.

race

“It is easy enough for a senator to claim
that in a certain importation we have appar; ently increased the duty 100. 20C, 300, or 500 per
cent.
This is simply a play upou figures,
senators, and nothing else. That is not what
we are here for. Certainly those of us sitting
!
on this side of the chamber are here as protectionists to fix rates upon these various articles and in all of these schedules and paragraphs that will protect. We are here representing the people of the United States: we
Bitting upon this side are here as protectionists, governed by a principle which is older
than the C hicago convention, which is older
even than the history of the republican party, which comes to U9 with the
of
the sound judgment of the great statesmen
of the world.
“We are here pledged to support a principle
that has made great states throughout the
world; that has built up (iermau industry;
that has built up French industry; that has
taken communities without prosperity and
made them prosperous states. We are following the principle that was advocated as the
basis of sound governmental policy by the
great statesmen of this republic in its earlier
; days—by Hamilton, by Washington, by Jackson. and by most of the men whose names are

j

sanction

“The senators sitting upon the other side of
the aisle, bolding, if you please, different
views upon the economic policy of the government, are also bound by the highest obligations to see that the interests of their own
communities and their own constituents—we
having adopted this policy as a result of the
great national campaign—are not overlooked
or left unprotected.
“It is true that Mr. Calhoun, who started
out as a protectionist, became for other reasons—reasons to which it is not necessary for
me to recall to the attention of the SenateI
opposed to the protective policy. The South
had in the earlier, I will not say in the better,
:
days of the republic great protectionists in
many of her states. You had great men, Doth
whips and democrats. You had Henry Clay
1
the traps, and small netters run out, and and a galaxy of brilliant men who believed
fully in the great policy to which we are comsome even fish with hook and line, and
mitted.
make the work pay.
“If you cannot join ns in passing a bill
In this sort of fishing the men often
which will protect all the people of the Unihave to resort to a ruse to get their fish
ted States, I ask you, in the interest of your
where they will bite, and the knowing own
people and of your own industries, to
captain will spread ground bait on the join us in protecting these against assaults of
surface of the water to entice the fish up- the character which I have described toward aud when thay rise he and his crew night.”

get busy with their hooks.
habits of the mackerel are a mystery, notwithstanding all the study that
has been made of them. All that any one

I
|

j

Its

Forest fine in Arooetook county, ekfeb
subdued by reins early last esB,
■gain sprang up last Thursday. At Bek*
lake, near Presque Isle, nine sets ot farm
buildings were burned, and at Fort Wefield Junction, n potato etorehonse wn»-

Very Ancient History and Its

were

Probable Discoverer.
Much interest must forever attach to the
discovery of this instrument, and yet
there are few subjects concerning which
less is known. For a period the honor of
the invention was ascribe d to Gioia, a pilot
born at Fasitano, a small village situated
near Amalfi, about the end of the thirteenth century.
His claims, however,
have been disputed.
Much learning and labor have been bestowed upon the subject of the discovery,
it has been maintained by one class that
even the Phoenicians were the inventors;
by another that the Greeks and Romans
had a knowledge of it. Such notions,
however, have been completely refuted.
One passage, nevertheless, of a remarkable character, occurs in the work of Cardinal de Vitty, bishop of Ptolemais, in
Syria. He went to Palestine during the
fourth crusade, aoout the year 1204; be returned afterward to

Europe,

deatroyed.
Mrs. Henry G. Morrell, ot Limestone,
recently gsve birth to (our children, a bey
of 61-2 pounds, a boy of 5 1-2 pounds, •
girt of four poundB and another girl at
3 1-4 pounds. One of the girls died, bat
tbe other three children ere alive and wall.
The parents are deaf and dumb.

Jerry H. Hill, superintendent of school*
of Buxton and Standisb, died very suddenly while attending tbe graduation ax—
ercises at tbe Standisb high school Thursday. Mr. Hill was a graduate of Bowdais,.
and had taught high schools in Hyde Perk,
Mass.; Bangor., Deeringand Buxton.
Tbe annual meeting of the Maine Bankers’ association was held at the Samoaet
hotel, Rockland, Saturday evening. Officers were elected as follows: President,.
Charles A. Moody, Biddeford; vice-president, C. M. Sawyer, Dexter; secretary,
Hascall 8. Hall, Waterville;
treasurer,
George A. Salford, Hallowell. These ofK.
S.
with
ficers, together
Kennard, Rumford, F. C. Lynam, Bar Harbor, B. W. Page,
Skowhegan, S. L. Foraaith, Brunswick,
and R II. Moor, Bucksport, compose the
executive committee.

and subse-

back to the Holy land,
where he wrote his work entitled Historia
Orientalis, as nearly as cun be determined,
between the years 1216 and 1220.
In chapter ninety-one of that work he
has this singular passage: “The iron
needle, after contact with the lodestone,
constantly turns to the north star, which,
as the a .iB of the firmament, remains immovable, while the others revolve; and
hence it is essentially necessary to those
navigating on the ocean.” These words

quently

went

explicit

are as

as

they

are

She-Before

extraordinary;

they state a fact and announce a use. The
thing, therefore, which essentially constitutes the compas**, must have been
long before the birth of Gioia.

known

It is certain that there

are

proposal.
airorrtiBcimae.

alluabout

Poor

more

Digestion?

1

This is one of the first signs of stooK
ach weakness. Distress after eating,
sour eructations, sick headache, bUious conditions are all indicative
that it is the stomach that needs
assistance. Help it to regain health
and strength by taking

appears to oe tnat me position ;
Gioia in relation to the compass was
precisely that of Watt in relation to the;
steam engine—the element existed, he
augmented its utility. The compass used
by the mariners in the Mediterranean !
during the twelth and thirteenth centuries
me trutn

of

was a very uncertain and unsatisfactory
apparatus. It consisted only of a magnetic
needle floating in a vase or basin by means

it

on

on a

bit of cork

BEECHAItrS
PILLS

supporting I

surface of the watafr

the

The compass used by the Arabians in
the thirteenth century was an in instru-

of exactly the

ment

for

they are a stomach remedy that
disappoints. They act quickly and gently upon the digestive

description.
inefficiency cf
obvious; the agi-

same

never

Now the inconvenience and

\

such

j

tation

[

But Gioia

apparatus are
of the ocean and the tossing of the
vessel might render it useless in a moment.1
an

organs, sweeten the contents of the l
stomach, carry off the disturbing
elements, and establish healthy con- 1
ditions of the liver and bile.
The wonderful tonic and strengthening effects from Beecham’s Pills,
make them a safe remedy—they i

placed the magnetized needle on j
permits it to a turn to all I
sides with facility. Afterward it was attached to a card divided into thirty-two
points, called Rose de Vents, and then the
box containing it was suspended in such a
manner that, however the vessel might be
tossed, it would always remain horizontal, i
pivot,

a

which

Help Weak

will

The

cm

tell

far is that at

so

a

certain

season

of

Disinfectant.
In many parts of Europe it is customary

Sugar

Former Resident of Hancock County
Mrs. Jennie E. Blanchard died at Deer-

field, III.,
1909.

a

suburb of

Her maiden

Chicago,

name

was

June

8,

Eliza Jane

a

as a

people to
practice which

among
cians

as

an

i

Stomachs

1

burn sugar in sick-rooms,
is considered by physi-

innocent

you used

Hilda—Yes,

credible account of it is found in the reign
of Chingwang, of the Chow dynasty, before Christ 1114. All this, however, may
be granted, without in the least impairing
the just claims of Gioia to the gratitude of
mankind.

of two straws

married

the tradi-

magnetic
tionary period of Chinese history,
before
2,600 years
Christ; and a still
needle in

sions to the

were

Celestine And has Mr. Pryor’s church
such a small congregation?
indeed. Every time he says “Dearly beloved”, you leel as if you had received U-

addition to this fact, there is another
to his claim as the original
discoverer. It is now settled beyond a
doubt that the Chinese were acquainted
with the compass long before the EuroIn

equally fatal

peans.

we

bring me chocolates every time you
came.
He—Yes, ray dear, and it coat n
good deal leas than tbe meat and potatom
I bring you now.
to

vn

Boxes with full directions. 16c. and 25c. i

superstitution,

Lunt,
Long Island,
Maine, in March, 1835. She married when neither beneficial nor harmful.
Prof. Tibert, of tl*e Pasteur institute at !
John
about Cape Cod, aud then disappear. That quite young
Bridges Moore, of Sedgdemonstrated recently ;
is, the larger number of them disappear. wick. He was killed by the explosion of a Paris, has, however,
that burning sugar develops formic acetyBut only for a time, as they later appear boiler at Lynn, Mass., thirty years ago.
Cream Balm
She was afterward married to Abner K. lene hydrogen, one of the most powerful
on the Cape shore, where they remain for
known.
Five drams of
is quickly absorbed.
some time, and then disappear for good,
Blanchard, of Thorndike. After his death antiseptic gases
Gives Relief at Once.
and where they go, or where they remain she lived at Thorndike, Bluehill and other sugar (77.16 grains) were burned under a
bell holding ten quarts. After the
It cleanses, soothes,
until they agaiu appear in the south, no places in Maine, and at Chicago, 111. The glass
heals and protects
had cooled, bacilli of typhus, tubercause of her death
was heart
man has yet found out,
failure, vapor
culosis, cholera, smallpox,
etc., were the diseased memThe United States government has re- which came suddenly without warning,
placed in the bell in open glass tubes, and brane resulting from
cently become interested in the study of after a period of two years or more of ex- within half an hour all the microbes were Catarrh and drives
dead.
the habits of mackerel, and it is hoped by ceptionally good health.
away a Cold in the
If the sugar is burned in a closed vessel
Head
Ito- II 6U PPUf fj
She leaves one sou, Harry E. Moore, ol
the fisherman that its experts will be able
containing putrefied meat or the contents j stores quickly,
the Senses of tlf^ • V bvbVl
to trace them to their winter quarters, iu Chicago, III., a brother, W. H. Lunt, ol of rotten eggs, the offensive odor disapTaste and Smell. Full size 50 cts., at
which case, like tropical fruit9 that were Frenchman’s bay, and many friends in pears at once. The popular faith in the
of burnt sugar ap- ! gists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cent*.
once to be had for a season, luscious macevery place where she had lived, whc disinfecting qualities
pears, therefore, to be well founded.
Ely Brothers, 50 Warren Street. New York*
kerel may be on the breakfast table, fresh found her always sympathetic, cheerful,
and juicy, every day in the year.
helpful and industrious.
the year they appear in southern waters,
trail upward along the Atlantic coast to

and she

was

born at

*R«,e CATARRH

Ely’s

Height of the Atmosphere.
hardly think of looking to
the moon for information about the height
of the earth’s atmosphere,
yet it is in
just that way evidence has been obtained
that the atmsopbere extends much higher
than was for a long time assumed.
Observations of lunar eclipses made at
Lord Rosse’s observatory in Ireland have
shown that the quantity of heat derived
from the moon—which heat is, of course,
merely reflected sun heat, just as moonlight is only reflected sunlight —begins
perceptibly to diminish several minutes
One would

before the shadow of the earth reaches
the

moon.

The inference is that the earth’s atmos-

phere

cuts

off the sun’s heat

as

it

comes

between the moon and the sun ahead of
the edge of the solid earth, and calculations based on the length of time during
which the loss of heat from the moon is
felt before the eclipse begins indicate that
reaches a height of at
our atmosphere
least one hundred and ninety miles.
How different this is from the height
usually stated may be seen by consulting
a popular school book on physical geography, published withina few years, in
which it is affirmed that beyond a height
of forty miles the amount of air remaining
would be too small to affect the son’s rays

perceptibly

in any way.

HERE IS RELIEF FOR WOMEN.
If job have pains in the back. Urinary, Bladder
or Kidnap tenable and want a tsrttin, pleasant
herb relief from Women’s ills, try Mother Gray*a
“AD8TKALUN-LKAF.”

It I a a

safe, reliable

segnlator, and relieves all Femafe Weaknesses,
including Inflammation and mice rations. Mother
Gray's Anstrallan-Leaf le sold by Druggists or
sect by mail for 60 cts. Sample sent FRKJL
Address, The Mother Gray Co., Le Boy, N.f.

Agricultural Bulletin.
The Maine agricultural experiment station is now sending out a bulletin giving
the results of field experiments carried on
during the growing seasons of 1906 and
1907. This includes experiments with fertilizers on potatoes and also a report of a
two

years’

I potatoes

which is

so

something about
the stranger who sat opposite
was

the

face ol

to her in the

that was familiar to the stern
lady. “Pardon me,” she said; “if I an
not mistaken, you are one of the poor, under-paid working girls whom our Emancipation society tried to benefit, or, at least
you were a year ago.”
“That is so,” said the stranger.
“Then our society has evidently not beer
without influence, for you look
prosperou(
sow.”
“I have everything I want and neve:
was so happy in my life.”
“That’s splendid! You must have solvec
the woman problem.”
“I have.”
“Glorious! Db tell me about it!”
“I’ve married!”
car

_

&

high ridge culture ol
largely used in Aroos-

How She Solved It.

tram

and FURNACES
—:
OAK-

test of the

took county as compared with a modified
ridge culture.
The bulletin discusses a preliminary experiment on blight resistent varieties of
potatoes, and an experiment with a commercial fungicide. It also sums up the experiments to date with alfalfa and wild
mustard. It gives an account of two seeding down experiments in which varying
amounts of lime were used against no
lime.
The bulletin, No. 167, will be sent to any
resident of Maine on request—addressed
to the Maine Agricultural Experiment
Station, Orono.

There

clarion
I CLARION

have the fundamental merit 01 tnorougn
construction. If you have known only
the light weight, carelessly fitted kind
you need to learn what CLARIONS

T are

doing.

A

good

furnace is the best

heating

i

apparatus in the world because it ventilates as well as heats and is under instant control—but to be sure you have
a good furnace, study quality and record:
then you will

buy a CLARION,

ESTABLISHED 1839.
=:

I

WOOD © BISHOP CO..

MAINE.)

BANGOR.
Sold by J. P. ELDRIDQE, Ellsworth.

KINEO

RANGES
satisfy the most
They are
bakers
aud conquick
will

critical.
sume

but little fuel.

They

are, in

fact,

the

most economical stove
on

the market.

F. B. AlKi N, Agt.,
Er,T,SWORTH. ME.

Noyes

& Nutter Mf*
Bangor, Me.

Co.,

A

For Additional Count* Now.
GEOROE

PUBLIBHBD

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
BY TH«

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. ROLLiis8. Editor and Manager.
W. II. Titus, Associate Editor.
a year; #100 Iw six
months; 50 wwsts for three months; If rai
76 ami Ss cents
in
$1
50,
advance,
btrictly

Subscription Price—#2 OC

respectively. Single copies
•earagea

are

reckoned

at
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Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.
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Co.. Ellsworth, Maine.

This week’s

edition

of

1

The

American is 2,400 copies.
Average for the year of 190S.
WEDNESDAY

JUNE 23,

2,529
1909.

With the Tariff Hill.

Wrestling
It is now confidently expected that
another week will see the tariff bill in
Still

conference, and there

are

whispers

SOUTH SURRY.

aid and

permit.

The statutes provide that
land-owner i9 responsible for the
damage such fires may do if they get
beyond his control. Perhaps the requiring of a permit, with a penalty
attached for non-compliance, would
make
land-owners
more
careful.

Anything which will bring about the
lessening of the terrible fire waste
ought to be gladly welcomed.
COL’S TY

GOSSIP.

Harbor will vote upon the automobile exclusion act at a special town meeting July 10.
Bar

Grass, of Hancock, section foreon the Maine Central railroad for

W. H.
man

sixteen

worrying

not

I

else says.
my state.

answer

in

February,

and two

CHURCH
UNION

CONQ’L,

new

milch

cows.

NOTES.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

Rev. J. D. Prig more, pastor.
Sunday, June 27— Morning service at
10.30.
Sermon by Rev. Edwin Judson

Klock,

of Bucksport.
Sunday school at
Evening service at 7.30. Mr. Klock.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.

11.45.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
ltev. W. F. Emery, pastor.

WILLIAM FORBES

RKV.

§

jr

additional

County Newt

tee

other pages

Degree of D. D.
from Taylor University.
BLUEHILL.
At the recent commencement of TayBert Veazie was home from Portland for
lor university, Upland, Ind., the honorary degree of D. I), was conferred upon a short stay last week.
Rev. William Forbes Emery, pastor of
Mrs. Nettie Thompson, of Cherryfleld, is
the Methodist Episcopal church of Ells- visiting her sister, Mrs. F. M. Veazie.
Hosts of friends congratulate
worth.
Mrs. Charles MeGouldrick, of CherryDr. Emery upon this well-deserved honor.
Dr. Emery was born in Massachusetts,
where he received a thorough education.
He engaged in business in Chicago, 111.,
where he worked, studied and preachedWhile in Chicago he was given a European trip, visiting Germany, England.
Scotland and other places.
In 1887 he joined the West Wisconsin
conference at Mineral Point, and has acceptably tilled many important charges.
He was honored by the conference by being appointed delegate to the World's
Congress of Religions at Chicago. The
Prescott (Wis.) Tribune, speaking of

him,

says:

“His most commanding gift is bis literary
talent: in this he far exceeds the average of
educated men. His name through the public
As a
press has become widely known.
preacher he is sound and scholarly, clear and
free in statement and forcible and earnest.
He addresses the understanding rather than
the emotions. Socially he is genial and winning. bright and stimulating in conversation,
pure in language, in life and influence. He
has received the honors of the schools, merited tributes to his talents, but be prefers his
plain name without any handles.
Mr. Emery is a member of the masonic fraternity. Knights Templar, Royal Arch, Eastern
Star, has been grand chaplain of the Eastern
Star for the state of Wisconsin, past grand of
the I. O. O. F. encampment. Good Templar.
Modern Woodman of America, Woodmen of
the World, Ministers Casualty Union of Minnesota, Fraternal Aid Society of Wisconsin,
Farmers Mutual Aid Society of Wisconsin,
and the Knights of Pythias.”

anyone

only to the people of

Mr. Emery came to Maine September 26,
“They will attend to me if I am not doing
of the Brown
right, and l am willing to submit my rec- 1907, and was acting pastor
ord to them. 1 am against free raw ma- Memorial Methodist Episcopal church at
Clinton he had charge
terial, and believe, as Senator Bailey does, Clinton. While at
and sixth anniversary
that such a policy is not democratic doc- of the one hundred
trine.”
“It appears to me,” said Senator Smith,
of Maryland, “that Mr. Bryan should give
the democrats in Congress an opportunity
to work out the salvation of the party. I
He has had his opportunity to lead the i

of

the

Brown Memorial church,

which

fleld,

is

guest o{. F. E. MeGouldrick

the

and wife.

C. Barrett and wife, with son
Cecil, have gone to Boston on a ten-days’
vacation.
They will be home the last of
Dr.

E.

June.
Miss Carol Hooper is home, and will

as-

and will

be

presented

in

peculiar mechanical device which has
been introduced here before. This
mill

scene

is claimed to be

a

vast

COMMENCEMENT WEEK.

interested and
appreciative audience listened to the following program:
March.Margaret Snow
Prayer.Rev W H McBride
Music. Piano solo.Madge Hinckley
Uncle Nathan's April Foolin'.Anon
Cecil Ward Osgood
The Falcon of Sir Frederigo.Longfellow
ELen Cochrane McIntyre
Sally Ann's Experience.Hall
lavender and

white, and

an

Olive Laura Grindle
Piano duet MrsTuiniug.Miss Grindle
itch's Daughter.Whittier
Mildred Maude Bettel
The White Lily.Wright
Ruth Mafion Parker
The Old Actor’s Story.Sira*
Bessie Bernice Carter
Vocal s lo.Miss Conner
The Msssion Box that Scandalized the Vil-

concert will be

a
a

given

burlesque parade

at

••••Mrs Twining. MUs Grindle
Piano duet.
•Dr. Emery came to Kllsworth. He found
an
unfinished, unpainted and unfurnished
and
Thursday evening the
church building, even the grotilMU were un- Juniors gave a reception in Acadci5* hill
graded. The lot is graded, the basement is to the freshmen, seniors,
faculty, trustee?
finished, the building painted, the ItiMwior and alumni. A short but
pleasing enterfurnished, floors carpeted, pews installed and
tainment was given, and refreshments
the work completed.
Oct. 11, 1908, Bishop
: were served.
John W. Hamilton dedicated this property,
Friday afternoon, June 18, occurred the
worth #10,000, to public worship of God. The
pastor deserves great praise for bringiug this commencement exercises in town hall.
The stage was artistically decorated, under
enterprise to a splendid consummation.'*
the direction of Sliss Emma Osgood, in
Dr.
is now
his

second

Piano Recital.

never

The first of a series of piano recitals was
given at the home of Miss May Bonsey
Wednesday afternoon, June 16, at which
four of the younger pupils played the fol-

saw-

improve-

lowing program

from

memory:

March of Fingall's Men.Reinhold
Curious Story. .Heller
Charles Haynes

in connection

Harp Melody.Garland

noon.

The Hunter's Horn.Sib moll
Elizabeth Morrison

KEITH'S THEATRE, BOSTON.

BAPTIST.

Rev. P. A. A. Killam, pastor.
Sunday, June 27—Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at
7. Evening service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
CONGREGATIONAL.

Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor.
Sunday, June 27
Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Evening Bervioe at 730.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.45.
—

comfort others does not
The power
come from consoling yourself.
to

We
help
people bright by our
keenness, but we can never accomplish
anything toward making people good except by our tenderness.—<7. if. Parkhurst,
D. D.
can

make

1908”,

and

has

been

engaged for two
weeks in the Keith houses, one of which
will be played in Boston beginning June
28. This special vaudeville venture will
be in a new pantomime, “L’Amour d’ Artist,” and she will’ be the first American
dancer to attempt a story without words.
It will also mark the first vaudeville appearance in Boston of Ben Johnson, the
star of “Paid in Full”, who has a wide

reputation as a monologist.
Edwin Stanley and company

will

The Water Nymph.Scbotte
Jolly Darkies.Becbter
Charles Haynes
I Drolleries.Von Wilm
j Approach of Spring.Fink
Elizabeth Morrison
Song without Words, No 9.Mendelssohn

j

Piano solo.Mrs F E JIcGouldrick
Salutatory—American Education.
Myra V Billingtou
Class History.Margaret Snow
Music
Commonwealth Quartette
Essay, Heroic Women cf the Nineteenth

Century.Ethel L Snowman
Prophecy.Ruth S Stover

Class

Benediction.Rev W H McBride
Class officers: President, Annie Veazie;

vice-president, Margaret Snow; Becretary
and treasurer, Carl Hinckley, w ho served
as class marshal very
The
acceptably.
members of the class not already menj
tioned were Margaret and Madge HinckMorcein in Ab.Wollenhaupt
ley, Ward and Euzilla Leach. Annie
Hazel Giles
Grieve, Corinna Clark, Bertha Parker, Roy! Hunting Song.Gurlitt Moody, Henry!
lodge'.
Waltz Caprice.Virgil
Madella Hagerthy
Bubbling Joy.Cramm
Charles Haynes
Gigne.Virgil
Gracefulness-- .Meyer

appear
an elaborate musical act.
Wynn and
Lee will be remembered in “The College
U pc raft
Boys”. The Bounding Gordons are among Valse Scherzo.•
Hazel Giles
the strongest of the acrobatic acts now in
vaudeville; Cunningham and Marion will
It it better to be wrecked through overappear in what they term “an acrobatic
talkfest”. The Dagwell sisters will be zeal than rot from over-caution.
Others are the
seen in song and dances.
▲ man hat no butineee with religion if
Van Der Koors; Cha’k Saunders, the carhe doesn't use it in hie butineee.
toonist, and De Ch aunt's dogs.
in

HOUSE—My

two-story bouse

was

days

in

L-

Geok.Ib

Rrourd .10

a

o^TTuMneM
in’

look after
iu unoccupied territory. Special
ducement. permanent.
C. R. Bruit * vQ
'*
Nurserymen. Manchester. Conn-

MAN

the

noted for her hos-

IhOARDERB

to

POINT"COT

AT BIRCH

D TAGE—Having opened my cottage lor
ready to take boarder*at
For particular* add res*
Morris, Ellsworth. \u
*’

the *e»*on. I am
reasonable rate*.
Mi>* Eliza ruth
R. F. D. No. I.

Besides her husband she leaves one son,
two grandsons, Charles
and
Howard Cunningham, two sisters and tw’o
brothers.
Funeral services were held at the Union
church June 10, Rev. W. H. Dunham officiating, assisted by Kev. P. A. A. Killam, of
Ellsworth. The floral tributes, which were
beautiful, bore silent witness of the esteem
in which decessed was held.
Interment in Bay View cemetery.
June 21.
Tramp.

Edw*ard,

Special Kotina.
notice!
proprietors of Mount Desert Bridge
Corporation are hereby notified that the
annual meeting of said corporation will be
held at Us toll house tn Trenton, on the
second Monday of next July, at 2 o'clock p.
m.. for the following purposes, vii.:
First. To chouse officers for said corporation for the ensuing year.

THE

Second. To see what action shall be taken
to repair the bridge.
Third. To transact such other business m
may legally come before said meeting.
E. M. Hamok. Clerk.
West Eden. Me., June 11, 1909.

WEST HANCOCK.
has gone to

xT

Tarratine hotel.
wage*.
Mr*.

IA17NDRESS
Good

J Point.
Martin

pstality and kindly interest in all who
came, especially the young people, for
whom she always had a kind word.

Irving Peasele*

S7„

HimY

tHanttfi.
at

comfort-

missed

on

Terms very reasonable.
Cramtrkk, Ellsworth.

Bar Harbor

CARD or THANKS.

my

cause. I hereby give notice that I
no bills of her contracting after thi*

Gao. J

June 21.

ttutiiuM Cart.

ALICE Hr SCOTT.
•EECIALTT MADE

Scmac.

Good luck

never

to

hangs

around

become tiresome.

a man

This ia the law of beneflta between men;

the
has

one

ought

to

forget

at

once

what he

given, the other ought bever to forget
what he has received.—Seneca.

or

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING, ani>
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK,
One day while George Ade was travelof the Union Safe Deposit A Trust Co., of
Agent
i
ing in the Orient, he came upon a fellowPortland. Me., for furnishing Probate
and surety Bonds.
passenger in heated discussion with an
old Arab. The lady, a school teacher
Cor. Main and Water Mts. (over Moore’s Drug
from Indiana, complained to Mr. Ade
Store). Ellsworth. Maine.
that, after studing Arabic for years in
preparation for this trip, she could not
unaerstaiid a word that the native said.
E.
“Never mind,” said Ade, consolingly.
“Can't you see that he has'nt a tooth in
his bead? He’s talking gum Arabic.”
ATTORNEY AT LAW.

! QEORGE

iUjmxtn.uu*.

GOOGIXS,

Maine.

Bar Harbor,
Telephone No.

SICK HEADACHE.

212.__

legal Uotio*.

Sour Stomach, Heartburn, Canker
Sore Muuth Cured by Mi-o-ua.

subscriber hereby fives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisof
the estate of
trator

THE

Sick headaches

are caused by indiand a general disturbed condition of the stomach.

gestion

SABAH M. GILLEY, late o! BUCKS PORT,
in tLe county of Hancock, deceased, and
All tergiven bonds as the taw direct*
sons
Laving demands against the estate

Cure the indigestion, and the headache, nausea, heartburn, sour stomach,

of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted the mo
are requested to make payment immediately.
Howard F. Gilley.
Bucksport, June 18, 1909.

and that “all in” feeling will vanish.
Mi-o-na tablets will cure indigestion
or
any other stomach trouble. They
will relieve almost instantly. G. A.
Parcher has so much faith in them
that he will give you your money back
if they don't.

JL be has been duly appointed administrator of th* tfttai* °*
CHARLES L. MVtt ICE.tote Of GOULDS-

Mi-O-na cures by making the stombijUo,
ach strong enough to produce enough in the
county of Haudecit. deceased, and
gastric Juices to digest ail the food Riven bcTBdn as the law dir?»t«. All persons
baviug dvmaad* against the estate of -aid
you want to eat. It promptly puts deceased
ar* desired to present f*»e same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediatelyFeed P. SakgeNf.
Gouldsboro. Jane 18, 1900.

hereby Rives notice that
rpHE hesubscriber
has been duly appointed executor
JL
of the last will and testament of
ELIZABETH W NEWHALL, late of SUL-

LIVAN.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds as the law direct*
All parsons
aving demands against the estate of *aid
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
CBABLER P. SIMPSON.
Sullivan. June 21.190V.

given

Itotorrttsnnnuft.

I

[•

1883-1903.
23TB

Cores catarrh or money hack.
Just
breathe it in. Complete outfit, including
inhaler (i. Extra bottles SOo. Druggist*.

amusrmints.

HANCOCK HALL, ELLSWORTH
One

Might Only,

Friday, June 25.
The Great Xew

England Play

Joshua

Simpkins

ANNUAL STATEMENT.

MASSACHUSETTS ACCIDENT CO
161

DEVONSHIRE ST., BOSTON, MASS.

Synopsis of Statement
surance

Watch for the Burlesque Band Purarte:

PRICES 25, 55; AND 50 CENTS.
on

Sale at

furnished to the In-

ASSETS DEC. 81, 1903.

#118,819 04

Stocks and bonds.
Cash in otHce and bank.

41,079 91
1,677 79
614 75
714 95
7,300 90

Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable,
I nterests and rents;
All other assets,

#170,406 44
10,846'57

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

#159,559 8"
DEC.

81. 1908.

Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities,

ing Specialties.

Seats- New

as

Department of the State of Maine.

The alumni won the base ball game
Big Fun and Musical show.
Admitted assets,
played with the academy team. After the
concert by the Commonwealth quartette special
LIABILITIES
Scenery and
Mechanical
the alumni enjoyed their usual reunion Effects. See the Great
Saw
Mill Net nnpaid losses,
and banquet in Academy hall.
Scene. Hear the Joshua
Simpkins Unearned premiums,
June 21.
M.
Orchestra. Best of Singing and Danc- All other liabilities.

long enough

shall pay
date.
Allxy.

Trenton. Me.. Jone 14, 1909.

new life and energy into the overworked and played-out walls of the
stomach.
Use Mi-o-na fora Week and you can
eat what you want any time
you want
it and take
in doing it.
pleasure
Your blood will be richer, redder,
ihc class colors, yellow and white. The
purer after taking Mi o-na, and it
class, which numbered sixteen
young only costs 50 cents a large box.
ladies and gentlemen, presented a
fire
“I was speedily cured of
stotyach
appearance, and the parte were all well complaint by Mi-o-na.
Anything I
rendered. The program followa:
can say in favor of Mi-o-na is not too
Mardb.Miss Elizabeth Grindle strong”—William Hess, Benton HarPrayer.Rev W H McBride bor, Mich.

The Shepherd Boy is a King.Mac Dowell
Sunday, June 27—Morning service at
.Quartette
Events of importance are following each
10.30. Sermon by pastor.
Hero Song
Presentations of Gifts.Annie A Veazie
Sunday Bchool other in rapid succession at Keith’s these AThe
t'ln
Woodpecker t.‘
at 11.45
Junior league at 3. Evening serE Chase, jr
Valedictory.Edward
Hazel Giles
days, the latest announcement being the
vice at 7.30.
Music.Quartette
of Mile. Dazie, the dancer, Valse.Doring Presentation of
appearance
diplomas-Prin W J Nutter
Prayer meeting and bible study Tuesday who created a sensation in “The Follies of j
Madella Hagerthy
|

evening at 7.30.

sadly

*

reairaabf^

Henry C. Milliken, wife and baby, of
Monday evening the junior exhibition
was given in the town hall.
The hall was Enfield, are visiting Mr. Milliken’s parH. C. Miiliken and wife.
tastefully decorated in the class colors, ents,

erintendent, says:

serving

be

n/s.VSi

Ai’t>,-v

stable in good condition. Terras
Address w. IA McCanrugr, Ellsworth.

do.”

A.

Emery

over any attempts in a similar line.
The company has a splendid orchestra
to aid in the proper presentation of the
play, which abounds in musical and dancing specialties. A band is also carried,

with

BLACK

^"EH.,:^.h‘r,,e**-

ter, Mrs. Daniel Crimmin, at Hallowell.

took

year at Ellsworth.

ment

and

ifot Salt.
Mare. It yearaold, weigh,
alrald ot nothin*. Also

Sunday morning, June 13, the baccalauSchool closed June 18, after a pleasant
reate sermon was preached by Rev. vV. H.
and profitable term taught by Mrs. Irving
McBride, from the text, “This one thing 1 Peaslee.

aOJ'wutnr#*

Simpkins”,
this city by a

will

l,

barb",'

desire to extend our sincere thanks
for the season.
■\IrE and
Y?
appreciation to the friend* and
clerk, Lester Hooper, in the drugHervey Miles and family have moved neighbors who by their kind helpfulness and
store during the absence of W. I. Parassisted us In so many ways during
sympathy
into
the
house.
Ooogins’
bereavement; elso to all whose
our recent
tridge on a trip to Boston.
Girard Grafts, of Boston, was in town I expressions of sympathy were shown by floral
Fbrd Phillips.
Judge E. E. Chase bought in the White
offerings.
on friends.
Mr. aj*d Mrs. A. Phillip*.
Granite, which was sold at auction last recently calling
Ellsworth Falls. June 19. 1909.
W.
Mrs.
K.
made
a
short
visit
week. He also has purchased the Garland
Springer
NOTICE.
house, located just below the Pendleton. to friends in Hancock last week.
my wife, Sarah E. Alley, has
Mrs. Maria Dnrgain is visiting her sisbed and board without jast
Ibft
WHEREAS

••

I

make her last

ave

sist the

place January 5,1908. Bishop Daniel
Oreenman
lage
Goodseil, D. D., LL. D., was present
Roxie Louise Curtis
and preached the anniversary sermon. The
Wh*stling Regiment.Harvey
“The occasioa in its public exercise and
Lena Maddox
was
social fellowship
very successful.”
| Piano solo.Hattie Sauuders
The
Lie.Donnell
April 20, 190S, he was appointed by
party to victory, anti has utterly failed,
Eleanor Snow
We are trying to make k record in the ! BUhop Hamilton, p. U-, EL. D.. t? Ell?Washington Tubb s Fresh Air Cure Crowell
Senate, which can be defended before the ! worth. IteV. H. B. Haskell, district supAnna Bell Perkins

Mr. Bryan should at least
couutrv,
wait until the bill Is passed before he begins to attack the members of his party

to

She

home where she

OJUNii NEWS.

EMERY

Receives Honorary

past, is somewhat of a j
Grass is now boasting oi in Congress.”
the butter product from his four cows.
Last year he was making from the same
AMUSEMENT NOTES.
cows, from twenty-live to twenty-seven
“JOSHUA SIMPKINS.”
pounds of butter. This year he bought
“Joshua Simpkins,” a four-act New
a Bluebell cream separator, aud from the
I England play, will be presented at Hansame four cows he is now
making forty to cock hall Friday, June 25. The climax of
forty-one pounds of butter a week. The j
i stage realism, it is asserted, has been
cows are a three-year-old which calved a
i reached in the presentation of the
stirring
year ago, a
which
three-year-old
calved saw-mill scene in “Joshua
years
Mr.

farmer.

able.

REV. WILLIAM FORBES EMERV

and

°

sev-

sympathy.

possible

1

a

born

on

years, during her
failing mind and
strength, be has tenderly cared for her
and has, aided by their son, daughter
and
the
grandson, done everything

Preventing Forest Fires.
Ellsworth, Me., June 23,1909.
To the Editor of The American:
1 wish to inquire through The Amerj-

or

was

house
Beal
JOH" W
HOUSE—Parody
Cocohlix,

„...w^thr'

pathy of all goes out to Mr. Cuningham
in his bereavement. For the jmst two

For

what he

const!pstion.

JFor Kfllt.

Mr. and Mrs. Cuninghan were married
and lived a peaceful and happy life for
forty-two years, and the heart felt sym-

Corrteponomrc.

about

bw?
the.li?

enty-two years ago. With the exception
of a few* years at Hall Quarry, South Surry
has been her home all her life. In times
of illness and trouble “Aunt Lydia” has
ever been ready and willing to lend her

bill will reach the President before CAN’ why Ellsworth should not gain a
little wisdom by experience. Last year
July 15.
to a large expense in
It is predicted that the so-called this city was put
fires on pasture, wood lot and
Bailey-Cnnimins income tax amend- fighting
some wild land within the city limits.
ment will not be incorporated in the
My point is this: Can the city pass an
an
be
there
Senate bill, although
may
ordinance requiring every citizen within
amendment or a resolution introduced the limits of the city who wishes to burn
looking to an amendment to the con- over a pasture for blueberries, or a wood
stitution which shall in the future ad- lot for cultivation or any fire of that kind,
to procure a permit? Then should the fire
mit of an income tax.
There is no donbt that the senti- spread to his neighbor’s land, or should
from the city, all damage
ment in favor of an income tax has he require help
labor should be paid by the party
increased substantially daring the and
the permit, and all such costs and
last few years, although it does not holding
damage should, if paid by the city, be a
a
tax
law
seem probable that each
lien on the property.
will be passed for some time. It now
Much can be written on this subject
looks as if a tax on the net receipts or which would interest the tax-payer.
dividends of corporations may be There is one bug which is doing more
found in the new tariff bill, which will damage to our forests than the brown-tail
be a sort of compromise between an moth is doing to our orchards by ninety
income tax and a national tax on in- per cent, and that is the fire-bug.
M. 8. 8.
heritance. Such a tax on the dividends of corporations should produce
Leading Democrats on Bryan.
a revenue of upward of 850,000,000,
Said Senator Simmons, of North Carowhich, with the duty on imports and
lina, recently in the Senate: “After folinternal revenue, should be sufficient
lowing Mr. Bryan twelve years to defeat
to meet the expenses of the govern- and disaster. I do not see what
right he
ment.
has to dictate to us in the Senate, who are
Should the question of an income attempting to put the party before the
tax, through a resolution looking to people in a manner which will enable it to
an amendment of the constitution be recover from the effects of his leadership.
submitted to the states, it is doubtful As far as I am concerned, it is wholly imif two-thirds would favor it. But it material what he says about me. Fortu•
Mr. Bryan is not in the position
seems the best way to get the senti- nately,
to decide who is and who is not a demoment of the whole people of the
crat. In voting on the tariff i am considcountry.
ering the interest and the will of the peoas Mr. Bryan did.
1
In another column may be found a pie of my state, just
have only to answer to the people of North
communication in which the writer
I Carolina, and care absolutely nothing as
suggests the propriety of the city’s to what
Bryan thinks or writes.”
[
passing an ordinance requiring any“Who gave Brvan the right to say who
one who wishes to set fires on his own is and who is not a democrat?” snorted
land for any lawful purpose to obtain Senator Tillman, of South Carolina. “I am
a

where she

“I liV"1'’0'"

ofVh" dl4£2?
huBd!*
natarsto
h»*ve mocA
oSI, n‘k

life-long residents, and the entire community feels that it has lost one of its
best and kindest friends.
The deceased was a daughter of Samuel
and Dorcas Curtis, whose home was at the

Carrying-place,

bels°0'"1

coni,t? *..«>»•

requires

OBITUARY.

leaves

to

dread*!!*1

^?.*?
Hair,",1,0

By the death of Lydia F., wife of Josiab
Cunningham, which occurred at her home
June 8, Boulh Burry loses one more of its

__

the effect that the conferees who will
settle the matter understand each
other, and that they will get together
It
very quickly on many schedules.
is not expected, however, that the

• IOO Reward. Sion
The readers of this paper win h»
learn that there is at leist one
ease that science has been
a>>able to
Ita stage., and that It Catarrh.
«
C ore la the only positive cure now a at*rrh
the medical fraternity. Catarrh
<°
atitntlonal disease,
a
treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure
io’
terually. acting directly upon the
mucous surfaces of the
system
dt’
stroving the Inundation
*od
giving the patient strength bv
the constitution and
“P
assisting
t. work. The proprietor,
so
In It. curative prmera that
they
Hundred Dollars for any case that it
,,n» to
care. Send for list ot
testimonial,
Address: F. J. CHENEY it CO„ Toledo no
'■ Ohio.
Sold by all Druggist, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Fills for

orgy, at Edgar Trew orgy’s.

two daughters,
a widow,
Julia H. and Adeiia \W, and one son,
Milton A. His aged mother, Mrs. Harriett R. Barron, and three sisters—Mrs.
Belle Eldridge, of Franklin, Mrs. Agnes j
A. Salley, of New York, and Mrs. Emma
F. Bodge, of Bangor—also survive him.
The funeral services will be held at the j
Methodist Episcopal church Thursday ;
morning, at 10.30 o’clock. Thete will be
Barron
prayers at the home at 9.30. Mr
Ellsw orth lodge, A. O.
w as a member of
U. W.
He

•nofheVt^^i11*

noble.—JBptC(J(u,the <l0'

something

The arrival* here the past week were:
Dr. Charles Briggs and family, Mr. Wilder,
at their cottages; Miss Olive Bonsey and
Miss Christina Neilson, at Hollis Bonsey’s; Misses Grace and Lulie Haslam and
John Haslam, of Waltham, at E. C.
Young’s; Gardner Mann and sister, Mrs.
Lum, at Augustus Young’s; Elwin Trew-

kind

ear

If I cannot succeed in doin»
I will not grudge

jnjrMlf,
ing of

other paget

*w

BARRON'.

and faithful husband, a loving, inin
dulgent father, and won many friends
Ellsworth while going his daily rounds in
his business. He was very cheerful and
patient during the intense suffering of the
the
past year, and greatly appreciated
calls and kindness of his many friends.

All ar-

cents.

M.

in
George M. Barron died at his home
West Ellsworth Monday night, June 21.
at 9 o’clock, aged forty-seven years, nine
months, seven days.
Mr. Barron was born in West Ellsworth,
the son of Alexander and Harriett Barron,
and has always lived here. For more than
twenty years he was engaged in the milk
business, and drove the milk wagon himself until obliged by failing health to take
He was always a dutiful son. a
a rest.
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Moore'i Drug Store.

Total liabilities and

surplus,

# 10,953 99
28,886 00
3.349 01
100,ooo 00

16,370

(f. LEONARD M’NEILL, Ppm.
A. E’.

DENISON. Treat.
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#159,559 87

CLASS OF ’09.
! commencement
ELLSWORTH

exercises of

HIGH SCHOOL.

♦
i
will be given, with the
following cast ol man endeavor and destroyed the brightesl
characters:
days of hundreds of thousands of human
Walter Hawley.A. W. Stetson lives. The law which abolishes the child
labor evil entirely will date an epoch in
Tom Ferguson, M I), a red-hot
sport from
the history of the world.
Troy, N Y.Harry .Iordan
Charley Marshall, in love with Suzette,
*

Winfred

Joy
FILL HANCOCK
BENT* and FRIENDS
| Uonell Fairfield, a crank that lives uext.
door. .Earle Jordan
hall to-day—class play and
Mike Murphy, oceof the finest, in hard
ball this evening.

j

*uck.Harold

day of the EllsThis
this afternoon
jjj,
Hancock hall is tilled with parents and
fr.,.„ds of I he graduates who give them
as they bid adieu
hearty encouragement
to high school.
Hancock hall never looked more beautiful than in its decorations for the eraduais Clin men cement
high school, and

The class colors, light
ti.,n this year.
are effective, and give a
.green and white,

Sinclair

Ell#u

Hawley, the squire’s wife and Tom's
.Miss Phyllis Macomber
Belinda Ferguson. Tom’s wife aud Walter’s
*IfcU‘r.Miss Ella M Hawkes
Suzette Hawley, the squire’s niece,
Miss Myrtle Monaghan

Johauna Mulrooney, the queen of the
kitchen. .Miss Helen Holmes

The play is given under the direction of
Fred E. Cooke.
Below is printed the two
class

leading

parts, valedictory and salutatory, with
the essays by Miss Barron and Mr. Jordan, who won these honors.

LEADER

AND

“Ah! what would the world be to us
If the children were no more?
We would dread the desert behind us
Worse than the dark before.
What the leaves are to the forest,
With light aud air for food.
Ere their sweet and teuder juices
Have been hardened into wood,
That to the world are children;
Through them it feels the glow
Of a brighter and sunnier climate
Than reaches the trunks below.
They are better than all the ballads
That ever were sung or said;
For
they are living poems,
Aud all the rest are dead."

VALEDICTORIAN.

lightness and appearance of coolness to
-tne hall. The decorations are very tastefully arranged.
The two rooms below, where sapper will
be served as usual by the junior class, are
hlsn effectively decorated in the colors of
the class of TO—lavender and white.
The exercises were saddened somewhat,
in the sympathy felt by the class, the undergraduates and teachers, for Miss Barron. the class leader and valedictorian, in
the death of her father, Oeorge M. Barron. which prevented her being present
and sharing in the honors which so rightfully belong to her.
The graduating class was escorted into
the hall and to the platform by the juniors led by Miss Mary Fernald, marshal,

munity

will have to pay a terrible penalty
of financial burden and social degradation
in the to-morrow.
At the present time it is difficult for the
bureau of education to obtain sufficient
money from Congress for even the most
necessary additions to its ordinary work,
and
are not available for

appropriations

recently

needs;

in

ses-

conference on behalf of neglected
destitute children, to discuss the
awakening situation of a majority of our
a

young people and to procure from Congress some effective means whereby the
burdened children may be
lifted from
drudgery into this our enlightened world.
Nearly one hundred years have
since the first act was passed by the English parliament to reduce the evils of child
labor, and England, industrially, is the
most advanced country in the world.
The pauper children in the workhouses
were being fed to the machine almost as
the children in ancient idolatry were fed
to Molock. These children, some of them
not over seven years of age, were sent by
the thousands to supply the demands
for cceap labor in the numerous factories.
They were lodged in rough barracks,
where their food was of the worst description, and they were cruelly driven by their
task-master while working fourteen hours
a day, and sometimes even more.
Under
these harsh conditions a countless number of these little children soon wore a
pallid cheek and the slightest disease took
them from this w’orld of t >il to a haven o'

elapsed

re«*t
HARRY G.

JORDAN,

class president and balctatoRiaN.
h?r

baton being decorated with the junclass colors, lavender and white.
Miss Mmle
Monaghan],was marshal of
the senior class.
This year’s graduating]?class numbers
thirteen, as follows:
Julia H. Barron,
Bernice M. Cline, Ella M. Hawkes, Helen
Holmes, Annie E. Hurley, Earle H.
Jordan, Harry G. Jordan, Winfred B. Joy,
Hazel M. Lord, Phyllis C. Macomber,
Myrtle A. Monaghan,T Byron E. Nash,
Harold R. Sinclair.
The class officers are:TPresident, Harry
G. Jordan; vice]- president, Ella M.
*>r

Hawkes;

treasurer, Myrtle^A. Monaghan;
secretary, Julia H. Barron.
<On account of the work Jnecessary on
*be part of those who will 'appear in the
class play to be presented this evening,
many were excused from delivering their
essays. In the following program, those
marked with a star [*] were 'excused for
this reason:
Music
rrayer.Rev Gideon Mayo
Music
Salutatory, Child Labor and Philanthropy,
Harry G Jordan
•Essay, Famous Men in History,
Earle H Jordan
•Class History....Bernice M Cline

•Essay, History

of

Early

Church,
Helen M Holmes

A

similar

picture

rests over a great
numt>er of our American children to-day.
It has beep estimated that there are over
all under the age of
a ffilillflfl

Children,

fourteen yeaf3» working in our southern
and all In the United States of
Who would have believed it?
Who woufd have imagined that there is
such a multitude of children in such a
small area, entirely shut out from the educational world and higher aspirations for
their future welfare?
Every problem of child life is a school
The boys and girls just enterproblem.
ing their ‘teens leave school because they
wish to get into active life, be in the exciting throngs of the daily working class,

factories,
America.

ever-changing machinery, receiving some tangible returns for their
and

near

the

a pathetic thing it is to think that
living in a golden age, and that we

What
we are

have

over

two

million small children

now

employed in our held of mauual labor,
groping about iu the shadows of sin, exposed to all the evils, which so quickly
fasten themselves upon the unprotected
and unguarded child.
One single effort properly spent in fashioning an upright character in the child is

thousand efforts spent iu reforming the bad character in the adult.
Immature labor makes impossible the
cultivation of a true artistic sense, which
forms the vital part of the intellectual
life and economic evolution of any individual.
From any point of view, the wide extent of child labor in the 17nited States
of America is a veritable menace; it is a
needless sacrifice upon the altar of mamFor these children are not needed
mon.
iu the industrial world, and there are but
few cases where the condition of the
worth

family

a

is

so

unfortunate that the

support their children.
Laying too heavy burdens
shoulders of our undeveloped

rejoice together after they had garnered

fruit of tbeir labor.
The next year, the feast was repeated,
and the Indian Massasoit and bis court
shared in the festivities
lasting three days.
The first public Thanksgiving, appointed
the

in

America,

was

proclaimed

Massachusetts Bay colony in 16J1.
February 22 of that year had been appointed as a fast day on account of the
scarcity of provisions, but on the arrival
of a ship laden with food from
England
it was turned into a day of Thanksgiving.
Often there have been
special day’s of

parents

cannot

on

the

Square Yourself

lisher may demand.
Without circulation
there can be no results, and without
results the money which the advertiser
invests is
-Leavenworth
Kansas)
Times.
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take a keen eye to appreciate the excellent
bonds or tlndr value as an Investment. THESE
NEVER EARNED LESS THAN 11 percent.

Wa

not

IT

(JOGS

It,

Gouldsboro—Ar June 15, «ch Agnes Mabel,

Bowden
Ar June 16. sch Seth Nyman. Thorndike
Sid June 17. sch Agnes Mabel. Bowden
West Sullivan—Ar June 17. schs Emma \V
Day, Ben Hur
Ar June 21, sch Lavolta
Sid Juue 15, sch Abel C Buckley. N Y
Sid June 17, sch Franconia. Boston
Sid June 20, sch Emma W Day
Bass Ha bor—Ar June 15, sch Gracie J, Addison for daily’s island
Ar June 17, sch W H Waters (Br), St John,

Vionevea Iflfln

Q i_ j J JkM Q n
Sdianeu Jt1cI*1

____

(Investing

it where it has the

same

save

that dollar you

were

Naiuon

holiday

pardoned.

The reason the Fourth of July is celebrated instead of the second is explained
by the fact that on this day the Declaration was signed by all the members of the
Continental Congress tnen present.
In 1876 the celebration of tjbe one hundreth anniversary of the adoption of the
Declaration of Independence was held at

Philadelphia.
Adopted shortly after Independence day,
closely connected with it, is the
birthday of Washington, the Father of
our country.
He is alone among Americans in having his
birthday celebrated
regularly and pnblicly while he was yet
able to participate in the merry-making.
Immediately upon the close of the Revolutionary war. the little town of Alexandria honored him by making the day of
iiis birth a time for rejoicing. This was
his county town, and he figured prominently in its affairs.
The fashion once set was soon taken by
other towns.
While Washington was
President, his birthday was celebrated as
a gala day in whatever city was then
capi-

fi

In the

North the

49liday arose from
patriotic 6xertiGns of General I-Ogdil,

the

the

to

be observed

♦

O.

one

1

?
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Representative

Also

of the

Equitable Life'Assurance Society.

Office at Residence, Surry Road, Ellsworth, Maine.

When You Buy Real Estate
there are many Important details involved. Our agency 13 up on all these
points. We have seveial desirable
bargains and we guarantee the title.
Insurance of ail kinds at lowest rates
and reliable companies.

■

.•>

and

Automobile

Insurance a
Come in and look

Power

Boat
Model A—Maxwell Junior—in horse-power,
PRICE $500.

Specialty.
call

us over or

by

telephone.

The MAXWELL AUTOMOBILE

C. W. & F. L. MASON,
First Nat. Bank

PERFECTLY SIMPLE—SIMPLY PERFECT

Ellsworth. Me.

Bldg.

The Maxwell is the ideal

W. T. BRUBAKER.

S.

Manager.

Midway between Broad >t. station
and Heading Terminal on Filbert St.

European,

day

SI per

j

—1

and up.

£I

An Engine

The only moderate rriced hotel of repii- I

PHILADELPHIA.

savers.

|

Cream
Farm

Whether it’s a range or a fur-

“Clarion", it is

to meet every

A

requirement.

Delicious flavor*.

O.

All flavors.
The handsomest fountain in Ellsworth is m commission at

LUCH I IMI
Ellsworth.

Removal Notice!

WIRING.

Osgood's Studio

is now located at No. 2 Franklin St.,
Maiming Block.

AND FIXTURES.
Estimates

Wlrinf nod Supplies Cheerfully Given. i
ANDREW M. MOOR.
on

Main St.

Ellsworth.

ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.

slowly starvThey eat food

•NO

enough. They select their food correctly. But the food is not digested and

PAt,

NO

WA8HKt.

All kinds* of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
assimilated as it should be.
WEST END B1IW6E. ELLSWORTH, ME.
In many cases Peruna has furnished
exactly the assistance necessary, and
all the bad symptoms disappear.
“I have been troubled a great deal
Factory rebuiIt—bnek.
with catarrh and nervousness, and Pemodern improvements.
me.”—Mr. George S.
runa has cured
Beautiful, curly, fluffy Ru^s made from old
Chandler, ttt Pleasant 3t., Portsmouth, j Woolen, Tapestry.
Brussels »*r Velvet Carpets.
N. H.
Carpets Cleaned Clean. Sent for circular.

Oriental Rug Works.

!

S,

Ellsworth.

Main Street.

Full Lines of

are

Ideal Laxative.

Soda

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

the stomach is stimulated to
do its work vigorously, nervousness
and weakness, headache and sleeplessness, frequently disappear as the result.

an

AH kiuds in tUeir season, and fresh.

KIEF,

Main Street.

ELECTRICAL

When

Man-a-lin

Fruit

MEATS, GROCERIES. FRUIT,

Phillips block,

rVl. CARTER.
(under Ells, shoe factory), Ellsworth.

Ice Cream

CANNED GOODS.

Island.

A great many people
ing from indigestion.

V.
MA1X ST.

Proprietor

JOHN

Implements

agent tor the “NEW HOME” SEWING

new ones.

Peruna advertised extensively
all the papers and drug stores, and
thought I would give it a trial. 1
bought six bottles and started in.
“I was most agreeably surprised at
the outset by the way the medicine
seemed to act on my entire physical
system. I rested well at night right
from the first, and before I had taken
the six bottles I was entirety cured."
—Mr. Charles Budlong, Anthony, Rhode

Separators

I
MACHINE.

I have purchased the stock and
good will of the Phillips market on Main street, and solicit
the continued patronage of old
customers and a fair share of

In

are time and money
GRAY GASOLINE en-

special sales of machinery
slightly damaged by water

Old Market

Best of

The

in the recent lire.

Ellsworth

Main Street.

rest.
‘*1 saw

the Farm

few

am

J. P. ELDRIDGE,

BCDLONO.
years ago I found myffQEVERAL
iJ self all run down.
I could eat
but little, and I was weak and nervous.
My head ached nearly all the time, my
sleep went from me, and I used to hare
to resort to opiates in order to get any

on

of all kinds.
If I haven’t what you
want. I can yet it for you.

Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

Noav

-CSV

There are many kinds on the market,
but tile SHAK»’I ES TUKULAR is
the one 1 recommend. I deal In

CLARION.
a

1

gine has many points of superiority.
Call and let me point them out.

THE—

naee—if it is

MAYO,

Yes. indeed, they

S

in

11

sure

;

and up.

American. $2.50 per day

MR. CHARLES

M.

f

Agent for Hancock County.
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
MAINE.

—

tatlon aud consequence

for

car

rough, sandy or hilly reads. Of
proved reliability, and the best
moderate priced car on the market today.

WINDSOR HOTEL
|

SLEEPLESSNESS.
.•?

ME.

in Ellsworth, Surry, Lamoiue, Hancock
Sorrento, Bar Harbor, Northeast Harbor, SouthREAL ESTATE west Harbor. Also other Properties on toe Coast.
Timber Lands. Representative of the National Co-operative Realty Company.

CONSTANT U3.DACHE,
tt—

TAPLBY

ProPerties

BUTTON
OUI
lUlf,

If.
SW

WEAK AND NERVOUS,

nmnwAJiJin.eT

W.

ELLSWORTH,

An

this devastation continued our forests
would have been utterly ruined.
B. G. Northope foresaw this, and in 1865
suggested an annual planting of trees,
but it proved of little avail. A few years
later, public opinion was aroused on this
subject, and when J. Sterling Morton,

X

X

LIGHTNING

and honored dead.

anything so beautiful.”
The depletion of our forests and the
efforts to replant them led to the establishing of our national Arbor Day. v\ hen
commercial enterprises began to stir up
after the Civil war, such vast portions of
our timber land were destroyed that had

X

♦

Don’t go without insurance during the shower season. We can insure
you for a small premium so that you will be protected.

nually in commemoration of the deeds of
our fallen comrades”.
Now the day has
naturally come to be one of remembrance,
not only of soldiers but of all the loved

seen

ELLSWORTH,

X

DOW—KELLEY—At West Tremont, June 20,
by Rev Charles R Carleton, Miss Gertrude
Frances Dow, of Southwest Harbor, to
Harry L Kelley, of West Tremont.

an-

urngnsn woman last year discovered
the beauty of Decoration Day. Although
accustomed to parades, pageants and state
solemnities in many lands, when she saw
the blossoms, the waving flags and the
old soldiers marching slowing along with
bowed heads, she exclaimed: “When 1
think that every year, everywhere in your
country, there are scenes like this, a spirit
like this—1 believe I have never in my life

THE GEORGE H. GRANT CO.,

J

discharged.
May 11, 1870, at the national encampment of the Grand Army of the Republic at Washington, D. C., an article
was adopted as a part of the rules and
regulations of tbe organization establish-

Day

f

3

♦

was

“a Memorial

*

♦

*

#

Williams,

ing

IX

H. GRANT CO.,

desirable bargains in Real

We do a general INSURANCE and REAL
ESTATE business and offer ttie best Companies, lowest rates, best terms, etc. Correspo'ndence solicited. All business given us will reoeive the very best attention.

son.

Commander-in^chief of the grand army,
in J9GCIi hut la the Mouth the observance
of the day wag secured by the personal efof Columbus,
forts of Mrs.
Georgia, and began eafnvr. Here it is
even a more pathetic anniversary than in
the North. Owing to great difference in
latitude and climate this day is obsew^d
about April 26, instead of May 30, the date
on which the last soldier of the Cnion
army
On

some

MARRIED.

atbcrtisrri.tnta,

i

Minneapolis, Minn.

ELLSWORTH, HANCOCK POINT, SORRENTO.

?

BARRON—At Ellsworth, June 21, George M
Barron, aged 47 years, 9 months, 7 days.
BLANCHARD-At Deerfield, HI, June 8, Mrs
Jennie E Blanchard, formerly of Bluehill,
aged 74 years.
CAERAN—At Stonington,
June
16, Idea
Caeran, aged 8 months, 29 days.
DUNHAM—At Mariaville, June 15, Cecil S
Dunham, aged 10 years. It months, 26 days.
EATON—At Stonington, June 11, Lela Madeline Eaton, aged 18 days.
EMERSON—At
Penobscot. June 17, Mrs
Melinda Emerson, aged 65 years, 2 months,
27 days.
KINSMAN—At East Franklin, Juue 15, Sarah
E, wife of F P Kinsman, aged 52 years, 7
months, 6 days.
LELAND—At Laraoine, June 17, Louise H
Lelaud, aged 4 years. 9 months, 2 days.
M*LEOD—At Penobscot, June 15. George McLeod. aged 1 year, 4 months.
NASON—At West Sullivan, Juue 19. Roscoe
Nason, aged 38 years.
REYNOLDS—At Northeast Harbor. June 16.
Myrtle, daughter of Mr aud Mrs William
Reynolds, aged 16 years.
STANLEY—At Boston, June 15, Carrie Buckminster, wife of S S Stanley, formerly of Deer
Isle, aged 50 years.
WEESTER-At Castine. June 18, Mrs Estella
Webster, aged 33 years.

j

North Dakota

Estate in

DIED.

tal of our country.
But each year he always tried to be at
Alexandria, February 22.
Gu his last birthday he was at Mt.
Vernon, where the festivities attending
the wedding of bis stepdaughter were
going on, but he managed to slip away to

*and

RESERVER, $100,000.00

offer l'or sale

t

MOORE—KELLEY—At Gott’s Island, June
21, by Rev O G Barnard, Miss Edith M Moore,
of Gott's Island, to Howard N Kelley, of
Tremont.
STAPLES-WESCOTT—At Penobscot, June
21, by Rev Edgar A Carter. Miss Nora B
Staples, of Penobscot, to William E Wescott, of Bluehill.
WILSON—SALISBURY—At Penobscot, June
19, by Rev E A Carter, Miss Mildred Pearl
Wilson, of Penobscot, to Stephen Marcellus
Salisbury, of Salisbury Cove.

and

Fargo,

♦

ROBBINS—At Stonington, June 11, to Mr and
Mrs Frank Henry Robbins, a sou.
STUBBS—At Bucksport, Juue ’3, to Mr and
Mrs Cleveland Stubbs, a daughter.

rected by General Washington. After this

Day.

a

about to fritter away,

against ADVERSITY AND OLD AGE by
opportunity that WELL DIRECTED CAPITAL pos-

THE GEORGE

•
♦

[Louis LeVeruou.]

lighted and

share in the merry-making at Alexandria.
During the Civil war there were no
birthday celebrations, but in 1870 they
were again renewed.
Now the 22d of February is marked by
elaborate programs arranged for each
alternate year.
Time went on and the young republic,
now grown to a
powerful nation, was
divided by a great Civil war. Thousands
of America’s sons fell and were laid in
nameless graves. But their memory still
lives, for
Tbe men who die for their country
Have naught to do with tbe years*
In many towns and villages, the decorating of the soldiers’ graves began ain.ost
spontaneously. Thus it took little j>ersuasion or effort to initiate Decoraiitfli

Hutchinson,

:

I

HUTCHINSON—At Stonington, June 6, to Mr

each recurring Fourth was observed
by
the army.
In 1799 this
brought great joy,
for all prisoners under sentence of death
were

Offices

lin.]

Mrs

were

build

CAPITAL, $100,000.00

EATON—At Brooklin, June 12, to Mr and Mrs
Roy F Eaton, a daughter. [Laurel Maurita.]
EATON—At Brookliu, Juue 18, to Mr and Mrs
Omah Eaton, a daughter. [Muriel Bessie.]
GREENE—At Bluehiil, June 21, to Mr nud
Mrs William G Greene, a daughter.
and

|

THE NORTH DAKOTA IMPROVEMENT CO.,

BORN.

of the states on the last Thursday of
No\eraber. As late as 1S63 it fell on August 0.
Une hundred and fifty-six years after
the landing ol the Pilgrims the greatest
event in American history was celebrated.
On the second of July, 1776, tbe resolution
w^s passed that “these united colonies are
and of right ought to be, free and independent states”. This news spread like
wild-tire and July 8, 1776, in the yard of
the state house, the birthday of our'nation
was first celebrated.
There the Declaration of Independence was read
by John
Nixon amid the repeated huzzas of a great
crowd of people.

I

our

BONDfci HAVE I

Our booklet explains—ask for it.

sesses.

BILLINGS—At Penobscot, June 19. to Mr and
Mrs Raymond Billings, a son.
BENT—At Brooklin, June 17, to Mr and Mrs
Ralph E Bent, a daughter. [Maude Isabelle.]
BRIDGES—At Orland, June IS, to Mr and Mrs
Henry C Bridges, a son. [Luther Francis.]
DOUGLASS—At Sedgwick, June 10, to Mr and
Mrs Edwin A Douglass, a son. [Neal Frank-

ernor

security of

I

Put that it,,e hordp at work tn the channels of
healthy development. Nearly ON K HUNDRED
bankers are carryiag our Contracts as an Investment

A/i

■

I
I

the FUTURE and with your POSTERITY by taking one of our
TEN YEAR PROFIT SHARING BONDS, SECURED by the best
selected income real estate, a security growing Jn value every day.

7*a.I-

W Itll

Ellsworth Port.
Sid June 21. sch AnuC Stuart. Bar Harbor,
wood, Chaff Joy
Ar June 21, sch Storm Petrel, Surry
Hancock County Porta.

Southwest Harbor—Ar June 15, sch Lula,
interport, with cargo pressed hay
Ar .June 17, sch Addle Fuller, coal for W
H Ward
Ar June 19, sch Effie M Morrissey
Ski June 17, sch Lula, for Northeast Harbor

Thanksgiving appointed, sometimes on
of a victory won or an ordeal
safely passed. It is only recently that it
has become a national
noliday yearly appointed by the President and by the gov-

of our secretaries of agriculture, prothe setting apart of a certain day
children posed
annually, it was gratefully received.
to manifest
The holiday was first instituted in Neproduces an exhaustionofsure
those forms of
itself later iu some
braska, but it soon spread to other states.
which
Now' hardly a country or suburbau school
physical or moral break-dow n from
suffers.
fails to set out its tree on Arbor Day.
society so universally
Music
workers for the well being
should
♦
In some localities, children share in the
Why
‘Essay. The Salem Witchcraft,
turn their faces against
municipal observances of the day. Such
Byron E Nash of communities
Here
kind of charity work which moves in is the case at the national capital.
the
‘Essay, The College Athlete,
at the
the tree-planting on April 22 is attended
Harold R Sinclair a circle, removing present danger
And w hy should with all the
of future good?
rite.
of
a
solemn
cost
ceremony
Essay, Ellsworth....Ella M Hawkes
the community, that larger social unit, And it is to Arbor Day that we owe the
•Essay, American Literature,
Because
method?
this
shaded
set its face against
honor of having the most perfectly
Winfred B Joy
are convinced, not only by the research
city in the world—Washington, our naPresentation of Gifts.Hazel M Lord we
and experience iu other industrial coun- tional capital.
as have
Valedictory, Our National Holidays,
A few years after Arbor Day was institries, but by such investigations
Julia H Barron
been conducted through private agencies tuted, the Knights of
Labor, at their
Music
in this country, that child labor is a feat- grand assembly in New York city, reAddress to the Class,’.Harry L Crabtree ure of industry that violates practically viewed a great parade on the fifth of
SepPresentation of Diplomas,
every canon of the new philanthropy.
tember. The next year a parade was held
P A A Killam, 8upt
The most costly labor of all is child la- on the first Monday of September.
for
will
the
state
and
pay
bor. Humanity
In 1884, George R. Lloyd, one of the
Music
the child has passed out of Knights of Labor, offered a resolution
The music during the exercises was by it long after and is
his
with
competing
his childhood
that all future parades should be held on
^Monaghan’s orchestra.
fellow men for a livelihood against his the first Monday of September, and that
Society will never dis- this day should be known as Labor Day.
own progeny.
play and ball thi» evening.
charge this debt until the generations
Through the efforts of the workingThis evening the class play will be under which the practice existed have
huhas
stunted
It
(Continued on page 8.J
away.
l presented. The play,
“Fergyaop ft Troy,” passed entirely

Song,The Bird of the Rose,
Myrtle A Monaghan
Essay, The American Public School,
Annie E Hurley
♦‘Essay, Immigration.Phyllis C Macomber

a&hfTtt*nn»m»,

account

That evening bon-fires

young trees which have no natural protection and are deprived of normal soil in
which to grow ana flourish.
In olden times every man reared his
children according to bis own ideas, and
the fatherless child was an object of unsystematic charity. In the nineteenth
century, half scientific, half humanitarian, society learned to regard itself as the
universal parent of the next generation,
with common responsibility for every individual child; but the philanthropists of
the present century devote too lit'le attention to the needs of the neglected children and spend their time and money in
more ostentatious ways.
No Christian and civilized nation can
afford to show a lack of concern for the
yonth of to-day; for if it does the com-

sion
and

Bradford,

bells were rung, thus beginning a custom
which has been followed ever since in our
celebration of the Fourth of July.
One day later, on July 9, the event was
celebrated at New York in a manner di-

The chief product of a country is its
children; they are the human timber of
the future; many of them are like the

national educational
supplying
therefore, there has been

rejoicing.

in

Parents, friends and citizens of Ellaworth. with pleasure and gratitude
we,
the class of 1909, extend to
you a hearty
welcome to these our commencement exercises.
To you. Mr. Superintendent and members of the school board,
gentlemen who
have spent much ti»ne and labor in
preparing our course of study, and in obtaining for us the best instruction possible,
we wish to extend a
hearty welcome.
And you, teachers, who have had the
care of our
education during the past
four years, some of whom are not
present
to-day, you also we welcome. And to all
we extend our most cordial
greeting, and
in the name of the class of 1909 salute
you.
CHILD LABOR AND PHILANTHROPY.

CLASH

nation for ages has been accustomed to commemorate the great events
in its history, and to honor the memory of
its noble men, by periods of
The national holidays celebrated each
year by our own country have been pointed
out as examples of superior significance,
interest and character.
The first public Thanksgiving was held
at Plymouth in the autumn
ot 1021.
Though surrounded by the darkness of
bitter trjal and suffering and in the midst
of a boundless wilderness, the little band
of Pilgrim Fathers gave thanks for the
bountiful harvest given them. General
we are told, sent four men to
gaihei- game that the whole colony might

by authority

SALUTATORY.

JULIA H. BARRON,

OUR NATIONAL HOLIDAYS.

Every

Many advertisers forget that advertising space in a newspaper is valued according to the circulation of that paper.
Advertising space in a journal without
circulation is dear at any price the pub-

L. L. MORRISON, Skowhegan, Maine.

!

Fine

Photographic Work of All Kinds.

d. RALPH SMITH, D. O.,
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN,
from

will be at the American

Bangor,

House, Tuesday and Friday
each week.
IN NERVOUS

SPECIALIST
and

CHRONIC DISEASES.
BE A CHAUFFEUR
M

AutmiMkili EniiMtr.
Men wanted to train for
positions as drivers or repairmen. Salary (15 to
Complete
Actual practice.
$50 per week.
course 3 weeks. Oldest, Most Reliable School.
Write uowr for best positions.
PORTLAND AUTO CO., PORTLAND, MR.

American hat tubtcribert

at 107

has been

tf the in post-office* in Hancock county.
4li the other paper* in the County comHnr* do not reach 10 many. Thb amebiOAB ic not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and hat never claimed to
ha, but it it the only paper that can propmriy be called a County paper; all the
roct arc merely local paper#. The circulaThe American, barring the Bar
tion

vacation.

brief life, the twin daughters
wife died,
Rev. C. E.
Bromley officiated.
Rev. Mr. Bromley and Mrs. Bromley, of
Providence, R. L, parents of Pastor Broma

born to Samuel Bragdon and
and were buried Thursday.

Henry Dinsmore, of Princeton,
ing his brother Charles here.

and

Perkins

wife, ol

|

Manchester-by-tbe-Sea, Mass., have arrived at Mr. Perkins’ boyhood home.
Mr,
The
Maples,’’ for the summer.
of

Perkins

is

Perkins

the veteran

was

well

a

son

known

late

the
school

Newey, of

Winterport,

Hancock

West last

from the

family

at

George’s pond.

this week

Mrs. Linda

Springer,

Few Ellsworth

Friday

Friday.

afternoon

teachers. Miss I'rann and

Miss

the

_

Miss Alberta Thomas, of Storrs, Conn.,

Nutter,

gave the

Know

How Near It Is.

Fail to

kidneys

cure

Yon get

to become

the

family,

of

Ellsworth,

visited her parents, Charles
Brown and wife, over Sunday.
Melvin McFarland and family, of Boston, ga e their parents a pleasant urpri&e
ae first of last week by their
unexpected

P. B. Rnssell has cl* sod n vo'iage again
and returned to Auburn.
uile here they
had for a guest Mrs. 1 vr.’ g, of Newbury-

clogged.

urinary disorders,

nearer

and

The contract for the new schoolhouse
awarded to the A. E. Lawcompany, for fS,012. This includes
all the work, the heating, ventilating and
construction. The building will
plumbing
have a seating capacity for eighty pupils.
It will contain two rooms, both on the
here has been

rence

arrival.

Every time you neglect backache,
Allow the

tage for the summer.
Mrs. Elizabeth Liscomb expresses her
thanks to the Hull’s Cove school children
for the beautiful token with which she
haB been presented since school closed.

NORTH LAMOINE.

People

brink of

Bright's

disease.

Alexander
summer

arrived this

ground
I

port. Mass.
Friends of Mrs. Bernice Salisbury are
glad to learn of her fast improved condition after an operation for appendicitis j
j
on Saturday, June 12,at Bangor.

June 18.

floor.

June 21.

Anne.
11

L.

Bray

Charles

went

North

Haven

1 stooped

or

lifted

more

than usual.

Some

three years ago, when suffering from

one

of these spells. 1 learned about Doan’s

Kidney Pill:.

end

drug st

j'ney cured

,>

time, a.ni

an now

remained last ng.
a

case

got

where

a

box at Moore’s
me

in

say that the

I have

never

a

short

cure

has

known

of

Doan’s Kidney Fills have

failed to bring abont the desired results.’’
For sale by all dealers.

Price 50 cents.

Foatar-Milburn Co., BuOalo, Flew York,
Sole agents for the United States,
fiemember the name—Doan's— and
other.

Young

doing

library wall,

a

good
which

has long needed recement in|.
Mrs. J. D. Phillips went to Portland
Jane 14, to spend two weeks with friends
and to attend a convention of nurses.

assistant and open it for business very

an

soon.

Boswortb, of Deer Isle,
preached Sunday morning at the Congre*
gational church here, and at Bass Harbor
in the afternoon.
Kev. Mr. Robinsou, of
Rev.

Mr.

Stonington, is expected to supply
vacancy on Sunday. June 27.

ac-

of

.Stonington.
shocked to bear of
the sudden death of Mrs. Carrie iiucKj minster Stanley, a former resident of
! this place, w hich occurred at a hospital
I in Boston. Mrs. Stanley was the w ife of
S. S.
Stanley, formerly of this town.
besides her husband, two
She "leaves
j daughters— Ruth and Arlie—a mother and
| one sister. The remains were brought
! here and interred in Greenwood cemetery.
The flowers contributed by loving relaI
I tives and friends were beautifnl. 9j.t'
A.
June 21.

community

arrived

Sunday for

a

j

The C.

E. committee to arrang the
program for the loeal union to meet here
in October, met with Mrs. O. W. Cousins
Thursday afternoon of last week. Several
of the executive committee were unavoiduf
ably absent. Only 1). G. Hall and w ;l
Eden, and Rev. O. G. Barnard and «ifr,
were in council with Mrs. Cousins.
was

nu

inij/ortant

was

[

TREMONT.
School closed Friday after a successful
term taught by Miss Leu me Stanley, of
Center.

Leroy Sweeney, of Nicolin, who has
been visiting at Jacob Kelley's, returned
home Saturday.
Mrs. Julia New man has gone to SouthHarbor to begin her season's work at
Hotel Claremont.
west

Mrs. Leslie J. Rich and little son Everfrom Rockland,
where they spent the winter.

ett have arrived home

Mrs. A. C. Norwood, of Southwest Harbor, visited Mrs. Fred J. Rich and Mrs. C.
H. Norwood Wednesday. She has been
spending a few days with her son, Dennis
Norwood, at West Treraont.
June 19.
Kin.

pieces

of home-made

peppermints. A derved by bis daughter,
Mrs. Lizzie Holmes, and our young old
friend seemed delighted with his birthwas »•

day party.
June 21.

SpeUy.
CENTER.

PLEASANT ENTERTAINMENT.

Last Saturday evening the people of
Center were treated to a splendid conceit
and tableaux given under the direction of
Charles \V. Moffette, a summer resident of
Pretty Marsh. The sincere thanks of the
people of Center are extended to Mr.
Moffette for bis assistance, and also to
Mrs. L. A. Kumill, Mrs. Linda Smith.
Miss Velma C*ra\, Mrs. William Gray,
Josephine Gray, Edna Kumill and (yeorge
Kumill, of Pretty Marsh, Wilma Herrick;,
Marian and Marjory Hodgdon. Henry
Bartlett and Byron Campbell, of Center.
Mrs. Frank Hodgdon and Miss Carmen
Harper did splendid work in preparing a
supper. The w hole affair was a complete
success.

It is hoped Mr. Moffette w ill remember
again before he leaves for his home in
Boston. The money raised will go toward
us

buying

a

new

organ for the church.

Below is the program:
Organ voluntary.Mr Moffette
Song.Edna Kumill
Song.Mr* Prank Hodgricn

t
••

<-•

Oiii’.ueuwJ

1

have

cents ai

WEST TREMONT.

cured. ThouHcured by

oeen

any

drug

store

H.

Schools closed here Friday with a picnic
on Kumill’s point. There ware about forty

__

l^:s-*>

*v

j
*

-*-w-—
Colds that hang on weaken the constitution
and
Foley’s
develop into consumption.
Honey and Tar cores persistent coughs that
refuse to yield to other treatment. Do not
expeiinvent with untried remedies as delay
iu youi cc’d settling on your lungs.
mar rfkk.

?

of w,

\V,.n„

home and among her yonng
leaves
besides her parents
brothers and three sisters.
J une 21.

companion?
B

GREAT PUNT).
J. C. Dunn is at home for a short
visit.
Harold Archer is at borne from

I

l)rvaen

Ernest Dunn, of Bangor. w,s one of
the
successful fishermen recently.
Mr. Mace and wife, who have been
iB
Bangor a few days, returned Saturday.
Miss Ruth Williams
employed
clerk in one of Mr. Kstabrook'g stores
ft

short

time.

as

for

1,

-wm

nrc

acurruamu uw

Quaker Oats Griddle Cakes
Try

them

today!

The family that hasn’t eaten Quaker
Oats griddle cakes has a delightful surprise coming to it. Besides the delic-

flavor,

ious

there is the pleasure of
can eat all you want, and
the more you eat the better fur you.
The best of all foods for anyone
wanting more strength and vigor.

knowing you

Hundreds of thousands of packages
of

Quaker Oats are
annually and

consumed in Geralmost ail f it is
eaten in the form of Quaker Oats
griddle cakes. In the New York
cereal restaurant of the Quaker Oats
many

Company
popular

these

griddle

cakes

Here’s the best recipe f

r

are

very

making

them:
2 cups Quaker Oats (uncooked), lit cup
flour 1 teaspoonlui salt I t- asp
n:.:isoda—
dissolve (n two tablespoonfuts ;
waterI tvttspoonfu) t kins- powder (tn.x :rt !l or) 1*4
cups sour milk or buttermilk
2 r..s beaten
2 l.ii i-u
lightUt t tableapc.onlul sugar I
spoonfuls milled butter (according to r '.ness
of milk).
■

IVoccss: Soak Quaker Oats ov.t nirfct in
milk. In the morning mix and sift ti *ur. soda,
add tins to Quaker Oats
sngar and ash
mixture and quantity of milted hutt-t. add
thor -is-Mv and cook
beaten
lightly—beat
ergs
ns griddle cakes—tbvy make your month
water for morn.
—

Duet.Mr* L A Kumill am! Mi** Smith

Tableaux.

BAR HARBOR.
The contract for building the addition to the Emerson grammar school
baa been awarded to Eben K. Whittaker
for fll,582.51. The contract for the heating, plumbing and ventilating has been
given to Frank T. Young & Co. for |5,&U.
Both the successful bidders are Bar Harbor firms. The addition is to be 05x50 feet
and to seat 160 pupils. This addition,
which should take care of the crowded
condition for a number of years, is to be
ready for occupancy in time for the fall
term.
_

PARTRIDGE COVE.
F. E. Walls and wife, of Bar Harbor,
visited over Sunday at E. E. McFarland's.
News was received last week of the marriage of Miss Laura Springer, of Auburn,
and Albert H. Mears, of Lewiston. Mrs.
Mean was a former resident of this place.
Mr. Mean is a prosperous young business
man.
Immediateiy after the ceremony
they left for Boston for a few days. They
have many friends who extend congratulations and best wishes for a happy life.
June 21.
A.

Mn. R. C. Doutbitt, of Castine, is visit-

ing friends

Greenlaw and wife came
>
Saturday. The captain
Mrs. Greenlaw

June 18.

guest of Mrs. Charles Allen.
Next Sunday afternoon will be (observed
as flower Sunday by the
Sunday school,
wjith appropriate exercises. The school
will be dosed during July and August.
June 21.
H.

s-

on

Reynolds, died

Recitation...Velma Gray

here.

Playing with Edged TcoU.
Margery Daw. (Mother Goose.)
Simple Simon. (Mother Goo*«.)
The Latest New* from the Front.
Who is the Tallest.
Bashful Lovers.
Listener* never hear any
June 21.

good of themselves.
Boston.

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Dr. F. F. Larrabee, with Master Phil
Workman, spent Saturday in Bangor.
E. W. Cleaves went to Bar Harbor Saturday to spend a few days wftb his children.
E. D. Chase came from Northeast Harbor Saturday to spend the week-end with
hie

BARTLETT’S ISLAND.

family.

E. H. Kingston and wife, of Melrose.
Mass., arrived Toesday at W. F. Brace’s
for a viait of several weeks.

—AM.

n
.u

e

a

e.

No matter how long it has been gray

Promotes a luxuriant growth
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out,
and positively removes Dandraft. Keeps hairsoft and glossy. Refuse all substitutes. 2K times as much
in S1.00 as 50c. aixe. ■ Net a Dye.
SI aadMe. Nettle*, at dngibts
Sr-sd 2c lor tree book “Tbs Care of tbe Hair.’*
Philo Hay Span Co., Newark, N. J. *
Bay's Haiflaa Soap cute. Pimples,
fed. roust! sad dtaiasd hands, and all akin disdruggis'n.
eases. Seep, akin fine and soft. 25c
■nud 2c tor Urn bank “The Care of the Skin.’*
or faded.

well at present.
Two tug boats arrived Wednesdsy to ving a mud dredge and three scorn. They
are from Philadelphia bound to Si. John
and are awaiting favorable weather to

Frvo aJvtom, how U> obuua patents. irmW iuaikh.*
copyrtghu. etc.. |N ALIp COUNTRIES.
Business direct vith Washington saves tme, ■
■
money and often the patent.

g

proceed.

Patent and Infringement Practice Exclusively.

Miss Gertrude H. Bickford returned
home Friday from Charleston, where she
was one of the speskers Wednesday at the
Junior exhibition at Higgins classical
institute.
Rev. G. W. M. Keyes preached a memorial service for the deceased Knights of
Pythias in Union church Sunday. The
Red Men and Pocahontas accepted an invitation to attend the service.
J une 21.
C.

work at the Jordan Pond house.
A. M, Manchester, who had been in
poor
Albert Burns and daughter Laura went health a
long time, died Friday uight.
Hill
to
attend
the fun* Mr. Manchester will be much
to Beech
Sunday
misaed. He
era! of John Richardson.
.wae a native of this place, and as boy and
June. 21
h.
i-,-, e

Gray Hair to Ha Natural
Color and Beauty.

R. W. Nutter, night watchman at the
factory, fell the other night, and broke
one rib and fractured two.
He is doing

to

Feel heavy after dinner? T<
Bvi
coaLc. A! ter taste? Complexion »r
Liver needs waking np. Doan’s Begule'
bilious attacks. 25 cents at any drug

Health
Never Falls to Restore

Charity.

Capt. *.

Isle-...

Mrs. William

‘"’t

Mr Moffette
Song.
Recitation.Carn.
Harper

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

from

Myrtle Reynold., youngest t hird

and

i.?

Tremout

week.

Shaman and family, of Franklin
visiting bin father, J. R. Shuman!
milestone in the life journey of Caps. They are accompanied by a friend.
Jacob S. Mayo, his ninetieth binhd.y,
Mr*. Rabbins closed » very successful
which was honored by several of tb*: term f school
Thursday. The following
j
Jepbthah Star of which he is a valued pupil* trere not aba.nt a half day. Hormember. A surprise reception nt
his ae- Chick, Esther A. Mac?, Etta
Shuman,
home proved enjoyable to all who bad
Jeuc.v OlSuru, Jasper Haynes.
part in the festive event. A fragrant
June 21.
j;i

Monday, June 14.

Emery Bartlett came home from Massachusetts last Monday, with a sore hand,

returned

Arthur Bain and wiIe, with
little da0vh
Isabel, came home from

The latest additions to automobiles are
Ezra Williams and wife went to
Banjos
g,r
owned by Henry Gray and Robert Gott, ! Saturday.
jointly, and a fine one. the property of Dr.
Mr. Page, ol Lddiugton. was
in (0TB
J. D. Phillips. Gray and Gott left tor
JSaturday.
East brook on Saturday to congratulate
Mrs. J. F. Haynes is visiting her
Mont Gott and wife on the advent-of a
sister*
Mrs. Maud Rowe, in Aurora.

good health.

H.

aon,-4or». I

ter

the

licious lunch

The

a

She

S. Stanley, returned? Friday. She was
companied wby~~ Mrs. Viola Harmon,

3

leevea

day, June 1«. after a week s i|,
The Harmon restaurant has been lAsed pneumonia, aged about
.sixteen V(_“
by Mrs. Georgia Jones, of the Eaton htiuse, She was of a gentle,
loving dispositioa
Bass Harbor, who will put it in charge of and will be
greatly missed both in h

Mary Leonard is at Northeast Harbor which is now better.
working for E. W. Ober.
Elwell Bartlett is home from Bar Harwill remain throu
«* >1 'nmer.
RCapt. William Remick and wife are bor, having flniabed bia work there.
Lydia Hill, of Bar Harbor, was a guest
Mrs. William Hatch,
■eanville, was
at
visiting
George
Ray’s.
of Miss Hawkins Friday.
Sue McKenry came last week to take
called to Boston this week by the death of
Jessie Follerton has been visiting faienda her usaal
J. U. Hill was a guest of James Hill in her sister, Mrs. 8. 8.
place as telegraph operator.
Stanley. Mrs.
the past week.
West Goulds boro recently.
Hatch’s daughter, Mrs. Joseph Harmon, at Seaville
Mrs. Bain has returned from Bar liar be r
Elsie Robbins has gone to Seal Harbor boapital much
Mrs. Irving Curtis, of Boston, is the accompanied her.
improved in health.
Richard Emery

two-weeks’ vacation.

T'j'.i
,.t:

the

are

cupancy.
Mrs. Minnie Hatch, who was called to
Boston by the illness of her sister, Mrs. S.

Miss E. Cameron, of East Orange, N. J.,
here getting her bungalow ready fer oc-

has

The lower school, taught by Miss Goodj
win, closed Friday.

repairing

work

son

.vary^T??

alw.ya liked by
widow and two
"
Law rence, and one
adopted daughter-u
Frank SUnley, be.ide. other
«“'«»«*»
many friende.
man was

relative.??!

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
J. H. Gilley and

bouquet from one sister, another in
a
branch of baby rambler ros<-s
containing thirty blossoms and many
buds was a crowning decoration, slippers
and other gifts, with post-cards of greeting, testified to the] affection of friends.
Even the sweet tooth was not forgotten, for
little Cordelia Barnard brought ninety

HABRORS1DE.
to

otSer payee

which

SOUTH DEER ISLE,
Winifred Bye is ill.

tee

white

OCEANVILLE.

! Tuesday.
completed her
Mn. Edward Howard, of Eagle Island,
save you from
Dr. Noyes has an automobile, the first
fim year as teacher at Bryant & Stratton’s
is visiting nlatives here.
one owned in the town.
school, and returns to-day for her summer
danger
Mn. Ruth Davie, of Appleton, has been
U. C. Warren was in Rockland Saturday.
vacation. She will be accompanied by !
visiting her niece, Mn. Maurice Gny.
Proof of it in Ellsworth testimony.
While
he
a
horse.
there
Frederick Tweedie, who iB to spend the I
purchased
The Misses Harris, with their servants,
summer with his grandparents,
Paul Small left on Monday for Salem,
George H.
E. P. Lore.. Ellsworth Falls, Ellsworth,
came to their anmmer borne on Holbrook’s
Coggins and wife.
Mass., called there by the sudden death
island Thursday.
June 21.
Y.
of his little grandson, Lorimer Waite.
Me., says: “I was never Beriously trouMn. Ephnim Dyer, who has been visitC.
H.
S. Webb and wife spent a day in
SULLIVAN HARBOR.
bled by ray kidneys, but occasionally had
her sister, Mn. Leonard, in Carmel,
the neighborhood recently. Mr. Webb’s ing
B. Meynell returned home from
returned home Friday.
Harry
learn
he
friends
are
to
that
is
not
in
sorry
■cute attacks of backache, especially when
Boston Sunday.
June 19.
G.

Miss Anna

Doan’s Kidney Pills wili

additional. County Neve

•on.

home.

university.

with little

Mrs. William Brooks

IsTeaT

The Biink

Martha

the

are

awav ThursMr. and Mrs. Anion Googins are receivMiss Edna Springer and sister Ella went
at Port Jefi
congratulations on the birth of a
Hancock on Saturday to visit relatives. ing
ferson, N. Y.
(laughter, borh Saturday, June 39.
at
the
an
talk
interesting
Mr. Stacy gave
Capt. James Robbins spent a few days
Miss Flora W ilbur went to Sullivan Sun- ;
church on Sunday in the interest of the
at home before taking charge of his yacht
w here she will be employed through
day,
anti-saloon league.
Elaine for the summer. He left for Winthe summer by Mis. Phillips Eaton.
Mrs. Mertie Ciuptill and little son Perihrop. Mass., Friday.
and
Robert
of
SouthGott,
Henry Gray
cival, of Winter Harbor, are visiting
Miss Corvan, a teacher at University of
west Harbor, arrived Saturday in their aufriends here.
1
is spending a few weeks at
and
tcmobile,
spent Sunday with Mr. Maine, Orono,
has
arrived
at
the Lord cottage. She is accompanied by
Capt. Fred Hodgkins
Gotts son, C, Mortimer,
w
ile
are
Portland and he and bis
txpeeted
h party of young ladies who attend the
The Foresters of Waltham and Franklin
i
for the summer.

Friends of Stanley Lawrie will be glad

fRthical.

the

urday.
Capt. A. F. Holden went
day to join his yacht Wissoe

_

pupils a picnic in Freeman hall. is home on her vacation.
John Donovan and wife, of Ellsworth,
Roy Spurling, of this place, and Lula
to know that he is gaining strength fast, Nutter, of Steuben, were married at Steu- are in town visiting relatives.
being able now to ride out each pleasant ben Saturday evening, June 19. Heartiest
Miss Helen A. Thomas is expected today.
congratulations are extended to the day from Madison for her vacation.
their
friends.
young
by
many
W. W. Woodworth, who hag been ill for
couple
Mrs. Laura Lormg and Mrs. W. CunJune 21.
Jen.
gome time, is not gaining as fast as his
ningham were in town Sunday calling oa
friends could wish. Dr. Phelps is attendfriends and relatives.
HALL QUARRY.
ing him.
Miss Helen Seavy has gone to Northeast
Episcopal services were resumed at
School closed Friday, after a profitable
June 20.
Central schoolhouse Sunday,
Harbor for the season.
term of ten weeks taught by Miss GerRev. Mr. Abbott delivered a fine sermon.
Master George Grindle is at home after
trude Perkins, of Bucksport.
Miss PerThere will be services every Sunday at 3
spending a week at Saal Cove.
kins returned to her home Saturday.
p. m. until further notice.
Friends
extend
to
congratulations
Harry
Quite a number of Foresters from here
June 21.
J.
and
of
Goose
bride,
who
were
Kelly
Cove,
attended church at East brook Sunday,
when Rev. Mr. Bromley, of this town, ad- were married Sunday, June 20.
HULL’S COVE.
dressed the Foresters courts ol Franklin
Mrs. Gage Grindle has returned from
Marion Stanley, of Bangor, spent Sunand Waltham.
Surry, where she was called by the death day with his people here.
W. F. Cousins and wife visited their of her aunt, Mrs. Lydia Cunningham.
Ed. Emery, of Bar Harbor, i9 employed
P. F. McCarthy, international secretary
daughter, Mrs. George Springer, at West
by Henry Sweet in his market.
Franklin, a few days last week. All are j and treasurer of the quarry workers’ union
Mrs. Emeline Parsons, of New Y’ork, is
glad to see Mrs. Cousins out again after of Barre, Vt., was called here last week on
at Honfleur house for the season.
her long illness.
business for the branch here.
Rev. R. C. Searing, of New York, took
June 21.
T.
Word was reeeived'here last w-eek of the
of the services in the church last
charge
death of Mrs.
Lydia Cunningham, of
EAST FRANKLIN.
Sunday.
Surrv. Mrs. Cunningham formerly conMrs. Lizzie Nickerson and children, of
ducted the big boarding- house here, and
Percy Donnell is ill.
made many friends who were saddened to Sound,
spent a few days last week with
A. E. Bunker, of Goulds boro, was in i
hear of her death. Much sympathy is felt
relatives here.
town June 19 to bring home a colt which for her husband, w ho is in
poor health,
he had been breaking for T. M. Blaisdell. and her only son, Edward Cunningham.
Dr. Guy Fairfax Whiting and family, of
June 21.
Mr. Bunker is from the West, where he
Pebble.
Washington, have opened Van Dozen cotweek to visit his

by

Miss Mattie Knight, who was graduated
from l\ of M. this year, arrived home ?*at-

to

closed

came

Mrs.

week to open her

cock last week.

county.

kicked in the mouth

Misses Eva and Louise Gray
guests of Mrs. Myrtle Lowe.

is

days at Calista Wilbur ».
Several of our townspeople attended the
Free Baptist quarterly meeting at Han-

held their memorial services here Sunday.
daugh- *
The able address by Rev. C. E. Bromley, of
ter Doris and son John, went to Winter
i Franklin, was very much enjoyed.
Harbor the last of the week to visit her
June 21.
Gem.
Methodist
are
at
the
Mrs.
Hilliard
Smallidge.
I
parsonage
guests
ley,
sister,
for a few weeks. He supplied for his son
and
EDEN.
Mabel
Irving Young and daughter
at Sunday afternoon's service.
Mrs. Susie Walbridge, of Bangor, were
Everett Leland and family were in town
The annual Sunday service by Court of guests of Mr. Young’s lather Saturday
recently.
Foresters was held at the Eastbrook night and Sunday. Miss Young will reMrs. S. Franks, of Ellsworth, is visiting
church June 20, when members of the or- main here several weeks with relatives.
| her cousin, Mrs. Fannie Andrews.
der from Waltham, Eastbrook and FrankJune
21._SPEC.
Miss Merle Smith, of Concord, Vt., is
lin united in the observance and listened
GOILDSBORO.
the guest of her aunt, Mrs. B. V. Grant.
to a sermon by Rev. C. E. Bromley.
Mrs. Florence Young is ill of tcnsilitis.
B.
June 21.
Capt. H. VV. Jellison and wife were in
!
and Otis on business last week.
Lyman Gray has gone lo Stonington to Ellsworth
NORTH FRANKLIN.
work this summer.
Ralph Robbins and wife have closed
N. R. Collar has gone to Waterviiie,
James B. Dyer has gone to Bangor for their cottage and goue to Bar Harbor for
where he has employment.
the summer.
medical treatment.
Arthur Tracy is at home from WaterCapt. H. W. Jellison, who has been
L. H. Campbell was In Ellsworth and
viiie for a week’s vacation.
spending his vacation with Lis family, reBangor a few days last week.
turned to Ontario last w eek.
Jasper Bragdon has gone to Seal HarMisses Bertha and Nettie Boyde, of Calbor, where he is employed.
George Black and his granddaughters,
ais, are visiting their cousin, Mrs. Lizzie
Chester Williams, jr., has gone to Bar
of Otis, were the
I Lora and |Lyda Young,
Libby.
of Mrs. H. W. Jellison last week.
Harbor, where he has employment.
Charles Moore has moved his house guest9
Miss Marion Collar is with her aunt, from the foot of Sowle’s hill to a site
Mrs. Ada Mitchell and daughter, and
just
Mrs. Idis Bracey, at West Franklin.
Mrs. George Mitchell and cnild, of Bar
opposite the grange hall.
are guests of Mrs. Otis Leland.
Miss Verna Lawrie is at home from
The grammar and primary schools Harbor,
V.
June 17.
Cherryfield, where she has been teaching.

Preston Smith

j

few

a

was

REACH.

W. and A. P. Bunker expect to visit
relatives in Bar Harbor this week.
Miss Alice

teacher wbc

throughout

is visit-

L.

spending

Richard

he

horse, as his teeth were broken off, and
there were wounds in the cbin and nose.
He is still at W. H. Webster’s, where he
was taken after the accident.
June 21. _Thelma.

_

LAMOINE.

!

ently

_

Harvard H. G.

Miss Florence Dunn leaves for Northeast !
Harbor this week. Miss Amy Dyer will

After

R.

June 21.

Everett Parker, of Manset, met with a
while driving here Sunhere attended the Free serious accident
At present the cause is unBaptist conference at South Hancock day morning.
to talk. ApparI known, as he is unable
June 18-20.
from

Several

Miss Bennett and the pupils of the Neck
school held an ice-cream sociable at the
All report
sc bool house Tuesday evening.
; a pleasant evening.
Spec.
i June 19.

of all.

with lum-

Mrs. Elvira Clark is with her daughter,
Mrs. Fannie Dunbar, West Sullivan, for a
lew weeks. Mrs. Evelyn Clough is away

!

:

lovingly

J. W. Blaisdell, bound to New

week.

|

and her death was not unexpected. The
husband, who has so faithfully and
cared for her. has the sympathy

York.

on a

I

I

W. T. I. society met with Mrs. L*na
But few members were
Robbins June 16.
present. The society will meet with Mrs.
Mena Lawson this w-eek.
The

James Piper and wife visited relatives at
North Ellsworth and Hancock last week.

The funeral of Mrs. Freeman Kinsman
Mrs
was held at her late home, June 17.
Kinsman had suffered long and patiently,

Mrs. Cecil Butler and little sou arrived
Borne from Topsham Saturday.

Percy and* Raymond Clark, with their
sister, Miss Hester, attended the graduation exercises at M. C. I., Pittsfield, last

A. Eugene Clarke and wi#e have moved
intojhe boat house.
Frances Piper spent a few days last week
with her parents, H. C. Piper and wife.

cessful terms.

Murchie Gordon is at home from Bucks-

go to Hancock Point.
Mrs. Ida Wilson, who is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Jennie Dyer, will keep house
lor Bailey Dyer this summer.

Mrs. Ashbury Lopaus is very ill of sciatic
rheumatism. Her sister, Miss Rena Reed,
who has been teaching at Center, is now
with her, but will leave soon for her employment at Seal Harbor for the summer.

Mrs
grammar school, taught by
Miss Eda Piper is at home for a few
Lufkin closed June 17, also the primary I weeks from Sullivan, where she has been ;
suctaught by Miss Edna Donnell, after
|
employed.

port seminary.

COUNTY NEWS.
for

back for the tall term.
EA8TBROOK.

The

FRANKUN.
Miss Susie Swan is visiting in Boston.

loading

other pagot

County Xewi

for additional

John Wentworth, with grauddaughtei
Nora, went to Sorrento to see his granddaughter, Effle Workman, June 20.

COUNTY NEWS.

Schooner Ben Hur is

pupils and two teachers present. All enjoyed the trip. The pupils are anxious to
have both Miss Carter and Miss Ingalls

COUNTY NEWS.

and colt break-

in horse

ing for the past fifteen years.
Nason Springer is suffering severely ol
rheumatism.
Thomas Gordon, who has had employment in New York the past two or three
home.
years, is taking bis vacation at

Harbor Record’t cummer tict, ic larger
than that of all the other paperc printed
in Hancock county.

ber for

engaged

w04>d he benefited by taking
Foley s Orino Inventive for constipation, stom-

ach and liver trouble, as it sweetens the atomacb and breath,
stimulates the liver
and regulates the gently
bowels and is much au perior
»od ordinary laxatives.
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West Pownal and visited the school for
feedle-minded in behalf of the town. As
a result of the visit
Surry expects to turn
over to the State next
fall, or as soon as
the buildings are ready for more inmates,
three of its unfortunates who have always
to

nth,T paa,‘

CASTINE.
stomach

ill of
Brown is very

been wards of the town.

Jab
-.utonn'l’de-

Bieh, of Melrose, Mass.,
Carrie Parker.
is back on her
Silver Star
bright and fresh in

is

John Day, of Boston, was the guest of
Howard Leach a few days last week.

wnc,

route

£o!poking

a

C.
PENOBSCOT.

the

Edwin Leach, who is employed in Banspent Sunday here with his family.
Miss Sari.li Littlefield, who attended the
academy at Bluehill, is home for the sum-

new

Onwuy Newt

nher

«n

a^t>c.

AMHERST.

L. E. Crosby
week.

Harbor last

in Bar

was

aBtimtsrnuntft,

O. J. Billings, who is ill at the home of
her sister, Mrs. J. H. Billings.
E.*H. Herrick is building weirs for parties at West Brobksville.

THE

Mrs. Howe and child, of Melrose, Mass.,
are with Miss M. A. Walker for the summer.

Hollis Patterson has returned from Bor
•
Harbor.
Miss Hildred

Sumner

was

in

June 14.

A.

Bangor

EAST BLl’EHILL.

Saturday.

see cause

Among the graduates at Bluehill acadMrs. A. W. Silsby is in town, called emy Friday was Ward Leach, of this
P»‘nt,i
in
Gorhere by the illness of her father, Dudley
„.
Walker a|>er I several days
place.
Sumner.
la’ft week, attending the normal mer.
Luther N. Bridges came home from
exercises.
Dudley Sumner, who suffered a paralyt- Buck’s Harbor last week with a lame foot,
A. E. Yarnum and daughter Nina atreof
Rockland,
ic
shock
on Monday, June 14, is critiWallace Miles,
having crushed a toe while at work there.
tended the graduation at Bluehill last
after a two-weeks'
cally ill.
“»d home Monday
Invitations have been received here to
Friday.
Bartram.
B.
Mrs-'VDr. Bunker and wife, of Bangor, who the
1). C. Littlefield has returned to his work
marriage of Miss Elizabeth York, of
and family, of Bootbmoved from Bar Harbor recently, were in this
K Nickerson
in Bangor, alter spending a few days here
place, to Dr. Sumner Marshall, on
town Sunday.
are visiting Mrs. Nickerson’s
with his family.
Wednesday, June 23, at Alfred.
*rHarbor,
wife.
Parker Noyes and
Mrs. Nettie Richardson has gone to
June 21.
R.
Miss Maliel Turner, of Boston, a teacher
Grindlc,
youngest at
Hebron to be present at the graduation of
Klirabeth
Bueksport seminary, spent Sunday in her
Mrs. Henry Grindle,
to
this
said
Mrs.
son Ralph.
“According
magazine,”
town with friends.
ill the past faw days,
Reuel Richardson is in the East Maine BifHngham, “sliced onions about a room
as been very
Mrs. William Sellers and daughter
will
absorb
the
odor
of fresh paint.” “I
who has had employat Bangor having been
glss Raymond,
Jeanette have returned to their home in general hospital
guess that’s right,” rejoined Biffingharn.
Jones the iwst few
on for appendicitis.
Fred
C.
operated
with
t
Brewer alter a visit here.
“Likewise, also, a broken neck will rer.turned to Massachusetts MonThe body of Mary J. Kelliher, who died
Mrs. Helen Bridges, of Portland, and
lieve a man of catarrh.”
in Bangor Thursday, was brought here for
iv
Miss Alice, of Bueksport,
granddaughter,
on
a
this
morning
burial Sunday.
Funeral services were
ffork commenced
have opened their home on Penseou hill
fiailtaaDs ant) iteamSoai*.
held at the church.
<« lake Ibt' Plat'e of ‘be one
lining hal>
for the summer.
of
the
Dome
the
at
tire
little son of C. E. Dunham and
Cecil,
bat was lost by
All of the rural schools in town will
who was operated on for appendilock
close June 25 for the summer. The super- wife,
G'
jane 21.___
j intendent of schools reports especially citis at his home in Mariaville, died TuesJune 15. The body was brought here
successful schools throughout the dis- day,
gOlTH BKOUKSY1LLK.
Commencing, June 21, 1909.
for burial Thursday.
tricts.
in
is
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visiting
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Irgal Nouns.
To oil person* interested In either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the first
day of June, a. d. 1909.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested*
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the sixth dajr
of tl>e clock
of July. a. d. 1909, at teD
in the forenoon, and be beard thereon if they

James Campbell has employment with
E. H. Herrick for the summer.

Miss Julia Jew'tt is at home.
Charles O’Halloran is in town.

June 21.

last week in his
Hooper arrived

OvTJNTY i\EWb.
!>• m£dutonal

Alanson Tucker, late of Derry, in tbe state
of New Hampshire, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and
testament of said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by
Robert H. Gardiner and Thomas Motley,
executors therein named.
Emeline B. Buck, late of Bucksport. in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be tbe last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Edward Buck, one
of the executors therein named.
Abel F Stubbs, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together wiih petition for probate thereof, presented by Lottie A. Stubbs,
tbe executrix therein named.
William P. Getcheli, late of Orland, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purpurtiug to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together wiih petition lor probate thereof and lor administration with the
will aunexed, pesented b> J. Tyleston Gonld,
a nephew of said
deceased.
Tbe executor
named in said will being deceased.
Cha- !es W. Pierce, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last’will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate theieof ahd for administration with ttie
will annexed, presented by Clara Lord Hawley. legatee named in said will.
William N. York, late of Bluebill, in said
Petition that Forrest B.
county, deceased.
Snow or some other suit-able person be appointed administrator ot tlie estate of said
deceased. piesen>ed by F.llie M. Black, heirat-law < f said deceased.

Justing
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said couuty, deceased.
Petition that Ralph
H. Condon or some other suitable person oe
appointed administrator of the estate of said
de. eased, present'd by Mel Go D. Chatto, son
aud heir ai-law o said de«etsed.
Betsey Davis, late of B ooksville, in said
Petition that Melvin D.
couuty, deceased.
Chatto or some other suitable person be apadministrator of the estate of said
eceased, presented by Lillian Davis, a creditor of said deceased.
Joshua Watson, late of Sedgwick, in said
county, deceased. First account of Elmer P.
Spofford, administrator de bonis non, filed for
settlement.
James Parker, late of Southwest Harbor, in
said county, deceased. Second and final account of Luere B. Deasy, ac ministrator, filed
for settlement.
Alice B. Warren, lafe of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. First account of William
M. Bradley, administrator, filed for settlement.
Fred W. Houston late of Bucksport, in said
countv, deceased. Third and lust account of
Alice M. Kenney, administratrix, tiled for settlement.
Wesley T. Bates, an insane person of BrookaSixth account of
ville, in said
county.
Wheelock 0. Bates, guardian, tiled for settlement.
Wesley T. Bates, an insane person of
Brooksville. in said county. Seventh account
of Wheelock C. Bates, guardian, filed for settlement.
James W. Robbins, late o' Eden, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Ralph J,
Robbins, administrator for license to sell < ertain real estate of said decea; ed, as described
in said petition.
Arthur N. Dority, minor, of Sedgwick, in
said ccunty.
Petition filed by Carrie J.
Dority, guardian, for license 10 sell certain
real estate of said minor, as described in said

Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.
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ELLSWORTH FALLS, S1E
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Luther
loot hadly jammed by

June 19, at the Methodist parsonage. Rev.
E. A. Carter, of the Methodist church,
officiated. Their many friends here extend
best wishes for a long and happy wedded
life. Mr. and Mrs. Saulisbury will go to
Bar Harbor Wednesday, where they will
reside.
Woodlocke.
June 21.

load of stone

a

Wednesday.
Miss Juba A. Cousins is in the Eastern
jjsme hospital at Bangor for an operation

fsrippendicis.
and Roy Hutchinson, who have
tees coasting in the schooner Ella M.
ftorer, are st home.
Franklin Kerst and Vernon Sweet, with
their families, from Boston, are at their
In W.

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Wade L. Grindle,
home Saturday.

simmer homes here.

The schooner William C. Buckley,
Utils. from Franklin to New York
stone, struck on Birch island ledge
nesday, coming off next flood tide

alight damage.
July IT._

Capt.

Repairs are being made on the Hannah
Thompson house.
Norman Staples and family spent Sunday with P. H. Staples.
George J. Babson, wife and friends
made a trip here Sunday from Foxcroft, in

with
Wedwith
C.

Mr. Babson’s automobile.

SEDGWICK.

P. W. Perkins and E. J. Snow have coma
large power boat for Bangor
and are going to Bangor in her
this week.

Mrs.J.H. Lancaster in quite U1 ol ap-

pleted
parties,

pendicitis.
W.

H. Bobbins is employed

Pemaquid

on

steamer

mate.

as

Miss Margaret Snow, of this place,
graduated from Bluehill academy

Miss Harriette Cole, who has been in
forilaod several months, is home.
R. A.

Bracy,

who

the house mth

a

week.

been confined to

has.

sprained ankle,

is out

agtin.
F. A. Holmes is settled in his new
qoirters, and held au opening Saturday

evening.
The ordinance
to two

Eaton and wife, T. A. Smith, wife
ind little son and Miss M. H. Small took a
trip to Rockland last week.
E. J.

last

class

Charles

Goodwin’s

son

is at

home

from

It is learned w ith regret that little Lutie
Garland, who is ill of tuberculosis at the
home of her aunt in Otis, is failing rapidly.

Deputy .Sheriff Small made a seizure rePercy Dunham and wife, who were
cently of more than fifty gallons of wine called home by the death of bis brother
ind fourteen quarts of whiskey.
Cecil, will remain with his parents for a
F. H. Smith and wife will leave to-day few months.
lor Hebron to attend tbe graduation exerThe community was made sad by the
ciies at the academy. Miss Belle Smith is 1 death of Cecil, the eleven-year-old son of
I mem ter of the
E. C. Dunham and wife, Tuesday, June 15,
graduating class.
June 21.
H.
after a short illness of appendicitis. He
was tenderly cared for by loved ones, w’ho
Sl’RRY.
gave him all the comforts willing hands
All the schools will close this week.
could. He will be greatly missed not only
Mr». Sterling Anderson, who has been in his own home, but in his school and by
besides his
rery ill of pneumonia, is slow ly improv- his many friends. He leaves
parents, live brothers and three sisters.
mr
The community extends deepest sympathy
The Surry dramatic club will present
to the bereaved family.
toe drama, **Tke
Country Minister,” on
3.
June £1.
toe night of July 5.
J- Gallison went to Augusta in his automobile a few days ago.
He is building a
touse to keep his car in.

William Emery,

Buc-kspori
his sister

mi nary

Est her,

lew weeks.

graduated from

who

a

are

few
at

days

home

ago,

for

a

Fred

Linneken, who is employed by
toaw. Hammond & Carney, Portland,
indhis brother Arthur, who works in a
machine shop in Whitinsville, Mass., are

it

home for
June 21.

a

vacation.

WEST BROOKUN.

Bridges
Sedgwick.

Luetta

ris at

is at

w

ork

for John Par-

Miss Lettie Carter, who has been teachat Tremont, is home.

ing

Joan Reddy, who has been visiting at
Swan’s Island, is at home.
Mrs. Abbie Joyce, of Swan's Island, has
moved into part of Susan Bridges’ house.
Rufus Bridges has gone to Bar Harbor
on the steamer Samoset.

to work

Miss Ida Morse and Miss Elsie Philip,
of Bluehill, visited friends here recently.

north brookun.
F- L. Cole and T. C.
Stanley went to
Ellsworth on business Monday.

June 21.

Augusta last

Mrs. Pitt Danforth, of Melrose, Mass.,
spending the summer with her mother,
Mrs. Lydia Gower.
Miss Helen Higgins
Charleston last week.

Mrs. S. J. Stinson is confined to the
house with the measles.
and Basil Stinson are
home from Yarmouth
academy for the
Harold Smith

daughter Mae have
here after spending
the winter in Rockland.
Mrs. N. Stinson and

southwest winds.

Capt. Ed. Smith, in schooner Hockomock, arrived home Sunday from netting
mackerel, and will fit out for sword-tishing.
The Swan’s Island Telephone Co. is installing the New England ’phones. The
cable is laid, and it is expected that by
the last of this week everything will be
so

thAt about

thirty telephones

island will be connected with the

New England long-distance telephone
Sedgwick.

at

Spec.

June 21.

Mrs.

Florence Lambert and daughter
be
visiting George Holden and wife, Mrs.
Utnbert’s parents.
Miss Agues
Phillips and Miss Margaret
inekley, w ho are teaching at Sedgwick,
baited Kichard Giles and wife
Saturday.
Marion Grindle,
daughter of Henry
bndle, has returned home after- a sucMtul oyieration at the East Maine
general

•ospital Tuesday.
Juue21.

east subrv.
Stone and Milton Winchester
Tium^; (or New Vork to bring Mr.
McCormick's yacht to Bar Harbor.
I

of

Freeport, and Thelma
are visiting their
foalert0U’
r
", gtandparents, M. D. Chatto and
01

Fllsworth,

wife.

Mrs. Juiia a. Chatto

to Augusta
**®k »“<*
Placed two little girle in the
e home
for children. She then went
went

are drifting towards
®righ?«°di«I c|tiiena
neglecting symptoms of
kidney
‘rouble which Foley's
Kidney a?bL*d<*er,
e<ly wil1 guickly cure. O. A.

P»kcaaa.8

__

BLUEH1LL.
Whereas, Another comrade has been taken
from our ranks, who, after a long and faithful
life, has passed to the great majority above;
Resolved, That in the death of Comrade
Jones, James A. Garfield post has lost a
worthy member and a faithful comrade.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
sent
be sent to the widow and friends, a copy
to The American for publication, aud the
hall be draped in mourning for thirty days.
A. C. Osgood,
James Eaton,
A. C. Stevsns,
Committee.

Foley’s Honey and Tar is especially recommended for chronic throat and lung troubles,
and many sufferers from bronchitis, asthma
and consumption have found comfort and relief by using Foley’s Honey and Tar. O A.
Parchbr.
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Helen Blaisdell.

George Leach, w’ho has been at Bar Harpast year, is visiting his brother,
Walter V’. Leach.
bor the

Greenville,

w

ith

a

party

friends, is at the Shaw cabin, Craig
for several

days.

DEDHAM.
G. A.
in isle

Gray and wife are visiting relatives
au
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10 00
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AM
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were
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in town

in the couuty of Hancock, deceased, and
Ail pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons having
demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to preseu»
the same for settlement, and al. indebted
thereto are requested to mane payment immediately.
Sarah E. Doyle.
Fred L. Mason.
June 4, 1909

....

subscriber nereoy gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adruiuis
Sundays only.
.Stops to leave passengers holding tickets! trator of the estate of
from points west of Bangor,
LOUISE D. PARIS, late of SEDGWICK,
w Stops to take but not to leave passengers,
Hancoca. deceased, and
in tue couuty of
as the law iirect^.
All per
t d Stops at Sorrento Sui day only to leave ; given bonds
sous
demands
of
having
west
against the estate of
from
Bangor.
points
passengers
said deceased are desired to presen' 'he same
South
and
Tickets for all
for settlement, ami all indebted tnereto are
West for sale at the 31. C. K. K. requested to make payment immediately.
John W. Paris.
Sedgwick, June 7. 1919.
Ellsworth.

THE

q
c

Sunday.

J. F. (Sowing and wife and Mrs. F. A.
Black attended commencement exercises
of the M. C. I. at Pittsfield, June 17. M iss
Hazel Cowing, a graduate, and Leslie and
Clifford Burrill, students, came home
June 19.
B.
June 21.
BKOOK.SV1LLE.
Willim Willins, of Bluehill, is boarding
with L. H. Billings.
Mrs. Lewis Hatchins, of Penobscot,
came Sunday to care for her mother, Mrs.
Dr. Daniels’ Horse Renovator—for
your horse —Makes Blood—gives vim,
strength and health.

all persons interested in either of thfe estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock.on the fourteenth
day of June. a. d. 1909, being an adjourned
session of tue June a. d. 1909 term of said
court.

To

points

ticket office,

These trains connect
trains on Main Line,
Boston and St John.

at Bangor with through
to and from Portland,

nereoy gives uotice tha.
has been duly appointed administhe estate of
Passengers
earnestly requestly
SARAH A. GRAY, late of BLUEHILL,
cure tickets beforfc entering the trains, and ;
county of Hancock, deceased, and
especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to in theoouds
as the law directs.
All persons
Ellsworth.
aviug demands against the estate of said
F. E. BOOTHBY. Gen’l Pass. Agent.
deceased are desired to present the same for
MORRIS M’DONALD,
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.
William M. Howard.
Portland, Me.
Bluehill. June 7. 1999.
to

are

j

pro-|

subscriber

he
THE
trator of

following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is he reby ordered that notice thereof be given to ail persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
JEllsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be be!a at Ellsworth. in said couuty, on the sixth day of
July. a. d. 1909, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, aud be heard thereou if they see

THE

given

has
THEheof the

RETURNING
New Turblue steel steamers Belfa t and Camden leave Boston ai 5 p iu week da}s for
Rockland.
Leave Rockland at 5.15 a m, or on arrival ol
steamer from Boston, dally, except Monday,
for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll, Sedgwick aud Intel
mediate landings.

Banking.

ElM

earn

If

iMjMiil Ass’l.

A NEW SERIES
is

uow

monthly pay
open. Shares, SI each
meats, SI per share.

WHY PAY RENT
when you can borrow ou your
shares, give a first mortgage aud
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments knu interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are uow pay mg for
rent, aud In about ten years you
will

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For
A. W.

of
W. Taplbv. Sec'y.
First Nat’l Ban a BldfePresident.

particulars inquire
o.

King,

subscriber hereby

has
THE
of the
be

tor

cause.

been duly
estate of

gives

notice

Martha D. Swazey, late of Bucksport. in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
uurportiug to be the last w.ll aud testament
of sa d deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Theodore H.
Smith, the executor therei named.
/
Stephen D. Joy, late of Hancock, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and tesiameut of
said deceased, toge« her wit t petition for probate thereof, presented by Jobu B. Redmau,
the executor therein named.
Lulu E. Rice and Gladys Rice, minors of
Gouldsboro, in said county. Fiist account of
Daniel Deasy. guardian, filed for settlement.
Andrew J. Jordan, late of Orlaud, in said
couuty, deceased. Final account of Fred D.
Jordan, special administrator, filed fo.r settle-

j
j
j
!

that

appointed administra-

HARRIMAN. late of BUCK3PORT.
county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds
as
the
law directs
All pergiven
sons
having demands against the estate
of said
deceased are desired to preseut
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make pavmeut imLeland P. Lowell.
mediately.
Bucksport. June 2, 1909.
in

ment.

the

EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of said Court.
copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

A true

MUIILC

THE

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
WILLIAM H. PREBLE, late of CHICAGO,

THE

deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immeElmenia P. Lurvey.
diately.
Cranberry Isles. June 2, 1909.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
of ti e last will and testament of
OLONZO G. PUTNAM, late of BUCK9PORT,
in the couuty c
Haucock. deceased, ami
as
the law
direcis.
All
given bonds
persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imHenry H. Putnam.
mediately.
Danlorth, Me., June 2, 1909.

THE

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of
ELIZA J. BAKER, late of BROOKLIN,
in the county of Haucock. deceased, and
given bonds as tbe laws direcis. All persons having demands agaiust the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the
I same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment immediately.
Theodore E. Bakbs.
I North Brooklin, June 16, 1909.

THE

or

fUKLtLUSUlE.

Carl H. Ames and Lillian B.
Ames, both formerly of Bucksport.
county of Hancock. State of Maine, by their
mortgage deed dated the twelfth day of January, a. d. 1893. aud recorded iu the registry of
deeds for Hancock county, iu book 276, page
150, conveyed to Alfred Swazey, late of said
Bucksport, deceased, certain real estate
situated iu said Bucksport, and particularly
described in said mortgage deed as ioilows, to
wit: A certain lot cr parcel of laud situated
iu said Bucksport aud bouu .ed as follows:
Beginning at toe southeasterly corner of said
lot on an allowance way for a io»d; theuce
westerly by said allowance wa> to land of
tnis grantor mortgaged io Bucksport Loau
and Building Association: thence northerly
by said lot so mortgaged to laud of C. Luce;
tnence easterly by said Luce land to the Rufus Allies lot: and thence southerly by said
K. Ames lot to point of starting, being same
land deeded to these grantors by J. W. Patterson, administrator, and said grantors do
hereby further agree that said Swazey shall
collect all sums due or which shall become
due for stumpage of wood and lumber on and
f-om said lot hereby conveyed, aud whereas
the unnersigned, Charlotte K. Swazey, of said
Bucksport. is the duly appointed, qualified
and acting executrix of the estate of said
Alfred Swazev, and as such holds said mortdebt thereby secured, and
gage aud the
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been and is now broken, now therefore, by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof,
I claim a forec osure of said mortgage and
give this notice for that purpose a* required
Charlotte R. Swazey,
by .aw.
‘Executrix of the estate of Alfred Swazey.
T. H. Smith, attorney.
Bucksport. Maiue, June 15, 1909.

WHEREAS

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been dulv appointed administratrix tie bojus non with will annexed of the
estate of
JOHN W. DRESSER, late of CASTINE,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as tbe law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased
are
desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imCaroline D. Wxtheble.
mediately.
Portland, Me., June 4, 1909.

ILLINOIS,

.~

Is what your money will
tuvesled in shares of the

gives notice that

estate

SARAH G.

Steamer J T Morse leaves Bar Harbor 1 3'
Harp m week days for Seal Harbor. Northeast
bor, Southwest H«*bor, Brooklln, Deer Isle,
Sargeutville. Dark Harbor aud Rockland, eon
uecting with steamer tor Bostou.
Steamer Boothbav leaves Bluehlll ‘2 fO p m
week days lor South Bluehlll, Stonlugton,
North Haven and Rockland, eounectlug with
steamer lor Boston.
leaves S'dscwick $.00 p m
Steamer Juliette
week days for Herrick’s Landing. South Brooksaud Roekluud, conDlrlgo
vllle, Eggemogain,
uectlug with oteamer lor Bostou.

6%

nerebv

duly appointed adminis-

of
RUBY S. GROSS, late of ORLAND,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons having demands
against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the
and all
same
for settlement,
indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imIra F. Gross.
mediately
Orland, Me.. June 7. 1909.
trator

Brewer,

Mrs. W. W. Black is visiting her sister,
Mrs. N. P. Libby, of Bangor.
G. P. Goodwin is ill, having had several
hemorrhages from the nose.

Alice B. Warren, late of Bucksport. in said
county, deceased. Petiti >n filed by William
M. Bradley, administrator ol tbe estate of
said deceased, that the amount of collateral
inheritance tax upon said estate be determined by tbe judge of prooate.
James Parker, laie of Southwest Harbor, in
Petition tiled by
said county, deceased.
Luere B. Deasy, administrator, that an order
be issued to distribute among the heirs of
said deceased, the amount remaining in the
hands of said administrator.
Alansou Tucker, l.tte of Derry, in the State
of New Hampshire, deceased.
Petition filed
by Robert H. Gardiner, of Gardiner, in the
State of Maine, ano Thomas Motley, of Nahant, in the State of Massachusetts, praying
that the appointment of said petitioners
named as trastees in an instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of said
deceased, may be confirmed by said court.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original oruer.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

40|

S W Har ,*9 35
2 55 *2 55 7 15;
Manst... *9 40i.!. 7 101-1Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.19 a m and 4.30
p in. and arriving at Ellsworth 12.20 noon, 11.07
p. m. connect with Washington Co R R.
*
Daily Sundays included,
a Leaves Sunday at 9 a m.
* Stops on signal to conductor,

E. 8. d. Morsf. Agent. Bar Harbor.

of

petition

rpHE

ljiol

Haut.

D. Goodwin and wife,

Maude L. Black, a! Brookscounty of Hancock, and
oy her mortgage deed dated
the second oay of July, a. d. L904, and recorded in the Hancock couuty registry of
d^«ds, hook 410, page 296, conveyed to me, the
undersigned, a certaiu lot or pircel of land,
situated in said Brooksvilie. and bounded and
described as follows, to wit: Beginning on
south side
f h.'gbway on line of land of
Warreu Cnatto; thence easterly by said high
way to land of Lewis F. Gray, thence easterly
by said Gray’s line to waters of Buck’s Harbor; tuence westerly by the waters of said
Harbor to laud of Warren Chatto; tbence
northerly by said Cbatto's line to piace of beginning; and whereas, the condition of said
mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof,
I claim a foreclosure ot said mortgage.
Dated this 5th day of June. a. d. 1909.
Lewis F. Gray.
ville, in the
WHEREAS
Slate of Maine,

Suoday
only

Miss Gertrude Burrill, of Brewer, is visiting relatives here.
G.

legal Notices.

p m

$8.00 round trip.

Mrs. Blanche Porter, with daughter, of
Portland, is visiting her mother, Mrs.

of

PAY BEST

....

5 56 7 401 1255 3 45i 4 50 * 2301 3 45
9 05 11 05i 5 30 7 00j 8 25
45 ; 7 (XI
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

pond.

Hugh Shaw,
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6 13j .... 11 34

8*11 12*53
8 18| 1*00
8 38 1 19
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PM

....

37
8 421
8 50,
8

H. F. Webb and family, of Portland, are
Fare Between Bar Harbor and
at their cottage for the summer.
4 E. L. Marks is having his stable reBoston
paired. Dunbar Brothers are doing the j
work.
$4.25 one way and
A party of young men from Bucksport
are at the
Wentworth cottage. Toddy

summer.

P. 8. Bowden has returned from a
two weeks’ visit in Brockton and Dedham, Mass.
Mrs. Freeman Grindle left Friday for
Seal Harbor, where they will reside. Mr.
Grindle is employed by A. & J. Clement.
D.
June 20.
Mrs.

11*50

57 5 13
5 17
5 26

Miss Cora Lunt is employed at the store
of W. L. Wentworth & Co.

pond,

memorial resolutions.

scb.

__

Clara Fogg,

Misses Effle and
Harbor to work this

gone to 8eal

1

subscriber
been

F. B. Grove, wife aud son, of New
Ethel Wescott is visiting her parents,
Maynard Webber, of Stonington, is visJersey, are boarding at Mrs. E.C. Mason’s.
wife.
and
Wescott
T.
J.
ltins k‘s grandfather, Adalbert Seavey.
Mr. Grove has a position at the Craig’s
Mrs. Louisa Gray, of Cape Rosier, vis- brook fish station.
Mrs. Amanda
Dodge is visiting her ited F. 8. Hinckley and wife recently.
June 21.
Bother, Mr6.
_M. j
Margaret Howard, at
Eunice Dunbar have
wooUsville.

47

EAST ORLAND.

of

__

NORTH BLUEHLLL.

house

Schooner Franconia, of Ellsworth, from
Sullivau with curb stone to Boston, was in
the harbor through the recent heavy

the

11

PMl

Mrs. O. L. Milan is ill.

completed

8

Potld
Bstn

Bstn

SWAN S ISLAND.

on

7 07
7 15
7*22
7 30
7 37
7 42
7+56

from

returned

Among the arrivals the past week are
Mrs. H. A. Knapp and daughter Miss
Alice, Gordon Taylor and brother, of
Scranton, Pa., Mrs. John R. Davies and
daughter Miss Grace, and cousin John
Moffatt, of Philadelphia, Misses Lillian
Lee and Louise Tracy and John Lee, of
Buffalo, N. Y.
Sim.
June 21.

opened their

Boston.

j

in

summer.

MARIA V1LLE.

the

at

a

Nemo.

ad-

of baptism
church Sunday evening
candidates.

ministered

was

in

there next fall in the class of 1912.

June 21.

\vas

Horace Eaton and Sherman Sargent
attended the commencement exercises of
the M. C. I., Pittsfield, last week.

was

Miss Snow*
of sixteen. Misses Eleanor 9nowand Olive
Grindle are juniors at the same institution,
while Guy Condon will resume his studies
ranked third

Charles K. Foster
week on business.

is

1912, airived

Bates

Milton Taylor and wife spent Sunday
with Reuel Dority and wife.

Wauk
Han
Fr R
W Jc
ELLS
Ells F
Nic’u
Gr L
Phil L
Hld’n
Br Jc
Ban’r

Sointed

....

!

subscribers hereby give notice that
beeu duly appointed adminestate of
FRANCE* M. PARKER, late of SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
Ail persons
bonds as the law directs.
aving demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, aud all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Geo. R. Fuller,
Southwest Harbor, Me.
Luekk B. Deasy,
bar Harbor, Me.
June 7,1909.
I

THE
they have
istrators of the
given

~~

L

.|

I_^_—

___

^FOLLON^TH^BK^CROWOvS
W. R. Parker Clothing Co.’s Store,
the

at

I

"Where the most

York

the

Syndicate,

famous

now

going

I

Men’s Overcoats.#7.48

1 lot

Men’s Suits

Swell up to date garments, our regular fll.00
and |12.50 grades; for this sale only....4 98

Men’s Suits, handsomely tailored,
than #10.00
up to |16.50; New York Syndicate price
.8 9.98

Fashionable Men’s Overcoats, all the latest
cuts and fabrics, positively worth up to
£12.50; New York Syndicate price.6.95

One lot of

|

not

suit in the lot sold less

a

Men's gray, brown and black overcoats in
latest styles and shades a bargain at 16.50
to close .10.98

This small amount doesn't pay for the pants
Lot Men's fine Worsted Suits, worth £10.00.
12.00 and 14.00; New York Syndicate’s

I

Youths’ Overcoats for less than the
cost of raw material.

•***

Boys’

One lot Suits, worth flo.OO and 16.50; New
Y’ork Syndicate's price.10.98

Dress

price.**

One of the best lines of latest styles #15.00
Suits, made by one of Boston’s best
houses; New* Y’ork Syndicate’s price...*9.89

j

so

You will

25

3.00.1.69

30

up to

Boys’ suits, worth up to 4 50.98
Boys’ Suits, worth up to 6.00 now selling
at...3 87

#12.98 Suits and Over-

#20.00 garment sold in New Y’ork City.
Men’s Summer Top Coats for less than the
cost of the material.

One lot Boys’ Knee Pants a bargain at 35c.
New York Syndicate Price.19c

A

see our

They compare favorably

Be sure you

are

15 doz.

buy S30

those who

large discount given
in the right

place; do

worth

not enter unless you

see

Positively

Close

CLASS

men’s

organizations

the day

was

declared

all
a

page

over

5.)

the

1887, Colorado led

■

every American citizen.
Hartwell
Rev. J. H.
satisfactorily
Bummed up Lincoln’s character, when he
said that our martyred president was a
man “just as Aristides, humble as Cincinnatus, humane and magnanimous as Constantine, and he gained the confidence,
the admiration and affection of the people.
With his heart wedded to the attractive
principles of justice and liberty, shaking
hands with humblest soldier and poorest
bondsman, having a word and smile for
all, even those in the lowest condition, he
will pass into history as one of the great-

est benefactors of the human race”.
The value of our holidays lies in the direction which they give to our thoughts.
Thanksgiving our first national holiday,
directs our minds to the duty of gratitude
to our heavenly Father. The Fourth of
July inspires us with patriotism; Washington’s Birthday brings before us, as examples, the virtnes for which he is honored, and the truth that
To live in the hearts we leave behind
Is not to die.

Decoration Day gives

us an

opportunity

to express our appreciation of the sacrifice
of our noble men who gave their lives that
this country might live; through the celebration of Arbor Day, people have grown
to realize more fully the value of our forests and the efforts which should be made
for their preservation; the celebration of
Labor Day reminds us that the welfare of
our country rests in the hands of the la-

boring

man.

Work, and

sweet

slumber Bhall

pillow.
Work, thou shalt ride

over

care's

rest

on

thy

coming bil-

low.
Lie not down wearied 'neath woe's weeping
willow
Work with a stoat heart and resolute will.
And as we commemorate from year to
year the birthday of the emancipator and
the great laborer, Abraham Lincoln, may
his' principle of “free and equal rights to
all” be one of the foundations on which
we

build, for
are architects of fate.
Working in these walls of time.
Some with massive deeds and great.
Some with ornaments of rhyme.

All

Nothing useless is. or low,
Bach thing in its place is best,
And what seems but idle show
Strengthens and supports the rest.
VALEDICTOBY.

The time has at last arrived toward
which we have looked so long and yet
half dreaded to have draw near—our

graduation day.
Though it implies freedom

from studies
and school cares, it also means separation,
and
our
teachers
from
the separation
classmates who have grown so dear to us

3c

wove

Suspenders, worth 25c. 8c

doz. men’s fine Suspenders, worth 50c.19c
Working Shirts, Best on earth.39c

15

Men’s Linen Collars. 9c

big lot of

50c and

75c Overalls.39c

Men’s Pants
Men’s fine pants worth $3.50 now.2.19
Men’s elegant worsted Pants, worth $4.50
and 5.00 going at.2 98

to

and 3.50

Johnson Pants to

close.C>7c

GUARANTEE

10 p.

COUNTY NEWS.

bowour four years’ course, yet
many pleasant memories of our school
life rush to our minds to-day! If there
have been any
thoughts or
unwind feelings they are all forgotten.
We have chosen for our motto one
familiar to every scholar who has ever
entered the
Ellsworth
high school:

Fit additional

County Newr,

ret

other pager

SEAL COVE.
Mrs. W. J. Harper went to Bar Harbot
and Ellsworth on business last week.

“Possent qui posse putent” (They are
able who think they are able).
By perseverance, we have been able to
accomplish tasks which at first sight

new summer

Parker

Walter Conant, and wife, of Cambridge,
Mass., are stopping at Capt. L. W. Stew-

ing.

up-to-date goods

She will go to Seal Harbor
at Seaside inn.

June 25,

employed

Miss Gertrude Dorr, of Southwest Harbor, was married to Harry Kelley, of this
place, June 20. Both young people are
well known here, and many friends wish
them a long and happy wedded life.

art's.

Of course, we have failed sometimes.
But it has been said that our greatest
glory is not in never falling but in rising
every time we fall.

Mrs. Sophronia Harper is visiting her
granddaughter, Mrs. George Robbins, at

Proceeds for
church. Much credit

we

Samuel H. Ober and wife, of Selina,
Kan., are at Center, Mr. Ober s old home.
His aged mother. Mrs. Ellen K. Ober, is

impossible.

To-day, perhaps for the first time,
have
much we owe
come

to reAlize how

Opeechee.

to

»others for our privileges and pleasures.
So to-day it is only right that we should

say a few words to' our kind teachers and
friends assembled here.
Gentlemen of the school board: During our whole course in high school, this
committee has been composed of men who
had the interest of the school at heart. You
and your predecessors have always tried
to secure teachers whose sole aim was for
the advancement of the Ellsworth high
school, and in this you have surely sue
ceeded.
In fact, you have done everything in
your power to make our school life a
pleasant one, and we take this opportunity to thank you and bid you farewell.
Dear teachers: It is to you that we
owe the greatest debt of gratitude.
How
patiently and willingly you have aided us
when it seemed that we were returning no
reward to you for your pains.
How many times we have vexed and
annoyed you, but it was with a spirit of
mischief and thoughtlessness rather than
malice, and we trust that you will forgive
and forget.
We are now to pass from under your
guidance, but I hope that we shall not
wholly forget your teachings.
As we shall never again meet in the
capacity of scholars and teachers. I bid
you an affectionate farewell.
Dear classmates: During our four years'
union we have become closely attached tc
each other. Although it seems hard to
break class ties, we must remember that
the best of friends must part, for partings
are the common Jot of all.
Henceforth our paths will lie in different
directions, and new faces and new scenes
will take the places of the old.
But wherever we are, or in whatevei
station of life we may lie, i trust that we
shall never forget or regret the four yeart
that we spent in the Ellsworth higb

successful
west

Rev. Ernest Trite held services at the
Sunday, June 20. The
Baptist
churches of Manset and Tremont will extend him a call.
Miss Bernice Ashley is at home from
Gott’s Island, where she has been teach-

St&ntiscnuMs,

an

Nearly fl2
organ

for

was

the
W.

.,

w

Franklin shoes.i

Very large

reduction on our Boys’ Shoes.
lot of Ladies’ Revelation Shoes
in
high cut and Oxfords, sells in every
large
city for 3.00, toclose.
One

2.50 to

Shoes, former price 2.00 aud
close. j

Best 10c Blacking to

close.

g^

A liberal discount on all Rubber
Goods
during this Sale. Every article In our entire
stock will be REDUCED to almost
nothin*.
Never again In all your life will you
have
such a golden opportunity to dress In
Rich Raiment at so trilling a cost.
Brin*
this Dill with you and Call for the
articles
advertised; we have them ALL.

prices.

at

ALLOW NOTHING

slaughter prices

DAVS

ONLY

evening during sale

Mrs. Charles Small, who been spending
few weeks in Boston, came home Thurs-

day.
Frank Gross, wife and son Maurice are
spending a few days with friends in
Vinal haven.

Capt. Phil D. Haskell left this week for
New London, Conn., to take command of
a racing yacht.
A little daughter of Capt. Andrew Scott
is quite ill of
blood-poisoning caused by
the scratch of a cat.

Me.

SIGNS

COUNTY NEWS.
For

Additional4 County .Yrvi

tee

other pa yet

This
lste
was

new hotel is the old homestead of the
Richard P. Buck, of New York, and
built by David Buck iu 1798. The

store

BUCKHPOHT.
Mrs. E. J. Klock is visiting friends in
town.

Frank Fellows left Sunday for Kineo for
the summer.

Benjamin Blodgett and family
spending the week at Beechwood.

are

is
due C.
Mrs. £. S. Barker and son Stanley left
Pretty Marsh, who managed June 17 to join Dr. Barker in Boston.
Rodney S. Genn arrived on the City of
N.
Rockland Saturday from a trip South.

Charles Eaton and wife, of Brookline,
Mass., are here for the summer.
a

shoes.

E. A. Moor and wife attended the
Bankers' association at Rockland, last
week.
Dustin Farnum and wife arrived Sunday
in their touring car, and are at the Robinson house.
Mrs. Harry Austin and daughter Helen,
of Brooklyn, N. Y., arrived on the Belfast,
Tuesday for the summer.
A number of Bucksport people went to
Bangor Tuesday on the new steamer Belfast which arrived here about 10.30
maiden trip.

on

her

near

the water

was

built in 1784.

The house has been put in thorough repair without changing its antique architecture, and with its spacious grounds and
beautiful situation is an ideal place for a
summer vacation.
The genial proprietor,
Pearl H. NVardweil, and his charming
wife, need no introduction to the public,
their long connection w ith the Robinson
house having won for them a host of
friends.
J*
June 22.
_____

In the last analysis, the knowledge yon
can use is all the knowledge you've got.
The rest is all waste.
Some men can’t stand prosperity, and
others never have a chance to find oat
whether they

can

or not.

the invalid’9 friend, “I'vt
I
come to cheer you up a bit likebrought yer a few flahrs, Bill. 1 thought
if it was too late they’d come in andy
for a wreaf, yer know. Nc, don't get
down-’carted Bill.
Lummy, don’t yoa
look gmshly. But, there, keep up y<*

“Bill,”

said

—

1

necessity of being compelled to go often
through the day, and to get up many
times during the night.
Swamp-Root is not recommended for
everything but if you have kidney, liver

AURORA.

Mrs Henry Rowe, of Ellsworth, is visither son, Ernest Rowe.

ing

Herbert and Lew-is Crosby, Russell Mac*
Fay Mills are home from the M. C. I.,
Pittsfield.

and

Mrs. Helen Mace and sister,
Mrs
Bernice Jordan, were in Bangor Iasi
week to attend the Congregational conference.

Mrs William Scboppee, of Beddington

C.

2.00 and 2.50

—.

H. T. Silsby was in Beddington recently
Ora Mills and W. H. Crosby were ir
Ellsworth last week.

June 21.

our

ole 9port; I’ve come to see yeranF
Miss Edna Bright, preceptress at the spirits,
cheer ye up a bit. Nice little room yo®
I
seminary, left June 17 for her home in ’ave
’ere, but, as I says to meself "hen
Franklin, Mass. Miss Bright will sail was a-comin’
to
up, wot a orkard staircase
Mrs. Phil W. Small and daughter Mar- this week for a two
months' trip abroad.
get a coffin dahn.”
guerite, who have been
Mrs. WilMiss Grace Nichols is home from Boston.
Kidney Trouble Makes You Miserable. liam Pickering, returnedvisiting
home Friday, m
At the meeting of the board of trustees of
Almost everyone knows of Dr. Kilmer's
2torrtisnnrriU.
Mrs. Alma Haskell, who has been em- the E. M. C. b. held June
16, Miss Nichols
Swamp-Root, tile great kidney, liver and I ployed by Capt. and Mrs. E. Y.
Haskell, was elected to succeed Miss Florence
bladder remedy, ben
,
of New London, Conn., came home Sun- Stover
cause oi us remarain the commercial department.
able health restoring ! day.
The other members of the faculty are the
IL
properties. Swamp | Harbor view chapter, O. E. 8., bolds same aa last year.
Root fulfills almost its last
meeting Tuesday. A special
H. F. Sawyer, wife are the first guests to
% every wish in over- j entertainment is
in preparation, and a arrive at the
Wardwell, P. H. Warawell,
rheumatism,
|Hl| coming
will
be
served.
oanqueet
proprietor, which was opened Monday.
pain in the back, kidCharles Harris, of Detroit, a graduate of
liver, bladder
jji nevs,
and every part of the Bates, ’06, has been elected principal of
railing; Hair
Dandruff
urinary passage. It the high school the coming year. He arcorrects mammy to
AnT* Hair Vigor promptly destroy, the germ.
rived Thursday for a few days’ visit lookAyer-. Hair Vigor hut a. promptly destroyst*
that came falling hair. It nourisifcs the haircv«
hold water and scalding pain in passing it,
gcrnu that r..... dandruff. It removes
than to health. The hair stops
ing over the school work w ;th Supt. W.
bujb*. restore,
trace of dandruff huff, and keeps the solP
or bad effects following use of liquor, wine
o®tp
more rapidly.
in g bcalthy condition.
U.
Patten.
or beer, and overcomes that unpleasant

Do You Get Up
With a Lame Back?

having taken leave of the
must say to each other, deal
the
saddest word in our lanclassmates,
“Farewell!
guage :

Mrs

has returned to her home at SouthHarbor.

hall

now

een visiting her daughter.
Maggie Silsby, has returned home.

of

19.

DEER ISLE.

Friday, June 18, after a
term. The teacher, Miss Iva

of

All

the entertainment.
June 21.

Walls,

we

who has

taken.

very low.

school.
And
others

urday evening, June
Moffett,

School closed

3.50 Elite

MORE

RED

And entertainment and sale of ice-cream
and cake was held at Center church, Sat-

seemed

3.50

our

Clothing Co., Ellsworth,

BIG
to be

Douglass shoes..

our

All of

ridiculous

SPECIAL—Store will be open every

R.

We carry the best line o( advertised
shoes in
this part of the country in high cm
and Os
fords and latest shades.
Elite, Douglas
®
Franklin.

TO KEEP YOU AWAY.

THREE

in.

THE

FOR

at the same

here unsatisfactory.
AV. R. P ARKER CLOTHING CO.
THE NEW YORK SYNDICATE.

FOR

Department

Nothing reserved, everything goes! Thousand- of
other articles impossible to mention in this document

goods purchased

purchase

close.2.391

pairs genuine west of England worsted
Trousers, your tailor would charge vou
for their equal in style and fit; $ew
|7
York Syndicate price.3.49

25 doz. cashmere Socks, worth 50c selling at.. 19c

wjfl

Maine.

One lot Ladies'

Men’s Pants, worth $1.25 and 1.50.79c
Men’s Pants, good enough for Sunday wear,
worth $2.50 and 3.00 now.
1.89

$3.00

or

fine silk

Flannel Shirts ?1.25 and 1.50.89c
Men’s Dress Suit Cases, w*orth from fl.00 to
1.50, to close....G9c

50

IS

<k*

Neckwear.59c

doz. dress shirts, worth 1.26 now.89c

Hose,

Shoe

lOo

Laundered shirts white, worth 50c.33c j
Boys’ Shirts, worth 50c.2;lo All of

doz. dress shirts, worth 75c now.49c

15c

Hose, worth 26c

50c Neckwear...39c

25

large lot of Men's

LEFT

Neckwear, worth up
to 35c.19c

A

20

A

!

the New

We doubt if Hancock County has ever had
being the most successful sale held in eastern

Men’s 10c Cotton Gloves to close.

10c.

doz. red and blue handkerchiefs.

unhappy

country,

legal holiday.

Soon
the way.
re states followed, and now the great
majority of the states and territories
recognize the first Monday in September
as Labor Day.
The birthday of one of the greatest
laborers in America has recently become
a national holiday.
Every schoolboy and
girl in the whole country knows whose
birthday is celebrated on February 12.
Though it is generally admitted that the
father of our country holds the highest
position on the pedestal of peaceful and
military eminence, it is undoubtedly4
Abraham Lincoln who holdB the chief
place in all true American hearts.
We love him because he was a man of
the common people. We honor him because he was a man of brains, a man who
might well be offered as an example of
modesty, humbleness and unselfishness to

Jq

at

W.

daring

OF ’0i>.

(Continued from

20,

June

LOOK

worth

2c

Silk

SALE

Place:

the

Remember

Saturday,

handkerchiefs,

you will ever have to

opportunity

THIS

white

by

in shirts and

Garment

now.

selves to exchange all

We hereby agree to refund railroad fare to all purchasers
$25 or over, a distance of twenty-five miles.

AVill

35c

as

AVe assure eaeh and every purchaser absolute satisfaction. The Public
can rest assured of receiving the same courteous treatment during this
sale that they have always received in this store, and hereby bind our-

the name

SPECIAL—This is the best

doz.

OUR

or over

THE NEW YORK SYNDICATE on the red sign

REMEMBER

best

m.

lot Boys’ Heavy Ribbed
to close.

drawers to close.19c

selling
Boys’ Suits worth up
at. 1.99
now

Boys' Knee Pants worth 50c and 75c,
while they last.69c

coats.

Doz. Men’s Gray Jerseys worth fl and 1.25.

One of the

4.00,

with any

Don’t fail to

A few doz. Men's Caps, worth up to 50c, 75c
and fl.19c

price.....41c
Men’s best Balbrigtjan-Underwear worth 50c
and 75c. Sale price.39c

bay

never

One

75c

At Prices Never Before Heard of

Sale

cheap again.

Boys’ Suits, worth

Raincoats
I

Boys.

to

Top Coats and
)

and

up the
boys’ suits

Gents' Furnishings
and Hats

6

Ellsworth,

conducted

DAYS

as we
positively close it Saturday, June 26, at 10 p.
for the people of this vicinity to take advantage of this big -ale,
low
This big sale is the talk of the state
at
such
merchandise
reliable
to*secure
prices.
have such an opportunity

I

on

bargain-givers.

MORE

THREE

JUST

SALE* is

REMARKABLE

AND

STTPEXDOXTS

I

I

——~

]
i

June 21.

Btt

SURRY.

Dr. James W. Milliken, a native of this
town, died at his home in Mendocino,
or bladder trouble, it will be found just
the remedy ;.ou need. It has been thor- Cal., May 27, aged fifty-seven years. He
oughly tested in j ri\ ite practice, and has was a graduate of the Castine normal
proved so successful th t a special ar- school. He taught school for a while, and
rangement has been made by which all then entered the New York medical colreaders of this paper, who have not allege, from which he graduated in 1876.
ready tried it, may have a sample bottle He practiced in Holden and Brewer for a
sent free by mail, also a book telling
few years, and in 1882 moved to California.
more about Swamp-Root, and how to
Hit wife was Miss Lizzie S. Farrington, of
find out if you have kidHolden, who survives him, with five dauney or bladder trouble.
When writingmention
ghters and one son.
reading this generous
offer in this paper and
WEST SULLIVAN.
send your address to
Dr. Kilmer & Co.,
Roscoe Nason died Batnrdsy after a long
Binghamton, N. Y. The regular fifty-cent illness of consumption, aged thirty-eight
and one-dollar size bottles are sold by
Mr. Nason was a member of the
all druggists. Don’t make any mistake years.
but remember the name, Swamp-Root, stone-cutters’ union and the local court of
Dr. I'ilr.er’s Swamp-Root, and the ad- Foresters. He leaves a widow and one
diess.H-aghamtoo.N.Y., on every bottle. I son.

Does not Color the Hair
We wish you to positively and distinctly understand that Ayer’s Hair
Vigor does not aifect the color of the hair, even to the slightest
degree. Persons with the whitest or the* lightest and most delicate
blond hair may use it freely without having the hair made a shade darker.

Ingredients! S*dphur. Glycrrin. Quinla. Sodium CMorid.
—*-Capsicum. Sag*. Alcohol. Water. Perfume.
Show this formula to your doctor. Ask him what he thinks of it.

Jop Speed for IfealtlL

hr,

You need good health in business, pleasure and
The quickest and surest way to relieve constipation, indigestion and sick headache is by taking
an occasional dose of the true “L. F.” Atwood»
Bitters. There is 'nothing like them to keep out
sickness and keep in health. Only 35c. at dealers.

duty.

Harrison, Maine.
We have always used T. f.’ Medicine for many years and
find that there is nothing better for a quick helpful medicine,
family should be without it.”
—Mss. John Hibbard
_

^

